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Cooperation, it's the kty to the system.
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\X/hen Aerospatiale supplies a satellite, it doesn't only supply a satellite in orbit. It supplies total
expertise. A total system backed by almost thirty years experience; from satellites and
launchers to ground stations, the software to control them and training for local personnel.
\7ith all of it specifically designed to meet individual customer requirements. Aerospatiale can

even go one step further and provide assistance in program financing and insurance, thereby
covering every aspect of your communication system needs. Because Aerospatiale understands
that the only way of mastering the complexities of satellite communication is to master every
step of the planning, conception and reahzatron of your project. And then give you the keys. AEROSPATIALE
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Choose the European partner with global vision.
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and integration of innovative, space-qualified systems for data management
and storage, power conditioning and distribution, data and video processing,
GPS receiver and inertial guidance systems, and man-machine interfaces
for manned-flight.

The result of in-depth synergies between our aeronautical and space
operations, our unique expertise in these areas is ready to meet your exact needs.

We offer 30 years of experience in equipping the world's leading space
programs. And a proven ability to successfully manage broad, international
partnerships.

Give us a call. Tell us about your mission. You'll
discover how our vision of space can help you see
the Earth a lot more clearlv.
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25 rue Jules Vddrines - 26027 Valenre Cedex - France

Telephone (33) 75 79 85 11

Telex SXT 345 824 F - Fax (33) 75 79 86 00
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Au-deli de la Terre

Les missions scientifiques de
lAgence spatiale europ6enne (ESA)

de Nigel Calder

'Au-deld de notre ciel teintl de bleu par l'atmosphdre
terrestre s'6tend l'Univers, ce vide spatial noir ponctud de
plandtes, d'ltoiles et de galaxies. C'est le royaume des
chercheurs saatiaux.'

Nigel Calder, 6crivain trds connu en Grande-Bretagne pour
la qualite de ses 6crits scientifiques, brosse ici un tableau
complet et vivant du programme de recherche spatiale de
I'ESA, en nous donnant un avant-go0t des projets que
I'Agence compte mettre en oeuvre au XXle sidcle.

La vigueur et la diversit6 de cette recherche s'imposent au
lecteur. Au-deld de la lere or6sente douze missions
diff6rentes, en mettant I'accent sur les raisons humaines et
scientifiques qui sous-tendent l'immense travail d la cle de la

recherche spatiale. La description proprement dite des missions est accompagn6e de details techniques
apparaissant sous forme de tableaux et d'illustrations.

Cet ouvrage traite principalement du programme scientifique actuel de l'Agence : Horizon 2000. Les quatre
grandes missions dites pierres angulaires - Soho et Cluster, XMM, Rosetta, First - ainsi que les diff6rentes
missions de taille moyenne y sont exposees. La premidre partie du document porte sur les engins spatiaux
charg6s d'explorer les environs de la Terre, le Soleil et d'autres destinations du systdme solaire, la deuxidme 6tant
consacr6e aux t6lescopes d'astronomie sur orbite terrestre. Dans I'un et I'autre cas, l'auteur donne un apergu du
contexte historioue et internatronal dans leouel s'inscrivent les missions.

La troisidme partie du document projette le lecteur dans la deuxieme d6cennie du XXle siecle et traite plus
particulidrement des trois grandes missions du programme Horizon 2000 Plus de l'ESA, qui couvre la periode
2006-2016. Explorer la myst6rieuse plandte Mercure, exploiter les avantages de l'interf6rom6trie pour atteindre un
degr6 de precision inegal6 dans le domaine de l'observation astronomique, partir d la recherche des ondes
gravitationnelles - tels sont les trois projets majeurs de l'Agence pour cette p6riode, conciliant les n6cessit6s de la
planification d long terme et le caractdre imprevisible de la recherche.

Document disponible
aupres de: Prix:ESA/Division des Publications

ESTEC

Postbus 299
2200 AG Noordwijk
Pays-Bas

Fax : (3'l)71.565.5433

35 florins
(ou I'equivalent dans une
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en espdces soit par chdque
libelle A l'ordre de
'ESA Publications Divisions')
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The First Results from ISO

M.F. Kessler
ISO Science Operations, ESA Space Science Department, Villafranca, Spain

This article gives a
Agency's recently
spacecraft and its
scientific results.

summary of the early in-orbit performance of the
launched Infrared Space Observatory (lSO)
instruments and presents some of the initial

Introduction
The Agency's Infrared Space Observatory
(lSO) was given a perfect launch by an
Ariane-44P vehicle (Fig 1) into its planned
elliotical transfer orbit. with lift-off from Kourou
occurring aI 02.20 CET on 17 November
1 996

The first 21 days after launch were devoted to
the so-called'Satellite Commissioning Phase'
During this period. the operational orbit
was attained, the cover that had closed off the
cryostat on the ground was ejected, the
spacecraft was shown to be in excellent
condition, 'first light' for all instruments was
achieved, engineering checks were success-
fully completed on all four scientific
instruments, and the integrated ground
segment was validated

The next 56 days (i.e, from 8 December to
3 February) were devoted to the so-called
'Performance Verification Phase', during
which a detailed assessment of the in-flight
nerfnrmance nf thc <r:igp{ifiC inStrUments WaS

made, their core calibrations established, and
planned operating modes validated The data
acquired during this period are being used to
verify the pipeline data processing and its

products

Table 1 summarises the main features of the
ISO instruments A set of five articles in ESA

Bulletin No. 84 (November 1995) gave a
complete overview of the ISO programme

In-orbit performance
Ariane inlected ISO into a transfer orbit with a
perigee of 500 km and an apogee of
71 600 km. The operational orbit (perigee of
1000 km and apogee 70 600 km) was
achieved, as planned, with three uses of
the hydrazine reaction-control system, on
18 November (test burn and rehearsal), on
l9November (perigee-raising manoeuvre)
and on 24 November (apogee-lowering
manoeuvre) An estimated 50 kg of hydrazine
remains on-board, whereas only about 12 kg

are needed for the planned ISO operations

Chronology of ISO Events

17 Nov. 1995 - Launch from Kourou al022O CET
19 Nov. 1995 - Perigee-raising manoeuvre (from 500 to 1000 km)
21 Nov. 1995 - Start of 'Satellite Commissioning Phase'
24 Nov. 1995 - Apogee-lowering manoeuvre - operationalorbit attained
27 Nov. 1995 - Ejection of 'cryo-cover'
28 Nov. 1995 - First light with ISOCAM - N/ 51

29 Nov. 1995 - First light with ISOPHOT - Gamma Draconis
30 Nov 1995 - First light with LWS - S 106

01 Dec. 1995 - First light with SWS - Gamma Draconis
08 Dec. 1995 - End of 'Satellite Commissioning Phase'
09 Dec 1 995 - Start of 'Performance Verification Phase'
03 Feb. 1 996 - End of 'Performance Verification Phase'
04 Feb. 1996 - Start of 'Routine Ooerations'

Figure 1. Lift-off of the
Ariane-44P carrying ISO

into orbit
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Second only to the launch in terms of tension
+h^ '^r^^^^ ^{ the crvo-cover onvvdJ U tu turudJv ul

27 November. This cover closed the cryostat
on the ground and had to be ejected before
ISO could begin its in-orbit mission As the
planned eject time approached, most of the
staff at the Ooerations Centre in Villafranca
were clustered around monitors showing the
gyroscope outputs There was a huge sigh of
relief when these showed the recoil of the
satellite as the cover was released Shortly
thereafter, the temperatures of the cryogenic
system indicated that ISO was indeed viewing
cold space, and about 30 minutes later the
first star was found ISO was in business!

The Satellite Commissioning Phase showed
that the spacecraft status is excellent, with all
subsystems performing above specifications.
The cool-down of the satellite to reach its

in-orbit equilibrium temperatures was well in

line with the thermal model The cryogenic
system is providing the expected tempera-
tures and the estimated mass flow rate of the
boiled off helium seems close to predictions.
Current estimates are that ISO s in orbit
lifetime will be 24 +2 months, compared with
the design requirement of 1B months

As far as the optical performance of ISO is

concerned, images of point sources have
been made with ISOCAM clearly showing the
first Airy diffraction ring and, in some cases,
the second ring is also visible. Analysis of the
data has shown that the ISO telescope
is diff raction-limited at a wavelength of
15 microns Measurements at shorter wave-
lengths have been made and the analysis is

underway

All nominal modes of the Attitude and Orbit
Control System were successfully verified. The
pointing performance is also substantially
better than specification, as shown in Table 2

The Performance Verification Phase showed
that the performance of the instruments is also
very good. All instruments are functioning very
well and as expected from the ground-based
tests, Particularly satisfying is the fact that all

the cryo-mechanisms are fully operational -
an initial anomaly with the scanning
mechanism of one of the Fabry-Perot units on
the Long Wavelength Spectrometer(LWS) has
been successfully resolved

The sensitivity of the instruments is affected to
varying degrees by'glitches', caused by
high-energy cosmic-ray particles impacting on
the infrared detectors. These glitches result
primarily in increased noise, but in some cases
have necessitated modifications to instrument

Table 1. Main features of /SO's scientific instruments

lnstrument
(Principal Investigato0 Main function

Wavelength
(pm)

ISOCAM
(C Cesarsky,
CEN-Saclay, F)

ISOPHOT
(D, Lemke,
MPI f0r Astronomie,
Heidelberg, D)

SWS
(Th, de Graauw,
Lab for Space Research,
Groningen, NL)

LWS

(P Clegg,
Queen Mary & West Field
inllano lnnrlnn\

Camera and polarimetry

I maging photo-polarimeter

zc- tt

2.5 - 240

24-45

43 - 198

Units Spec. Now

Short-wavelength
spectrometer

Long-wavelength
spectromeler

settings and recommendations for changes in
observing strategy. ISOCAM's sensitivity is
very close to pre-launch expectations
ISOPHOT, SWS and LWS are more affected
and their sensitivities are less than originally
predicted The operating conditions of the
detectors and the data-processing algorithms
are being optimised to maximise the
instruments' oerformance, All instruments are
returning scientific data of excellent quality,

and some examoles of astronomical results
are given in the next section.

By the end of the Performance Verification
Phase, 80% of the foreseen operating modes
of the instruments had been commissioned
and released for use by Guest Observers

Prior to launch, it was estimated that ISO's
instruments could be operated for about
l6 hours per day, this being the period when
ISO is outside the van Allen belts of traooed
protons and electrons. However, post-launch
data show that it is possible to operate the
instruments for longer periods each day
Currently, the 'science window' has a duration
of 16 h 43 min; a further extension for at least
some of the instruments might be possible,
although sufficient data has not yet been
gathered and analysed.

Table 2. ISO's pointing pertormance

Relative Pointing Error
(shortterm jitter)

Absolute Pointing Drift

Absolute Pointing Error

(blind pointing)

2 sigma, half cone,
over 30 seconds
2 sigma, half-cone
2 sigma, half-cone

< 2.7 0.5arcsec

arcsec/n
arcsec

< 28 <01
<11 7 4-5
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Routine operations started on 4 February as
planned. Observers are currently tuning up
their astronomical programmes to reflect the
in-orbit oerformance of the satellite. ISO is now
making an average of 50 observations per day
for the worldwrde astronomical community,
and shipment of these data on CD-ROMs to
observers has already started.

lnitial scientific results
With new instruments, offering unprecedented
combinations of wavelength coverage,
sensitivity, and spatial and spectral resolutions
in the infrared spectral region, ISO has been
looking at familiar objects in unfamrliar ways. A

few of these measurements are presented
here

Starting close to home, ISO's spectrometers
have been turning their gaze on the giant
planet Saturn (Fig. 2). A variety of molecules
have been detected Deuterated molecular
hydrogen (HD) will give clues to the early
history of Saturn, while the measurements of
molecular hydrogen, phosphine and ammonia
will permit deductions about the distribution of
such materials at different depths in the
atmosohere. and about the 'weather' and
cloud formations on Saturn

Staying with molecules and the spectrometers,
the SWS observed a cloud called GL 2591
(Fig. 3). This cloud is wrapped around a
newly{orming, massive star and hides the
latter from telescopes viewing at visible
wavelengths The SWS spectrum shows

features due to water ice and to carbon-
dioxide ice, including the first detection of the
4 micron CO, absorption band.

At the other end of the stellar-evolution range,
the LWS has observed a young planetary
nebulae, NGC 7027 This is a cloud of dust
and gas, which has been ejected by a star
nearing the end of its life. lt illustrates the
process by which the nuclear reactions in

stars process hydrogen to heavier elements,
which are then returned to the interstellar gas
at the end of a star's life to take part in the next
generation of star (and planet) formation. The
great surprise with this observation was the
discovery of water vapour (Fig  ); this object
is carbon-rich and the oxygen was thought
to be tied up in carbon monoxide (CO)

rather than in water. Detections of these
commonplace molecules - water and carbon
dioxide - are extremely difficult from the
ground due to interference from the Earth's
atmosphere. However, knowledge of their
abundances is crucial to an understanding of
the chemistry in space.

Massive stars end their lives in a supernova
explosion, hurling processed matter enriched
with heavy elements back into the interstellar
medium. As the debris continues to expand
outwards, it interacts with pre-existing clouds
in interstellar space and radiates at infrared
wavelengths. ISOPHOI has made a map of
the supernova remnant MSH 11-54 (Fig. 5),

which shows both striking similarities and
differences with X-ray maps of the same
obiect.

Figure 2. SWS and LWS
instrument spectra of

Saturn, overlaid on Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) and

Voyager visible images:
(a) Molecular hydrogen (Hr)

(b) Deuterated molecular
hydrogen (HD)

(c) Ammonia (NH.) and
phosphine (PH.)

10
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The LWS has been observing a 'cosmic
rolriaaralar' :t rninrk f-r^,.!^ ^{ ^^^ l^ ^^^^^. JIUUUJ Ul gdJ lll JPdUU

radiate strongly at a wavelength of
158 microns, coming from singly ionised ions
of carbon, C ll This line has been detected
before, but ISO sees it easily in all kinds of
places (Fig 6) in a cloud heated by bright
stars. around a dying star. in colliding galaxies
and, most interestingly, in a cloud of dust and
gas (inf rared cirrus) so cold that it can only be
seen at infrared wavelengths The total energy
released in this C ll line. and lostto the object.
is enormous up to 1 per mil of the total
energy radialed by our Galaxy - and thus

has a real cooling effect on the interstellar gas
and dust f rom which stars are born,
Measurements such as these are essential
to understanding the energy balance in

astronomical objects

Turning to external galaxies, the SWS made
the first detection of the 17 micron line of
molecular hydrogen in NGC 69a6 (Fig 7) and
other external galaxies. thereby opening a

new way of tracking the distribution of the
molecular form of the most abundant element
in the Universe ISOPHOT has made a map at
a wavelength of 60 microns of the same

11
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galaxy (Fig 8) showing an intense hot spot at
its centre caused by the rapid formation of
verv hot stars,

Moving fully to the topic of star formation,
ISOCAN/ has made a series of spectacular
infrared images of the M 5l , also known as the
'Whirlpool Galaxy' (Fig. 9). Bright spots in the
spiral arms correspond with warm dust clouds
where star formation is proceeding on a large
scale These are linked by regions of cooler
dust along the spiral arms and in the spaces
between the arms where previous generations
of stars have left their debris In the infrared.

the spiral arms can be traced right into the
heart of the galaxy where there are hot spots
of star formation on either side of a bright
central nucleus. A companion galaxy (top in

figure) looks smaller than it does by visible
light because star-making is concentrated
near its nucleus.

ISO's instruments have also looked at a pair of
colliding galaxies, known as 'The Antennae',
due to their characteristic shape at visible
wavelengths or - more formally - as

NGC 4038/9 or Aro 244. ISOPHOT has taken
a series of measurements to determine the

Figure 3. SWS spectra of
GL 2591 , overlaid on a
ground-based infrared

rmage

Figure 4. LWS spectrum of
the planetary nebula

NGC 7027, overlaid on an
HST visible image

ta
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cnonlr:l chana nf tho Fnorfl\/ diclrihr rlinn

(Fig 10) Such measurements demonstrate
the width of the ISO spectral coverage and
can be used, inter alia, to determine rates of
star formation ISOCAM nas Laken images at
various wavelengths (Fig 11) to localise the
regions of star formatjon Clouds of dust and
gas in the two galaxies have crashed togetner
and provoked bursts of star formation, In the
lower galaxy (NGC 4039) an extended bright
region, with a hot spot to the right, marks the
^,,^rr-^ ^{ +h^ 

^i^r/^ ^^-1 iho nncilinn nI intoncaUVU|ldp Ul tl lU Ul.nJ dl lU u ru |\JvrrLru I ur il rrur rov

star formation In the upper galaxy, the
star-making is concentrated around the

central nucleus ISOCAN/ has also taken
cnentr: nf thoep nhiontc /Fin 12\ tn qrirl

another dimension to the investigation of
events 60 million light years away

Conclusion
During its early months in orbit, ISO mainly
looked at known objects to establish the
performance of its instruments Even so, there
h:vo hoon cnmo nloaq:nt cciontifin crrrnriqoq

A vast quantity of high quality scientitic data
has been returned and this is increasing
ctordilrr ac IQO cqrriac ^, ,l -^ a',nrrna a{ trAoruuuily qo ruv uqr rruo uul ol I ovulduu ul JU

observations per day

Figure 5. ISOPHOT image at
a wavelength of 60 microns
of the supernova remnant
MSH 11-54

Figure 6. The C ll cooling
line as seen by the LWS
instrument:

Top left: S 106, an H ll
region, consisting of
ionised gas and dust

Bottom left: NGC 7027, a
planetary nebula, a cloud of
dust and gas ejected from a
dying star

Top right: Infrared Cirrus,
cold wispy dust and gas

Bottom right: the Antennae,
two colliding galaxies

IJ
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These few glimpses of early results from ISO

are sound testimony to its potential and
discovery-making power, and it is now clear
that the Observatory will meet the high

scientific expectations placed on it by the
worldwrde scientific communitv
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Figure 7. SWS spectrum of
NGC 6946, showing
molecular hydrogen

emission overlaid on a

visible image of the galaxy

Figure 8. ISOPHOT map of
the galaxy NGC 6946 at a

wavelength of 60 microns
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Figure 9. ISOCAM map of
the Whirlpool Galaxy (M 51)
at a wavelength of
15 microns

Figure 10. ISOPHOT
spectral energy distribution
of the colliding galaxies
known as the Antennae,
overlaid on a visible image
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full description of the participants in lhe ISO

Programme was given in ESA Bulletin No. 84

The smoothness with which the Satellite
Commissioning and Performance Verification
Phases were executed is a tribute to the
cxnerlisc enthrrsiasm and hard work of the
teams at ESOC Darmstadt and Villafranca,
Spain These teams contained ESA staff
personnel from industry, contractors. scien-
tists and enoineers f rom the instrument
teams Additional invaluable effort and support

came from teams located at the 'home'

institutes and companies.

Without all of this selfless effort, the results
described in this article could not have been
achieved

The data for the scientific results described in

this article were obtained, reduced and
analysed by members of the four instrument
teams and of the Science Operations Centre 6;

Figure 11. ISOCAM image of
the collidihg galaxies

known as the Antennae at a
wavelength of 15 microns

Figure 12. ISOCAM spectra
of two regions of the

colliding galaxies known as
the Antennae

to
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The ISO Ground Segment at Villafranca:
Its Integration and End-to-End Validation

P. Maldari
Mission Operations Department, Directorate of Operations,
ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

J. Riedinger
ESA Space Science Department, Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

P. Estaria
ISO Project, Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

ESA's Infrared Space Observatory (lSO) was successfully launched
from the Guiana Space Centre in Kourou on 17 November 1995.
Its requirements in terms of ground-segment preparation were
particularly demanding due to the limited mission lifetime, which calls
for highly efficient operations, the very fast pace of the ISO
observations, some lasting just a few minutes, the severe pointing
requirements which demand sophisticated planning, and the real-time
commanding of the highly sophisticated payload of four instruments
with multiple operating modes from a computer-generated,
automatically executing f ile.

It was recognised that, given these demanding constraints, a well
thought out approach to overall ground-segment integration, testing
and validation would be required to ensure success. The approach that
was chosen, based on the concept of end-to-end testing supported by
sophisticated instrument simulators, proved highly effective. As a

result, the ISO ground segment was ready to support all of the
mission's operational phases in time for the spacecraft's launch.

The ISO ground segment
Two different ground-segment configurations
have been established to support ISO

operations during the four different mission
phases:

(i) The Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP)

system at ESOC, in Darmstadt (Germany),

supporting the Operations Control Centre
and the network of associated ESA ground
stations at Villaf ranca (Spain), Kourou
(French Guiana) and Perth (Australia).

(ii) A system at Villafranca, Spain, connected to
the two ground stations at Villafranca and
Goldstone (USA), to support the other three
ohases of the mission: i e the Satellite
Commissioning Phase (SCP), the Perform-
ance Verification Phase (PV) and the
Routine Operations Phase.

Control of the mission was to be transferred
from ESOC to Villafranca at the end of LEOP
once the ISO operational orbit e4 n

geosynchronous) had been achieved,
nominally four days after launch. The Villa-
franca Control Centre has two co-located main
elements, the Spacecraft Control Centre (SCC)

and the Science Operations Centre (SOC),

communicating via a routing and archiving
computer known as the Operational Data
Server (ODS) and housed in the SCC
(Fig 1)

Aerial view of the ESA complex at Villafranca
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o

The ground segment has been designed to
^,,^^^.+ ^,,+^-^+i^ ^reration of both theJUppurL ouLUll rqLlu vf
^^^^^^-^{+ ^^i i+^ rn_board inslruments.>pduuuldlt dl lu lL) \

Under nominal conditions, satellite com-
manding is performed automatically from a
Central Command Schedule (CCS) that is

generated rn advance for each ISO orbit The

CCS is based on the concept of 'operations

windows . whereby time slots are allocated
+^. ^r ^^^^^^/^++ ^^d science instrumentlul clll Jpduuul ort ql I

commanding activities during a given orbit
Tvnir:al eyamnles are Star-tracker calibra-
tion, ranging, station handovers, instrument
activation/deactivation, and the scientific
observations themselves

The Central Command Schedule ts generated
in several consecutive steps from observations
entered by Guest and Guaranteed Ttme

Observers and validated at facilities provided

at ESTEC and at NASAs Infrared Processing
and Analysis Centre (IPAC), before being trans-
mitted to the mission database:

The SOC receives the outline of activities for
each orbit from the SCC in the form

of a Planning Skeleton File (PSF) which,
inter alia, allocates windows for scientific
observations,

Based on target visibility and observation
priority, the SOC mission planning team

constructs a Planned Observation File

(POF) by inserting observations from the

mission database (containing some 30 000
observations at launch) into the observation
windows identified in the PSF, The result is a

timeline of spacecraft pointings and

instrument commands In parallel, the SCC

mission planning team inserts the

commands related to spacecraft actjvities
and instrument activation/deactivation into

corresponding windows in the PSF

(iii)At the SCC, the POF and the associated
instrument command file are validated and
enacae ra{l :liiir rdo ronrroqtq :ro nnnrrortpr^lovqvuv, q, (

into uplink commands

(iv)Finally the SOC and the SCC commanding
schedules are mergeo into the Central
Command Schedule for each orbit

The science and housekeeping telemetry from

the spacecraft. stamped with the reception
time at the ground station, is transmitted to the

SCC, where the housekeeping telemetry is
exlracted and processed for spacecraft-control
purposes, ln parallel, the raw instrument
(science and housekeeping) telemetry is

augmented with telecommand history and
ancillary data and transferred to the SOC in the
form of Telemetry Distribution Formats (TDFs)

across the ODS interface. These real-trme TDFs

are archived by ihe ODS and processed in the

SOC at the instrument stations (one per
instrument) for real-time assessment of the

on-board instruments' behaviour (Real-Time

Assessment: RTA) and preliminary analysis of
lho nrraliirr nf tho cnionao d,ala /Or rink-l nnku,v Yuq,,ry

Assessment: QLA)

Tna lolomptrv err-hiripd rn the ODS iS aCcessed
and further processed offline by the SOC
through the Off Line Processing (OLP)system.
This processing includes pipeline and

__i:g7

The ISO Spacecraft Control
Room at Villafranca
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interactive analysis and generates the final
mission products, which are then archived at
the SOC and distributed to the scientif ic
community,

To increase flexibility and cope with potential
spacecraft or instrument anomalies, manual
commanding of the spacecraft and the
instruments is possible by means of dedicated
procedures available to the spacecraft and
i nstru ment controllers

The ISO ground segmenl has been designed
and implemented by several different groups
under the overall coordination of the ISO
Prolect at ESTEC:

- ESA s Directorate o[ Operations has
provided the communications and ground-
station inf rastructure, as well as the
Spacecraft Control Centre (SCC).

- ESA's Directorate of Scientific Programmes
hac hoon racnnncihlo fnr iho dorialnn-

ment of the Science Operations Centre
(soc)

- The Principal Investigator (Pl) Institutes
have provided several major components,
in particular instrument-specific command
files and software modules to be integrated
within the SOC

The integration and validation approach
It was recognised early in the ISO Programme
that the complexity of the overall ground
segment (cf Fig. 2)would make its integration
and validation a very challenging task An ISO
Integration and Test Team (lTT) was therefore
established in the summer of 1991 to generate
and implement an overall integration and
validation plan, based principally on the
concept of 'end-to-end testing. that would
ensure the ground system's readiness in time
for the observatory's launch

After a slow start due in part to the unavailability
of much of the ground-segment software, the
team became fully operatjonal in the second
half of 1993 The intervening perlod was used
to establish and refine the integration and
validation concept, as well as the basic ground
rules and responsibilities. As work progressed,
the ITT's membershio was broadened to
include spacecraft- and science-operations
representatives, as well as representatives of
the Instrument Dedicated Teams (lDTs) This
expansion of the ITT followed quite naturally
f rom the progress made in the ground
segment's ability to support the mission

Once the ground system was functioning, the
emphasis shifted towards performance and

Figure 2. The ISO
computers and Local Area

Networks (LANs) at
Villaf ranca
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operational issues The final ITT System
Operation Validation tests and operational
simulations provided early feedback on both
operational aspects and system performance
In addition, they offered an opportunity for the
extensive training of operational personnel and
ensured a smooth transition between the
validatron testing and the ISO pre-launch
simulation campaign at Villafranca.

The ITT approach to ground-segment
integration and validation was based on the
concept of comprehensive end-to-end testing
with the real spacecraft, to complement
the traditional system-validation and mission-
readiness tests (SVIs and MRTs) The
traditional approach of SVTs (validation of
soacecraft control ooerations in terms of
database contents and procedures) and MRTs
(validation of the Control Centre inter-
faces with the network) leaves much of
the ground-segment 'final tuning' to be
carried out after launch. Because a

tuning phase lasting for several months
would have reduced the scientific return
from the mission, the end{o-end tests
were conceived as a means to permit
dynamic and incremental validation of an
overall system against the flight
hardware. More and more of the
SOC f unctional elements and the
corresponding operational interfaces
were included as they became available
to reduce the number of problems that,
with the classical SVT-MRT aooroach
would have been detectable onlv after
tauncn.

The end-to-end concept adopted
consisted of establishing a validated
Control Centre (SOC and SCC)
communications backbone on which
the applications software was incremen-
tally integrated and validated as and
available.

when

The acquisition of solid 'pre-launch operational
experience' was lnvaluable for a short-lived
observatory-type mission such as ISO
(planned mission lifetime 18 months), as
the highly successful in-orbit-performance
verification campaign of the last months has
confirmed

The end-to-end testing methodology
The Villafranca ground segment's validation
was based on two levels of testing:

(i) Demonstration of correct operation of the
datatransport mechanism end-to-end, i.e.

- in the 'uplink' (ground-to-spacecraft)
process, from the generation of mission
planning files to the generation of CCSs and
subsequent acceptance and execution of
the commands by the satellite, and

This concept called for the availability of a

representative simulator that would be capable
of reproducing the in-orbit behaviour of
the spacecraft and its instruments The
requirement to support full-scale testing of the
SOC system in both stand-alone and
integrated SOC/SCC modes was beyond the
capability of the test tools either available or
foreseen at that time, and this led to the
development of a new Integrated Instrument
Simulator (llS), starting in the second half of
1993 The llS, development of which was
completed in approximately seven months,
has oroved to be an essential tool in the
successful validation of the overall oround
segment.

- in the 'downlink' (spacecraftto-ground)
process, from the generation of scientific
and housekeeping data on-board to the
acquisition, processing and filing of the
telemetry by the SCC and the generation oi
TDFs for subsequent processing by the
SOC realtime system

This first level of testing would demonstrate the
ground segment's ability to operate the
spacecraft properly via the automatic schedule
(CCS), including flig ht-dynamics operations, as
well as through manual commanding.

(ii) Demonstration of proper operation of :

- the automated SOC processing oI

user-requested observations into a properly
timed sequence of detailed instrument
commands

ISO Dedicated Computer
System (IDCS) display
showing the ISO AOCS
top-level mimic and, in the
background, alphanumeric
windows for spacecraft
control
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Figure 3. The ISO
ground-segment elements
involved in the various
end-to-end tests and lhe
extended simulations

- the instrument activation/operation/de-
activation command sequences provided
by the Principal Investigator institutes

- the joint SOC/SCC recovery procedures
in resnonse tn anomalous behaviour of
spacecraft or instruments

- the SOC processing of scientific instrument
data into standard products that can be
dispatched to the scientific community.

The objectives of the first level of testing were
met in the first end-to-end test (EEO) during
March/April1994 The objectives of the second
level were largely achieved in the second (EE1)

and third (EE2) end{o-end test series
conducted from December 1994 through
February 1995 and in April/March 1995,
respectively. Although EE2 was originally
conceived as an 'all bugs fixed' repetition of
EE1, actual schedules and programmatic
constraints forced EE1 and EE2 to be
complementary in the sense that EE1 could
only be used to validate about half of
the envisaged instrument operational

modes, leaving EE2 to validate the rest. The
remaining ground-segment functionalities,
mostly involving SOC/SCC and SOC-|nternal,
non-real{ime interactions, were pre{ested in

the period between EE2 and the beginning of
the simulation campaign at Villafranca. The
final validation was achieved during an
intensive set of joint SOC/SCC simulations in
July/August 1995.

The ground-segment elements involved in the
various EE tests are shown in Fiqure 3.

EEO
The first end-to-end test sequence was
performed twice:

- in April 1994, interconnecting the ISO SCC
development environment at ESOC in

Darmstadt (D) with the SOC development
environment at ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL)

via a low-speed communication line, and

- in June 1994, repeatrng the previous
test with the SOC and SCC ooerational
equipment having been moved to and
integrated in Villafranca, to verify that no
degradation had been introduced by the
re-installation and on-site connection of the
systems.

Each test lasted five days and was performed
using the llS. Both tests were successful and
the objectives set for this first level of testing
were achieved A total of 53 Software Problem
Reports (SPRs) were raised, all of which were
classified and prioritised according to their
importance for the subsequent EE tests.

EE1

This second set of end-to-end tests was carried
out on six consecutive days in February 1995,
each day simulating a typical ISO orbit. The
Villafranca Control Centre was connected
directly to the ISO flight model at ESTEC in

its checkout environment The Test and
Simulation Assembly provided simplified
in-orbit conditions for the observatory's
Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS),

including provision of a single guide star for the
simulation of soacecraft manoeuvre execution
The first three orbits were dedicated to
the validation of oerformance-verification
observations, the last three to the testing of
observations in standard instrument modes of
operation (defined through Astronomical
Observation Tem plates: AOTs)

Deficiencies were highlighted in several areas
during the EEl testing, including: connectivity
problems between Villafranca and ESTEC,
database inconsistencies. and oroblems in

both operational and support software A total
of 91 SPRs were raised. but manv of these

aa
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problems were already solved prior to starting
EE2

A great deal was learned in EEl from an
operational point of view, particularly regarding
the ground segment's ability to recover from
errors, the manual operation of the spacecraft
and instruments, and the resumption of
automatic commanding from the CCS after an
interruption

EE2
The EE2 testing consisted of running seven
simulated orbits from the ISO Control Centre
in Villafranca with the ISO flight model at
ESTEC All orbits were dedicated to testing the
various instrument operational modes (defined
through the AOTs), but included some
additional flight-dynamics tests This entire
series of tests, including rehearsals, dry runs,
and the actual tests with the satellite, was
completed in just five weeks, starting at the end
of March 1995

In the EE2 tests themselves, emphasis was put
on the operability of the system, particularly on
the SOC side. Several errors were detected and
a total of 183 SPRs were issued, and
addressed in order of priority

At the end of EE2 iI was concluded that,
although functionally ready to support
performance verification and routine opera-
tions of the ISO mission, from an operational
point of view there were still major deficiencies
in the system These were rectified before the
start of the extended simulations in July 1995
thanks to the dedication of all groups involved
involved in the ground segment's preparation,

Extended simulations
Following EE2, the ITT's mandate was
exoanded to define and conduct a series
of extended simulations of ISO opera-
tions during July/August 1995 These
simulations were run in two steos, with the
objectives of:

validating the procedures to be exercised
during critical SCP stages, in particular
those orbits during which the ISO

focal-plane geometry calibration was to be
conducted
providing f urther training for members of the
operations teams by simulating a number of
orbits of the instrument performance
verification phase

The ISO Science
Operations Room at
Villafranca

Off -line processing display
for an ISOCAM observation.
taken atter launch. The
picture shows a
two-dimensional image
display of llux/pixel and the
corresponding
th ree-d imensional
histogram lor images
collected from NGC
4038/39 ('The Antennae')

L
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Summary of ISO Key Events

Establishment of ISO core integration

and Test Team

Test of the Operational

Data Server Interlace

EEO Test ESOG-ESTEC

EEO repeat at Villafranca

EE 1 Dry-run (with simulator)

EE 1 (with spacecraft)

EE2 Dry-run (with simulator)

EE2 (with spacecraft)

Extension of ITT terms of reference

Extended simulations phase 1

EXended simulations phase 2

ISO I.AUNCH

- running two round-the-clock simulations o1

the routine mission phase, lasting four and
eight days, respectively

By the end of the second set of extended
simulations, substantial improvements had
been made in all areas of operational
readiness. Because of the demands put on the
operations teams during the first half of 1995, it
was feared that, rather than further increasing
operational readiness, a third set of extended
simulations so close to the launch might have
been counter-productive.

Conclusion
In the event, the integration and validation of
the ISO ground segment did indeed turn out to
be a very challenging task Despite a very tight
schedule, however, and quite a few unpleasant
surprises encountered along the way during
the various phases of testing, the necessary
validation was comoleted on time and within
the resources allocated

The ultimate success of the simulation
campaign, namely the smooth satellite opera-
tions after launch, and the high standard of
operation of the Villafranca ISO Control Centre
itself since the very beginning of the mission, all
bear witness to the validity of the overall
approach thatwas adopted G
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The History of the SOHO Mission
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Introduction
The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory,
SOHO, is the most comprehensive space
mission ever devoted to the study of the Sun
and its nearby cosmic environment known as
the heliosphere. From the vantage point of a
halo orbit around the first Lagrangian point,
L1 (cf. Fig 1), SOHO's twelve scientific
instruments observe and measure structures

The roots of the SOHO mission and the story leading to the
comprehensive observatory that the spacecraft is today are
summarised here. Now fully operational in its halo orbit around the
first Lagrangian point (L1) between the Earth and the Sun, SOHO is
providing the international scientific community with the unique
opportunity, and also challenge, of understanding the Sun and
heliosphere as one complex, global system. lt is a superb tool with
which to investigate our daylight star and its circumstellar
environment, from the Sun's centre, through its visible surface and
tenuous corona, and out into the heliosphere to distances
corresponding to more than ten times the orbital distance of the
Earth.

and processes occurring inside as well as
outside the Sun, and which reach well beyond
the Earth's orbit into the heliosohere. The
SOHO soacecraft is immersed in the
solar-wind streams and provides an extremely
stable olatform - stabilised to a fraction of
one arc-second (an angle equivalent to the
breadth of a hair viewed from 20 m away!) -
for these instruments, which are small
observatories in their own right.

The observing programme for the ensemble
of instruments, the most modern in their
categories, is established and coordinated

through a sequence of monthly, weekly and
daily reviews. In this way, orderly long-
term planning is achieved, yet the SOHO
investigators can also respond to 'targets of
opportunity' offered by the ever-changing
conditions in the solar atmosphere, and exploit
new knowledge gained (or lessons learned)
from earlier SOHO observations: critical
observations can be confirmed or improved
upon without undue delay

The SOHO mission is an international
collaboration between ESA. Eurooean
national authorities and NASA. ESA took the
lead in the collaboration between the two
large agencies by procuring the spacecraft
(including integration of the twelve instruments
and environmental testing of the satellite)
through European Industry. The instruments
were built under the leadership of Principal
Investigators - nine of them funded by
European national authorities, and three by
NASA. Further support was given by
Co-investigators and Associated Scientists
with European and US national funding.
NASA provided the SOHO launch aboard an
Atlas-2AS vehicle and it also takes care of
mission operations as well as communications
with the satellite via the Deep Space Network.
Overall responsibility for the mission remains
with ESA.

Solar physicists and engineers from univer-
sities and scientific institutions on both sides
of the Atlantic who were involved in the
design, construction and calibration of the
experiments and in the preparations for the
data analysis, are also participating in the
scientific ooerations.
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The circa 250 original Principal
Investigators, Co-lnvestigators and
Associated Scientists are now, as the
data are coming in, being joined by
an even larger number of scientists
who are participating in the observa-
tions and making use of SOHO data
in their work

On 14 February, SOHO reached
its location at Lagrangian point L1,

1.5 Gm from Earth As new funda-
mental knowledge about the Sun and
heliosphere now becomes available,
this is an opportune moment to recall
the steps that led to the approval
of this first mission of the first
Cornerstone of ESA's Long-Term
Plan Horizon 2000 fully devoted to
studying the Sun

Accordingly, we will address here the
questions:

- What were the origins of the
SOHO mission?

- How was the international frame-
work that resulted in the current
comprehensive study of the Sun
established?

- What developments in ESA's planning
and the negotiations with NASA even-
tually led to SOHO being approved
as oart of the first Horizon 2000 Corner-
stone?

The origins of the SOHO mission
The foreword to the report on the SOHO
Phase-A Study prepared for the presentation
of candidate missions for project selection in

January 1986 summarises very well the
developments that took place during the
most decisive approval phases. The first three
paragrapns read:

- 'SOHO. was proposed to ESA by
M. Malinovsky-Ardutni, H.F. van Beek,

J.P. Delaboudiniere, M.C.E. Huber,
P. Lemaire and B Patchett in November
1982 in response to a Call for Mission
Proposals. After review of the competing
proposa/s by the scientific advisory
bodies in December 1982, SOHO was
recommended for an Assessmenl Study,
which was conducted between Februarv
and August 1983.

Upon the recommendation of the SSAC
(Space Sclence Advisory Committee),
the SPC (Science Programme Commit-
tee) approved in November 1983 the
Executive's proposal to proceed with a

Phase-A Study for SOHO.

At the same time. it was recommended to

explore the possi;ibitity of including SOHO
and Cluster in an lnternational Solar-
TerrestrialPhyslcs (STP) Programme to be
undertaken jointly by ESA, /VASA and
/SAS. ln May 1984, the Survey Com-
mittee identified SOHO as a component
of the Solar-Terrestrial Physics (STP)
'Cornerstone' of the ESA long-term
programme 'Space Science: Hoilzon
2000''

These paragraphs reveal that SOHO was
proposed 13 years before its actual launch,
but that within less than three years it had
become part of a Horizon 2000 Cornerstone,
They do not, however, reflect the fact that the
roots of SOHO were laid in earlier studies,
namely those of GRISf (Grazing Incidence
Solar Telescope) and DISCO (Dual Spectral
lrradiance and Solar Constant Orbiter). lt is the
combination of the oblectives of these two
missions that constitutes the core of the SOHO
mtsston.

Indeed, most ESA missions - especially
those in 'new' fields - are the result of an
evolution rather than a single proposal, Often
such studies eventually involve the
communities of several space-science
disciplines Aligning these communittes
behind one coherent proposal involves
several steps and can thus take quite some
time.
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In fact, already in June 1976, GRIST had been
competing with a 'Solar Probe' (as well as
other studies involving other disciplines) for
further study, under Phase-A, Solar Probe
envisaged a set of instruments on a spacecraft
that would approach the Sun once to within
four solar radii. Although its Assessment Study
cited four scientific disciplines interested in the
mission: (i) solar wind and space plasma, (ii)
solar atmosphere, (iii) solar and stellar interior,
and (iv) experimental gravitation and relativity,

Solar Probe was not followed up at the time

The GRIST study, on the other hand, went
into Phase-A lt foresaw a grazing-incidence
telescope (feeding several focal-plane instru-
ments) that was to be mounted on the
Instrument Pointing System (lPS) and flown
as part of a Spacelab payload. One of
the reasons for GRIST's preference over Solar
Probe was that the wavelength range
accessible through grazing-incidence optics
is particularly powerful for spectroscopic
diagnostics of the hot outer solar atmosphere.
Spectroscopy in this domain had long
been neglected on major solar satellites
(Skylab 1973, Solar Maximum Mission 1980,
Yohkoh 1 991), partly because of experi-
mental difficulties (ln fact, an instrument
covering the extreme ultraviolet, which had
been under development in the USA, had to
be abandoned due to severe cost overruns
The pressure to develop a similar instrument
was therefore very strong)

For the Phase-A Study of GRIST,

a team of scientific consul-
tants (A Gabriel, U. Grossmann-
Doerth, M Huber, M Malinovsky,
G. Tondello and F. van Beek)
was selected through an open
solicitation in the scientific
community. This team worked
together with ESA staff (G. Haskell
and G Whitcomb) in writing
specifications for the industrial
study, which was carried out by the
British Aircraft Corporation (later
BAe) together with the UK National
Physical Laboratory and the
University of Leicester, GRIST was
at that time designated for multiple
flights on Spacelab, mounted on
the Instrument Pointing System
(lPS) lts smallest picture element
in the ultraviolet was planned to
be 1 x 1 arcsec2 - a performance
somewhat exceeding even that of
SOHO

Following the Phase-A Study
(1976 78), accommodation studies
were made with the intention of

flying GRIST alongside NASA's Solar Optical
Telescope (SOT) on Spacelab. V. Domingo
joined the above group as Study Scientist
during that time

Like the Solar Probe, GRIST did not make it to
project selection either: being based on a
collaboration with NASA in early 1981 it

became a vrctim as part of ESA's response to
NASA's unilateral cancellation of the US probe
in the'lnternational Solar Polar Mission'
(lSPM, the former 'Out-of-Ecliptic Mission',
now called 'Ulysses'); GRIST was 'moth-

balled' Fortunately, however, restricted studies
(concentrating mainly on the spacecraft
interface) of the main spectrometers of GRIST
were further supported by ESA

In the course of 1980, many leading solar
physicists took part in two international
conferences at which prospects for space
observatrons of the Sun were discussed The
first, an ESLAB Symposium dealing mainly
with aspects of the solar irradiance, was held
in Scheveningen (NL) in September 1980; the
second, on 'Solar Physics from Space' and
addressing mainly coronal observations, was
organised in Zurich (CH)in November 1980

In July that yea( in response to an ESA Call for
Mission Proposals, a group of French and
Belgian scientists (R.M. Bonnet, D Crom-
melynck, J P Delaboudiniere and G. Thuillier)
proposed a mission dedicated to the study of

Figure 1. SOHO orbits
around the first Lagrangian
point L1 , which is located
on the Earth - Sun line.
1.5 x 106 km (i.e. 1.5 Gm)
from the Earth. This
distance corresponds to
5 light-seconds, or
0.01 Astronomical Units
(AU), i.e. 1olo of the way
from the Earth to the Sun
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Scientific Aims and Capabilities of SOHO

SOHO aims to answer the following three fundamental questions aboul
the Sun:

- What is the structure and what are the dynamics of the solar interior?

- Why does the corona - the tenuous outer solar atmosphere that can
be seen with the naked eye during eclipses and which is much hotter
than the solar surface - exist, and how is it heated?

- Where and how is the solar wind, i.e. the particle streams which
represent the solar mass loss, accelerated?

It also addresses the influence of the Sun on its environment, the
heliosphere, as well as the ecliptic plane in which the planets and their
moons orbit the Sun.

The orbit of SOHO around the first Lagrangian point, Ll , at a distance of
0.01 Astronomical Units from Earth (cf. Fig. 1), is central to the mission

design: it provides a perfect vantage point for the investigations required
to answer the above three ouestions The satellite is located outside the
absorbing, blurring and scattering terrestrial atmosphere, and outside the
magnetic shield of the Earth's magnetosphere. Consequently, SOHO has

access to the entire electromagnetic and particle spectrum of the Sun. In
addition, observations are continuous, as there are no occultations of the
spacecraft's line of sight Furthermore, the relative velocity between
satellite and Sun is small and varies slowly, a key element as discussed in

the DISCO studies for helioseismology velocity measurements.

For all of these reasons SOHO, designed as a three-axis-stabilised
spacecraft continuously pointing to the Sun with a stability that has turned
out to be even better than the design value of 1 arcsec, is an idea,
platform lt permits uninterrupted investigation of the ultraviolet and soft X
radiation and the particle streams that are formed in the hot outer layers of
the Sun's atmosphere and optimum conditions for problng the solar
interior by the method of helioseismology,

In loose analogy to the above three basic questions to be answered by the
mission, SOHO carries three payload segments:

- the helioseismology payload: this consists of two velocity
spectrometers (GOLF and SOI/MDl) and several radiometers (VIRGO)

that can measure the velocity and intensity of solar oscillations,

investigate non-periodic variations of the solar 'constant', and
determine its absolute value.

- the coronal payload: this consists of a number of remote-sensing
instruments (CDS, ElT, LASCO, SUMER, UVCS) designed to study the
physical structure and dynamics of the upper solar atmosphere (i e the
so-cailed 'chromosphere', 'transition zone' and 'corona', out to 30
solar radii); it also surveys (out to at least 10 AU) the ionised cavity
which the solar wind 'burns' into the neutral 'stellar wind' that traverses
the heliosphere (SWAN), and

- the solar-wind and particle payload: thls contains severa.

mass-spectrometers (CELIAS) and medium- and high-energy particle

analysers (COSTEB ERNE) to study the solar wind in-situ, near the
Earth's orbit (more precisely at 0 99 AU), and to investigate solar as
well as cosmic energetic particles

As noted earlier, the relationship between the investigations of the three
questions listed initially and the three payload segments is not a strict one,
because studies of the acceleration of the solar wind and of the structure
of the corona require both remote- and in-situ sensing of the solar-wind
streams.

spectral irradiance and the solar constant
This was considered an important objective in

view of the possible climatic effect of a
longterm variation in solar irradiance

Simultaneously, the heliospheric community
was becoming aware of the fact that, although
the solar wind in the ecliotic olane had been
almost continuously monitored for the past
fifteen years. there was every chance that
this surveillance might cease before ISPM

This anxiety was expressed in a resolution
unanimously adopted at the ISPM Science
Working Team meeting in October 1980 They
urged that priority be given to complementary
baseline measurements by a spacecraft in the
ecliptic at about 1 AU distance during the
heliographic high latitude passes of the ISPM
onaanara{+ a* *ha+ tima onrricena.l larJpdUUUldlL, dL Ll ldl L[ | ru ur rv rrovuu rul

1989/1990 (lhe actual passes occurred five
years later)

At nearlv lhe same time, in the austral
summer of 1979-1980, a group of French
and American physicists observed the
Sun continuously from Antarctica between
31 December 1979 and 5 January 1 980. They
thereby succeeded in measuring the global
velocity oscillations of the Sun with an

unprecedented signal-to-noise ratio, These
historic observations led to the decisron to
include helioseismology velocity observations
on-board DISCO as are now being performed
on-board SOHO with the GOLF experiment,

At a meeting between the late P Delache from
the Nice Group and R M. Bonnet at the Institut
dAstrophysique in Paris, it was proposed lo
locate DISCO at the L1 Lagrangian point
between the Sun and the Earth, which would
be an ideal observing site for these velocity
observations because of the spacecraft s

low radial velocity relative to the Sun, A
miniaturised version of the South Pole
experiment (then weighing several hundred
kilos) could be embarked as part of DISCO's
payload. provided its weight could be
considerably reduced

In addition, the potentialfor helioseismology of
solar brightness oscillations. as evidenced by
the hrgh quality of the solar-constant data
obtained by the ACRIN/ instrument on SMM,
offered a unique asset to the mission which
could for the first 1ime. attempt to detect the
Sun's global oscillation modes and shed new
light on the intriguing solar neutrino deficit
issue An instrument measuring brightness
oscillations would therefore add a substantial
helioseismology element to the radiance and
irradiance instruments Accordingly, DISCO's
model oavload was extended to contain a set
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of photometers and absolute radiometers to
perform measurements of the total and
spectral irradiance in selected bands and to
detect solar oscillations in visible light, as
are now being performed by the VIRGO
experiment onboard SOHO

DISCO was also going to caty a far-ultraviolet
spectrometer to study coronal holes. lt was
conceived as a fairly small and cheap
spin-stabilised spacecraft, weighing no more
than 520 kg (dry weight) and, in the minds
of its proponents, it was supposed to prove

that ESA could also undertake small and
inexpensive missions (already in 1980!)

A first assessment was made and the results
published in the Assessment Report in May
1981. At its meeting in June 1981, the Science
Advisory Committee (SAC) recommended a
re-assessment of the mission, addressing
the following topics in order of priority: (i) solar
seismology (brightness and velocity), (ii)

baseline in-ecliptic measurements in support
of the ISPM mission, and (iii) measurements of
the solar irradiance The SAC also insisted that
the overall cost of the revised DISCO mission
must not exceed that of the original proposal.
The resulting model payload had been
selected to be as consistent as possible with
these objectives (Fig. 2).

The science team for the study was made up
of A. Balogh, R.M. Bonnet, P Delache,
C. Frohlich and C. Harvey D Wyn-Roberts
was the study engineer from ESTEC and
V Domingo the study scientist The SPC
decided in February 1982 to proceed with
a Phase-A Study, which was conducted
between April and November 1982 by British
Aerosoace.

Upon completion of this study, DISCO had
remained a relatively inexpensive spinning
satellite, very similar in fact to a Cluster
satellite, At its meeting in January 1983, the
Solar System Working Group preferred DISCO
to a competing Mars mission called 'Kepler'
However, DISCO eventually lost out to ISO (the
Inf rared Space Observatory) in the final
evaluation by the Space Science Advisory
Committee, and thus ISO was approved as a
new prolect by the Science Programme
Committee in March 1983.

lSO, eventually launched in November 1995,
just two weeks before SOHO, was an
exceptional case. lt was proposed by the
'new' infrared community, and went straight
from mission proposal via Assessment and
Phase-A Studies to approval as a new project.
Although selected before Horizon 2000 and

thus carried as a pre-selected 'medium-size

mission' in the Horizon-2000 Plan, its overall
cost was close to that of a Cornerstone todav.

Assessment and Phase-A Studies
Following a schedule dictated by budget
availability within the ESA Science
Programme, on 6 July 1982 ESA's Director of
Science, E Trendelenburg, released a Call for
Mission Prooosals in relation to the new
planning cycle. However, the early submittal
date of November 1982, i.e. at a time when
DISCO was in its last months of candidacy for
project selection, created an undesirable
conflict for solar physicists Since they had to
submit the orooosal for SOHO before a
decision on DISCO had been taken, they
would automatically lessen the chances of
DISCO's selection, or might even be told that
no new solar mission was needed until a
decision on DISCO was available. lt was
therefore proposed to ESA, by R. Bonnet,
M, Huber and A. Gabriel among others, that
the call for new mission ideas should be
postponed until after the selection of the next
project (which, as mentioned above, took
place in March 1983). However, the
budget-availability deadline could not be
missed and ESA declined to modify its

schedule.

As a consequence, the solar-physics com-
munity started discussing a new mission
which would combine some of the objectives
of GRIST and of DISCO. Initially, the model
payload of the new mission on a spacecraft
in low Earth orbit consisted primarily
of high-resolution ultraviolet spectroscopic
equipment and, accordingly, the mission
was dubbed the Solar High-Resolution
Observatory, or SOHO (but with 'high-
resolution' not yet replaced by 'heliospheric').
This mission proposal was motivated by the
persistent lack of solar investigations in the
extreme-ultraviolet (or more precisely, in the
grazing-incidence) domain, as well as by
then recent, enigmatic measurements of
Doppler-shifted coronal emission (implying a
solar-wind outflow starting already in the inner
corona). In addition, innovative measurements
of transverse coronal outflows by the so-called
'Doppler-dimming method' had just been
demonstrated. Moreove[ the advantages of
placing a coronal payload on a free-flyer like

SOHO (with a mission duration of at least a

Figure 2. The concept DISCO
spacecraft at the time of the
reassessment study
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few years) rather than on even a series of
ten-day Spacelab flights had been dreamt of
during the GRIST study

Although the scientists involved in the SOHO
proposal (who were primarily interested in
solar physics) did not wish to be seen to be
jeopardising the chances of DISCO's potential
selection, they agreed with their colleagues
to envisage including the helioseismology
objectives in those of the new mission at a
later time. In that case SOHO would be placed
at a Lagrangian point outside the magneto-
sphere and could then be renamed the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory if DISCO was
not selected.

ln December 1982 it was recommended that
SOHO (in its high-resolution version) be
pursued as an Assessment Study In order to
create a larger base for an eventual project, it
was recommended by the Solar System
Working Group that a particle payload
segment be included in the model payload, as

in DISCO's case V Domingo and D Wyn-
Roberts became study scientist and engineer,
respectively, the latter being succeeded by
J. Ellwood during the Phase-A Study.

During the first months of the SOHO study,
in February 1983, it became clear that: (i)

helioseismology should definitely be added to
the set of spectroscopic solar telescopes
forming the original payload; (ii) SOHO
should, like DISCO, be placed in a halo orbit
around L1 in order to be compatible with the
helioseismological objectives, and (iii) in the
new orbit, the'particles-and-fields' instru-
ments should be devoted to solar-wind
composition measurements, to the study of
solar energetic particles, as well as to the
investigation of waves in the interplanetary
medium. The science team, composed of
H.F, van Beek, P Delache, M. Huber,
M. Malinovsky-Arduini, B Patchett, H.B. van
der Raay and R Schwenn, already reflected
this multi-disciplinary approach

The basis for a NASA involvement
The studies of DISCO and SOHO coincided
with the cancellation by NASA of their ISPM

satellite and its aftermath This was a time of
extreme tension between Europe and the
USA, and there was little interest in ESA in

starting a new cooperative venture with
NASA, which explains why DISCO and
SOHO (in its Assessment Phase) were
studied as purely European missions.

This is not to say that the scientific com-
munities on oooosite sides of the Atlantic did
not discuss future potential cooperation on

missions whose objectives were very similar.
For example, NASA had a mission to study the
interior of the Sun, the Solar Internal Dynamics
Mission, whose objectives were indeed in the
spirit of DISCO, with probably more emphasis
on the study of the solar dynamics. After a
meeting organised by NASA in early 1982 in
Boulder, at which most of the active US

scientists in the field were present, together
with the DISCO scientists, it was decided
that a special study group would be convened
to define more precisely the aims of this
mrssron

NASA also conducted a definition study of a
Solar Interplanetary Satellite (SlS) carrying the
payload of their cancelled ISPM spacecraft
and operating in a drift orbit at 1 AU some 90o
behind the Earth. SIS was under consideration
for a new start in NASA's '1984 Fiscal Year. but
was never aooroved.

In the course of the discussions that took
place between European and US scientists,
the latter insisted that DISCO should include a
high-resolution imaging instrument (the
equivalent of what is now the MDI on SOHO)
in order to study the high-order modes of the
velocity oscillations They strongly favoured
transforming DISCO into a three-axis-stabilised
satellite, which unfortunately would have put
the project into the class of expensive
missions, an option that was of course strongly
opposed by the Europeans In addition, a
controversy developed on the NASA side,
which was not fully convinced of the need to
go into space to perform helioseismology
observations when excellent results could be
obtained from the ground, as demonstrated
by the South-Pole observations. This con-
troversy lasted for quite some time until NASA
(D. Bohlin) recognised in the summer of 1983
at a meeting in Snowmass (Colorado) that
soace-based measurement would offer much
better observing conditions and a strongly
enhanced signal-to-noise ratio, as SOHO is
proving today

As the ISPM crisis slowly settled down, it was
proposed that SOHO should be pursued with
two potential launchers in mind (Ariane
and the Space Shuttle). As a result, both
the European and the US solar space
communities could identify with the mission
Thus, the Phase-A Study was initially made
with the participation of US scientists, with the
suDoort of NASA. This was the so-called
'ISTP-phase' (named after the International
Solar-Terrestrial Physics Programme). When it
became clear, some time before the end of the
study, that NASA was not able to obtain a new
start for the SOHO mission. a rider studv for a
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purely European mission was performed The

results of this study for a European SOHO
were those presented at the time of project
selection in early 1986.

Before this date, there were several activities
of great significance for the fate of SOHO,
namely the International Solar-Terrestrial
Working Group (that led to a Joint ESAi
ISASiNASA Planning Group for the ISTP

Programme being set up) as well as the
preparations for the long-term scientific
programme Space Science: Horizon 2000, to
which we will now turn

The International Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Working Group
At one of the regular consultation meetings
between ESA and NASA in June .1983, it was
agreed that an integrated look should be
taken at the large number of missions under
study in the USA, Europe and Japan in

the area of solar-terrestrial physics NASA

and ESA therefore organised a preparatory
meeting in September 1983, to which the
Japanese Institute for Space and Astronautical
Science (ISAS) was invited

After extensive discussion and a rather painful
rationalisation process, the'lnternational
Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) Programme'
(Fig 3) was formulated lt embodied a

reduced version of NASAs orevious 'Open'
programme, now consisting of four spacecraft

- 'Wind' (measuring the solar wind and
space plasma properties near the Lagrangian
point L1; cf Fig 1), 'Equator' and 'Polar' (in
near-Earth orbits) and'Geotail' New'add-ons'
were Cluster and SOHO, The late Stanlev

Shawhan, who chaired this trilateral meeting
and masterfully guided the rationalisation
process, must be considered sptlfus rector of

the ISTP programme

It was argued in that preparatory meeting, by

G, Haerendel, that SOHO and Cluster ought
to be flown together: both were addressing the

same physical structures and processes by

remotely sensing the coronal plasma. by
in-situ measurements of the solar wind, and by

in-situ investigations in three dimensions of the
magnetospheric plasma lt was pointed out,
however, that the two missions were under
Phase-A study only and that, given the usual
ESA selection process. it would be almost
impossible for both SOHO and Cluster to be

selected as projects (As we shall see. this
impediment could be overcome thanks to the
introduction of Cornerstone missions within
Horizon 2000 )

Some of the scientists who had helped to
formulate the ISTP programme at the
preparatory meeting of September 1983 were

asked to participate in a Joint Planning Group
for IST? which then slowly built up the
programme. As implied in the last but one
paragraph, the origins of the ESA/NASA
collaboration on SOHO and Cluster (the

two missions that later became the first

Cornerstone of Horizon 2000) can also be
traced back to the Joint Planninq Grouo.

SOHO as part of the first Cornerstone of
Horizon 2000
The long term-programme that became
known as 'Soace Science: Horizon 2000' was
a large community effort, guided and finally

Figure 3. The original
schedule for the
lnternational
Solar-Terrestrial Science
Programme, as elaborated
at the trilateral
ESA/NASA/ISAS
Preparatory Meeting on
Solar-Terrestrial Science,
held in Washington DC on
26 and 27 September 1 983.
The two last missions,
designated (ESA)'Solar'
and 'Multipoint', are the
equivalent of SOHO and
Cluster. Note that all of the
missions shown on this
figure from 1983 are now
either flying, ready for
launch (Cluster), or under
development (Equator-S)
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formulated by a Survey Committee composed
of senior European space scientists, including
all of the members of the ESA Space Science
Advisory Committee. The procedure was
started with a call to the wide scientific
community for mission concepts, which were
to form the basjs for the Survey Committee's
deliberations. After examining these mission
concepts, Topical Teams drafted long-term
plans for their respective disciplines

The Topical Team for Solar and Heliospheric
Physics concluded that 'a vigorous solar
and heliospheric research programme
commensurate with the capability, vitality
and needs of the corresponding European
community should be given strong support',
and that 'the SOHO mission ... would provide
major support for the International Solar-
Terrestrial Physics Prog ram me.'

The Space-Plasma Topical Team stated that 'of
the missions under study, SOHO and Cluster
(were) the ones of most interest to the
plasma physicist'. They added: 'although
each of them can stand on its own, much is

to be gained if they are carried out as a
European contribution to the International
Solar-Terrestrial Physics Programme ...'.

At the final meeting of the Survey Committee in
May 1984 in Venice, there were originally only
three Cornerstones foreseen. These were what
today are the XMM and the FIRST missions
(covering X-ray and far-infrared astronomy), as
well as a large, but not yet defined planetary
mission Given the European leadership
in cometary research and the vigorous
community who were working on meteorites
and lunar samples. it was decided to define
this third Cornerstone to be a 'Mission to
Primitive Bodies includinq the Return of
Pristine Materials'.

It was a surprise when a fourth Cornerstone,
consisting of the SOHO and Cluster missions,
and originally called the 'Solar-Terrestrial
Physics (STP) Cornerstone', was introduced
by M. Huber - then chairman of the Solar
System Working Group - following a
comment by CERN's L. van Hove regarding
the bias toward astronomy (to the detriment of
the solar-system sciences) that was inherent in
the original plan with just three Cornerstones
It may well be that it was not immediately clear
to all meeting participants what the STP
Cornerstone was actually to be, in particular
that it took up G. Haerendel's idea to combine
SOHO and Cluster in one programme. In any
case, the Executive returned next morning still
with their original plan of three Cornerstones.
This immediately attracted criticism from

K. Fredga, B. Hultqvist (who had already
grven strong support to the idea of the STP
Cornerstone the day before) and others The
ensuing discussions produced an admission
of the feasibility of the STP proposal from the
cost and schedule viewpoints and it was
therefore reinstated lt quite naturally became
the first Cornerstone, being renamed the
'Solar-Terrestrial Science Programme' (STSP)

to make it a distinct element of the mucir
larger ISTP Programme. The inclusion of
this Cornerstone balanced the Horizon
2000 Programme between the disciplines
represented by active researchers at the
time

Fitting SOHO (and Cluster) into a
Cornerstone budget
Prior to the 1984 Survey Committee
recommendation that SOHO and Cluster be
combined to form the STSP Cornerstone, the
two projects had been studied separately at
both Assessment and Phase-A levels. ln
parallel, but within the framework of the
Assessment Studies, discussions had taken
place with NASA concerning a potential joint
ESA/NASA/ISAS International Solar-Terrestria,
Programme (ISTP) (see earlier) The Phase-A
studies were conducted bearing in mind a
potential ISTP collaboration between ESA and
NASA

Following the combination of the two projects
as a Horizon 2000 Cornerstone, and when
NASA's involvement became uncertain (for
lack of a new start), further studies were
conducted to investigate potential solutions for
a purely European Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Programme (ESIP). The conclusions were
presented to the ESA Science Programme
Committee (SPC) in February 1986. The SPC
confirmed the choice of SOHO and Cluster as
the first Cornerstone of Horizon 2000, but
unfortunately the studies had resulted in an
estimated cost of 555 Million Accounting Units
(1984 economic conditions) for the European
version and 562 MAU for the inter-
national option, not including the launch
vehicle. In the worst-case scenario, there-
fore, where launchers would have to be
purchased at full cost, the additional funds
required could amount to approximately
2OO MAU

The main differences between the European
and international options reflected a more
comprehensive science payload and a
potential STS (Shuttle) plus Upper Stage
launch for the latter option. This placed
additional technical/cost demands on the
SOHO spacecraft and flight operations in
oarticular.
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In addition to these Phase-A results, an

independent cost estimate, which included
more recent developments in internal costs,

was made and this amounted to some
590 MAU for the International STSP with-

out the launch vehicles. lt was this estimate
that was taken as the technical and cost
baseline

The SPC wished, however, to impose
the Cornerstone financial limit of 400 MAU
(again at 1984 economic conditions) for the

total ESA Science Programme contribution
corresponding to either recommendation of

the Survey Committee Consequently, major
cost surgery was needed and the SPC
requested the Executive to vigorously pursue

the financial goals set, without serious erosion
of the science objectives From now on, the
cost of SOHO and Cluster was treated as a

pacKage.

The problem was to be approached from two

directions. The first task was to involve the

scientific community in a scientific and technical

descoping exercise, with the intention of reducing

the Cluster and SOHO spacecraft development
and operations costs. The second task was to

explore with NASA (the Phase-A partne| the
possibility of increasing the international share in

the missions and thereby reduce the overall cost

to ESA.

In 1986 a scientific committee (Science
Advisory Group, SAG) was set-up under the
Chairmanshio of D. Southwood to review and
rationalise the scientific and technical
requirements. In parallel, discussions
were initiated with the NASA ISTP Project
in pursuance of increasing the NASA

share. Within both initiatives, a number ol
options were listed for technical and cost
study

Whilst the SAG was primarily focussed
on scientific rationalisation of the mission,

there was a degree of overlap with the

activity concerning increased international
participation. NASA had experienced financial
problems in obtaining continued approval for
their Eouator mission, and wished to find a
solution to this problem within the context of
an arrangement for increased participation in

STSP Specifically, NASA requested that ESA

explore the possibility of one of the four

Cluster spacecraft performing an'Equator
mission' prior to joining the three remaining
Cluster spacecraft and then completing the
planned mission of STSP This request was
maintained under review by the SAG. Clearly,

it had obvious technical/cost consequences
originating from a combination of the two

payloads and introducing a capability for
Cluster to operate in two very different orbits
over a longer period than the original Cluster
requirement. As negotiations progressed, the

desire to accommodate Equator requirements
into the Cluster mission constituted the
greatest risk in being able to reach an

agreement on a package of increased
NASA participation: the cost and technical
risk to the Cluster mission became the
primary ESA concern in seeking to

accommodate the Equator requirements
Following extensive studies of the various
options in both domains during 1987, by the
end of the year promising proposals for
reducing costs were emerging.

Major factors of scientific and technical
rationalisation recommended bV the SAG

included:

For Cluster:

- Agreement that all four Cluster spacecraft
would be identical, with identical science
instrumentation, such that development/
oualification and documentation costs
would only be experienced once in the
programme

- Cluster spacecraft would not provide
inter-soacecraft stimuli and several
experiments would be combined into a
'Wave Consortium'. Data-handling and
control functions for the Wave Consortium
would be provided by the scientific
community.

- Long wire booms for the Wave Experiment
would be experimenter-provided; tradition-
ally these had been Agency-provided
hardware.

- On-board memory of 1 Gbit would be
provided on the spacecraft side, but the
flinht-onerations scenario would be
principally on a pre-planned basis without
real-time ooerations

- The Wide-Band Data Experiment would be
confined to installation on two spacecraft
and the reception of burst data from this
experiment would be the responsibility of
the Deep Space Network (DSN)

- ESA would not be required to fund a
Science Operations Centre. The ESA

responsibility for Data Dissemination would
be limited to distribution of data on

CD-ROM to Principal Investigators (Pls),

with the technical ootential also for PIs to
dial into ESOC to obtain quick-look,
short-history file data.

- The magnetic-cleanliness programme
would be a joint effort between ESA

and the Pls using the most cost-
effective facilities and expertise wherever
available.
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Figure 4. The SOHO
spacecraft in launch

configuration

For SOHO:

- Acceptance that pointing stability and
alignment requirements could be taken as
a goal rather than as a specification

- Acceptance that the technical requirements
for magnetic characteristics as well as
surface conductivity could be taken as
design goals.

Concerning the dialogue with NASA, progress
was made along several avenues, including:

- Provision by NASA of the SOHO launch
using an Expendable Launch Vehicle
(ELV).

- Agreement by NASA to transfer the
implementation of the SOHO flight
operations from ESOC to NASA/GSFC,
including use of the DSN for data retrieval

- Provision by NASA of several spacecraft
hardware items such as tape recorders.
high power amplifiers for both SOHO and
Cluster, and the provision of fine Sun
sensors for SOHO

Provision by NASA of flight-model
environmental test facilities for SOHO an
option subsequently not taken up by ESA.

Unfortunately at the time, the request
concerning Equator was becoming a major
block to reaching agreement lt became
evident, howeveI through the multiple
interactions, studies and reviews, that the risk to
Cluster was not in the interests of either party,
and consequently NASA reluctantly agreed to
drop the request.

Clearly, even though major savings to ESA were
becoming viable, the full launch cost for Cluster
was still a problem The mission needed a ful
Arjane-4, resulting in some 100 N/AU of
additional cost which simply could not be met
Following extensive representation with the
Ariane Programme, agreement was finally
reached that Cluster could be launched as arr
APEX passenger on one of the Ariane-S
qualification flights at a cost of about 13 MAU to
cover APEX charges.

By November 1987, the complete package of
science descoping/rationalisation, expanded
international cooperation, together with the APEX
opportunity for Cluste[ offered a real opportunity
for cost reductions within STSB resulting in an
estimated cost to ESA of 500 N/AU including
launch vehicles: a saving of some 250 MAU!
Howeve[ the problem still remained of how to
meet the SPC limit of 400 MAU.

In dialogue with the SPC, it had been
concluded that for the particular case of STSf
a special Cornerstone target revision from the
canonical 400 N/AU to 460 MAU (1984
economic conditions) could be permitted, but
further actions had to be undertaken to identify
further reductions below the 500 MAU
estimate In the meantime, the Payload
Announcement of Opportunity could be
released

It was decided that the best aooroach for
studying further cost reductions would be a
joint effort by the ESA project and the scientific
community, represented by a small committee
under the chairmanship of H Balsiger.

A very detailed and careful joint review of all
prolect costs and cost-estimating history was
conducted, and several economies were
introduced into the project team (manpowerl
other ESA facility and manpower costs,
together with estimates for the industrial
elements) This resulted by end-1987/
early-1988 in a total STSP estimate of 484 MAU
(1984 economic conditions), compared with
the SPC's revised limit of 460 MAU
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Whilst this estimate did not fully match the
desired limit, it was felt that sufficient
confidence now existed in both the technical
and cost project baselines that STSP should
go ahead and that the estimates should be

further revised at the end of Phase-B, when
the real industrial costs would be known.

l-)r rrinn tha nrn.oee nf nrp-Ph:qo R anduur il rv v' vvvoe vl

Phase-B itself , some of the agreements
concerning both scientific rationalisation and
international cooperation were modified, but in
introducing these into the Phase-B, working in
close co-operation with Industry, the final cost
estimate presented to the SPC amounted to

474 MAU, a figure that it found acceptable
Both the Cluster and SOHO Projects
effectively completed their Phase-B in the

spring of 1991 with viable solutions from the
standpoints of science, full mission technical
integrity and cost The continuous pressure on

cost initiated in 1986 had resulted in a mission

saving to ESA of approximalely 275 MAU and
had provided a practical implementation
opportunity for the first Cornerstone of Horizon

2000

The SOHO payload and its development
There were three remarkable aspects to

SOHO's payload selection The f irsl

concerned the decision of the Director ot

Science to remove the plasma payload,

including (to the great dismay of the USA's

N Ness and Germany's H, Rosenbauer) the
magnetometer. This saved considerable
cost by avoiding a magnetic-cleanliness
programme - quite a dramatic issue given

the numerous mechanisms in the large optica
instruments,

The second major event in the selection
process was the re-institution by the

Solar System Working GrouP of the
proposed Ultraviolet Coronograph Spectro-
meter (UVCS) The peer review committee
recommended flying a visible-light corono-
graph (LASCO) only, since both UVCS ano
LASCO had been proposed by American Pls

and flying both of these instruments was

claimed to be placing too much of a strain on

NASA's resources, However, the novelty of the

UVCS measurements and the substantial
Italian oarticipation in and contribution to the

UVCS instrument eventually led to its

reinstatement into ihe payload

The third issue concerned the Extreme-

ultraviolet lmaging Telescope (ElT), which was
preferred over the X-ray Telescope (XT) While
the latter design featured a telescope imaging
the entire solar disc and lower corona using
the more conventional grazing-incidence

optics, EIT was to be a rather novel design of

normal-incidence optics with selectively
reflecting thin-layer coatings peaked around
four prominent solar lines in the EUV. a design
never before flown on a satellite. Eventually, the

better image definition at the solar limb
afforded by the EIT was the reason for
preferring the more novel design, although it

obviously carried greater risk

A rather dramatic decision had to be taken

when it turned out that the industrial contractol
building the imaging detectors for two of the
instruments - SUMER and UVCS - was not

capable of meeting its technical commitments
within schedule (already during the GRIST

study it was proposed that ESA's Technology
Research Programme should pursue the

development of European UV imaging
detectors suitable for the count rates

associated with solar observations, but no such
effort materialised) Barely one and a half years

before launch, it was decided to replace the
original design with so-called'XDL-detectors'
They were built in a University of California
(Berkeley) laboratory, without formal product

assurance in order to meet the schedule and to
stay within the budgetary constraints

Conclusions
The very involved and eventful history of SOHO

has led to a payload and overall mission design
are state of the art in terms of solar space
observations and the latest developments in

solar physics, especially as regards the new

discipline of helioseismology The data now

coming in from the ensemble of observing
instruments on-board SOHO are redeeming
the careful planning and fully justifying the
considerable effort and finance invested in the

realisation of this important mission

The enthusiastic international atmosphere
prevailing at the Experiment Operations Facility
(EOF), where the investigator teams plan the
joint observing programme and receive and
evaluate the quick-look data, are a magnificent
testimony to the power of science to transcend
national and discipline boundaries and
establish its own international and multi-

disciplinary culture!

An artrcle devoted to the early scientific
results from SOHO will appear in the next

issue of ESA Bulletin.

G
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The ESA Ulysses Data Archive

C. Tranquille*
Space Division, Logica Ltd., London, United Kingdom

R.G. Marsden & T.R. Sanderson
Solar System Division, ESA Space Science Department,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

On 30 September 1995, Ulysses completed its prime mission to
explore the high-latitude regions of the heliosphere, becoming the
first spacecraft to truly escape from the confines of the ecliptic plane.
The spacecraft's scientific payload has returned unique and
continuous data throughout, covering the in-ecliptic transfer orbit to
Jupiter, the flyby of the giant planet, the descent to the south pole of
the Sun, and the subsequent ascent over its north pole. With approval
from the funding agencies to extend the mission for a second solar
orbit, the complete set of Ulysses measurements will provide an
invaluable source of data for space scientists, as well as being of
interest to the wider scientific community.

The ESA archive for Ulysses data provides public access to the
measurements made by the spacecraft, together with the
documentation needed for their correct interpretation. Plots of
selected parameters have been generated and are available on-line for
viewing or downloading. The archive, which takes advantage of the
infrastructure of the Internet made available through the World Wide
Web, will become the central repository in Europe for measurements
made throughout the mission's lifetime.

Introduction
The joint ESA/NASA Ulysses mission,
launched on 6 October 1990 to explore the
heliosphere at high latitudes for the first time,
recently completed its prime mission (Fig. 1)

and has now embarked on a second solar
orbit The spacecraft has provided continuous
scientific measurements during its in-ecliptic
transfer to the Jovian system (see ESA Bulletin
No 67), its flyby of the giant planet (see ESA
Bulletin No 72), its descent to the south solar
pole (see ESA Bulletin No. 82), and its ascent
over the north solar oole.

After a proprietary period during which the
Ulysses investigators have exclusive rights to
analyse and publish their observations, the
data enter into the public domain. The ESA
archive for Ulysses data provides public
access to measurements made during the
mission and the documentation needed for

Figure 1. The Ulysses
trajectory for the

prime mission

* Currently assigned to the
N/athematics and Software
Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands
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Lheir correct use lt will also be established as
lho normanent ernhivo in Frrrnno far all

vv,,r rql

lllriccoc dete Thoco antiriilioc:ro norfnrmod in

thp llnilod Ql:toc hv thp Nl:tinn:l Sn:npuLqLeJ v)

Science Data Center (NSSDC) and (for

the subset of data taken at Jupiter) by
the Planetary Data System (PDS) and
are coordinated with ESA activities where
appropriate

Unlixe NASA. ESA did not explicitly include
archiving aclivities in the Ulysses mission plan.

and work in this area only commenced in
min-1OO? fnllnrri.nn :nnrnrnl hrr the Anoncrr'c

Sr:ience Prnnrammc Committee.

Initrally. data were defined ano generated for
the Ulysses Data System (UDS) which
nrnrrirlorl lllriccoc j6lT6qtinrlnrn '",ilh aannoo lapruvruuu vryrruJ il rvuollgOtUl) VVltl I dUUUJ) tU

measurements from al instruments within the
framework of a computer network restricted to
tre Ulysses science community The primary
intention of the UDS was to encourage
correlative studies between lhe Ulysses leams
hri fanilitetinn tlp pypfrnnnn n{ dnfn L-.1^',in^uy rouilrLcLil rg Lr ru u^vr rqr r9Y vr uqLq I rqvrrrv

estab ished the UDS the data sets were used
tn {nrm rno h:cic nf : nr rhlin :rchirrp :t firct hv

NSSDC and more recently by ESA

The ESA archive makes f ull use of the
lnfrastructure of the Internet provided through
the incrpasinalv nonrrlar World Wide WebH"Y'

(WWW) taking advantage of the HyperText

COSPIN

HI.SCALE

Markup Language (HTN/L) for designing
graphical user interfaces. the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) for file transfer, and software to
browse the contents of web srtes (such as

Mosaic and Netscape. or Lynx for platforms
not sr rnnorlino oraohics and windowsv, *|
applications)

This article describes in detail the data sets
held on-line by the ESA archive and the
information necessary to access them
Additional applications, such as a simple
plotting package to view the data, and a
search of a database storing an up-to-date list

of references to scientific papers written using
Ulysses data. are also reporled

The data sets
Tho cnioniifin nrrilned nf lllrrcceq nnmnricac

(Fis. 2):

- two magnelometers (VHM/FGN/) to provide
high-resolution measurements of the
interplanetary magnetic field

- a solar-wind plasma instrument (SWOOPS)
ro derive the bulk properties of the solar
wrnd

:!

Figure 2. The Ulysses
spacecraft in launch
configuration, showing the
locations of the various
instruments

URAP

%
HM

SWOOPS
/

SWICSa
FGM RAP
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- a solar-wind ion-composition experiment
(swrcs)
three sets of charged-particle detectors
(EPAC, HI-SCALE and COSPIN)to quantify
ion and electron fluxes over a wide range of
energies and for many ion species
a combined radio- and olasma-wave
instrument (URAP)

a solar X-ray and T-ray detector (GRB)
a cosmic dust experiment (DUST), and
an interstellar neutral-oas instrument
(GAS)

Radio-science experiments have also been
performed (SCE and GWE) making use of the
soacecraft's radio communication link in

specific periods,

Each experiment team is led by a Principal
I nvesti gator (P l), and i nvolves Co-l nvesti gators
(Co-l's) from European and American
instltutes (Table 1). In total, more than '120

scientists are directly associated with one or
more of the investigations

The data sets used for the archive have been
generated by the Pl teams, thereby guarantee-
ing the use of the best data-reduction
algorithms available. The selected time
resolution of the data sets is not necessarily
the highest resolution of the experiment
lnstead, a compromise is often necessary in
order to ensure the statistical validity of the
measurement without restricting the scientific
potential of the data. Furthermore, the physical

Table 1. Ihe U/ysses scientific investigations

Investigation Acronym Principal Investigator Measurement

Magnetic field

Solar wind

Solar-wind ion
composition

Cosmic rays and
solar particles

VHM/FGM

SWOOPS

HI-SCALE

COSPIN

Radio and plasma
waves URAP

Fnornoiin narti^lae

and interstellar
neutral gas EPAC/GAS

A Balogh, lmperial College, London (UK)

J L Phillips, Los Alamos National Lab, (USA)

J Geiss, Univ of Bern (CH)
G Gloeckler, Univ. of Maryland (USA)

R J MacDowall, NASA/GSFC (USA)

E Keppler, MPAe, Lindau (D)

L.J Lanzerotti, AT&T Bell Labs ,

New Jersey (USA)

J A Simpson, Univ of Chicago (USA)

K Hurley, UC Berkeley (USA)
M. Sommer, MPE, Garching (D)

E. Grun, MPK, Heidelberg (D)

M.K. Bird, Univ. of Bonn (D)

B Bertotti, Univ of Pavia (l)

Spatial and temporal variations of the
heliospheric magnetic field: 0 01 to 44000 nT

Solar-wind ions: 260 eV/q to 35 keV/q;
Solar-wind electrons: 0.8 to 860 eV

Elemental and ionic-charge composition,
temperature and mean speed of sq.lar-wind ions:f Jx
145 km/s (H ' ) to 1350 km/s (Fe ' -)

Plasma waves, solar radio bursts, electron density,
electric field
Plasma waves: 0 - 60 kHz; radio: 1 - 940 kHz;
mannotin lA-F,AOl.1z

Energetic ion composition: B0 keV - 15 Mev/n
Neutral helium atoms

Energetic ions; 50 keV - 5 MeV
Energetic electrons: 30 - 300 keV

Cosmic rays and energetic particles
lons: 0,3-600 MeV/n
Electrons: 4-2000 MeV

Solar-flare X-rays and cosmic gamma-ray
bursts:15- 150 keV

Dustparticles: 10''to10' S

Density, velocity and turbulence spectra in the solar
corona and solar wind

Doppler shifts in spacecraft radio signal due to
gravitational waves

Solar X-rays and
cosmrc gamma-ray
bursts GRB

Cosmic dust DUST

Coronal sounding SCE

Gravitationalwaves GWE



parameters included in the data files do not

always represent an exhaustive list of

measured quantities, This may apply to

measurements contaminated by noise, or
may simply be to limit the size of the data
files

The organisation and formatting of the files is
kept as uniform as possible, the general case
being one ASCII file per day for each
experiment (or subsystem of an experiment).
However, there exist a few excepiions to this
guideline, most notably the GRB data set,

which because of its high time resolution is

stored in binary format and then f urther
comoressed in order to conserve both disk
soace and data transmission times

Table 2 summarises the current data sets

available on-line from the ESA archive,
providing information about the time resolution
of the data and the physical parameters
included in each file. From the typical size of

each file, estimates are provided of the total

disk storage required for each experiment for
the prime mission. As higher resolution data

become available to the archive, these figures
will increase, necessitating the use of

alternative storage media such as CD-ROMs.

Access to the public archive
Access to the ESA archive for Ulysses data
can be gained through the WWW. Using a
browser, such as Mosaic or Netscape, it is

necessary to open a Universal Resource
Locator (URL) pointtng to

http: :/helio. estec. esa. n l/u lysses/archive/

to reach the top-level page of the archive
directory Figure 3 shows the layout of this

home page, as seen with the Mosaic browser.

Detailed information about how to contact the
Pl and the investigation representative
responsible for generating the data sets is

provided for each experiment. Indeed, any

user wishing to use Ulysses data for scientific
analysis is requested to contact the relevant

Pl to inform him of their intention, and is

recommended to collaborate with the

experiment team where appropriate.

Table 2. The data set currently available from the ESA archive for Ulysses data

lnstrument Measured Parameters Data Available Time Resolution Estimated Volume
of Prime Mission
Data (MByte)

VHM/FGM

SWOOPS/IONS/
ELECTRONS

EPAC

HI.SCALE

COSPIN/AT

COSPIN/LET

COSPIN/HET

COSPIN/HFT

COSPIN/KET

GRB

DUST

Magnetic field (Total field and components)

lon velocity, temperature and density
Electron velocity, temperature and density

Velocity, temperature and density for
selected ion species

Peak and average electromagnetic wave
intensities

lon and electron fluxes

lon and electron fluxes

lon fluxes

lon and electron fluxes

lon and electron fluxes

lon and electron fluxes

lon and electron fluxes

Detector count rates

Dust rmpact speed, mass and arrival direction

298190-273193 t hour

322190-365194
322t90-366192

341/90-365/93

307/90 - 365/94

274t90 - 365t94

31 8/90 - 365/94

001/91 -365/93

296/90 - 365/94

296/90 - 365/94

296t90-243194

296/90 - 365/94

302/90 - 365/94

launch-end 1992

4 minutes and .1 hour
4 minutes

3.5 hours

'10 minutes

t hour

.1 hour

10 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

'10 minutes

10 minutes

0.25 - 2 seconds

N/A

40

2

400

140

30

50

80

40

40

70

3000

N/A
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Figure 3. The archive's
WWW home page, as
viewed using the Mosaic
browser

Figure 4. The data-set
description for the GRB
experiment

Figure 5. The Ulysses/ESA
home page, as viewed with
Mosaic
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Also available is a short descriotion of the data
products supported by the archive, which
include previously generated 27-day (approx-
imately corresponding to the synodic rotation
period of the Sun) PostScript plots for
browsing periods of interest. data files
(compressed and grouped into yearly files),
and documentation material (including format
descriptors to read the data files, detailed
information about the rnstrument, caveats
and data reduction technioues used. and
a list of relevant references). As an example,
Figure 4 shows the data-set description for the
GRB instrument More general information
about the Ulysses mission itself, including
regular status reports and the current
spacecraft position, can be found on the
accompanying Ulysses/ESA page using the
URL

http: :/hel io. estec. esa. nl/u lysses/

This page also provides links to the Web sites
maintained by the Ulysses institutes, the NASA
Ulysses page at Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), and the US archive sites at NSSDC and
PDS.

The layout of this page is shown in Figure 5,
again using the WWW browser Mosaic

Measurements made by the solar-wind
plasma instrument (SWOOPS) and the Low-
Energy Telescope of the COSPIN particle
instrument, from launch until the end of 1994,
are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, as
examples of the quality of data available from
the public archive.
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Figure 6, Solar-wind
velocity measured by the
SWOOPS instrument from
launch until the end of 1 994
(Courtesy ol J.L. Phillips,
Los Alamos National
Laboratory)

Figure 7, Proton intensities
in the L2 (1 .2 - 3.0 MeV)
channel of the Low-Energy
Telescope of the COSPIN
instrument

Figure 8. Summary of FTP
access procedures and the
Ulysses data archive
directory structure

:
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-o*ur"'ttu*a,

. i'ff1i434*.*.

The archive data and data products are stored
on an anonymous FTP serve( which is a

dedicated computing facrlity belonging to

the ESA Space Science Departmenl al
ESIEC for staging information and data
fnr nr rhlin 2..oaa lt ic tharafnro nnccihlo

lo oblain Ulysses archive products directly
by using anonymous FIP to the server
helio.estec.esa.nl (or using the lP number
131 176 1 7 136) and logging in with
ANONYMOUS as the user name and
nrnrriIinn tho rrcor p mnil nAArnoo oo fhnpruv ruil rV Lr ru urvr u-llloll OUUIg)- q) Ll lg
n:cqrnrnral Tho I llvccn^ ^^+^ ^"^i,,^+^ ^r^|.Jurr!vur vryJrcJ UdLd pIUUUULJ dlU
lnnalorl in iho rrlrrccoc dirontnrrr and ara

arranged in sub-directories named according
to the experiment and the type of producl
Figure B summarises the FTP access
procedures and portrays the directory
SITUCTU TC

Ulysses trajectory information is also available
through the Ulysses archive Daily values for
'h ^ ^^^^^^.^f+ ^ ^^^i+ion in heliocentric andLr ru )PouEUrorLJ PU-rLrl

geocentric coordinates are provided for the
prime mission and for the second solar orbit
This information was; supplied by the Ulysses
nrnionf nff ina :t lPl

The sottware used to generate Ihe 27 day
plots will shortly be interfaced to the archive
home page. lo allow users lo make on-lhe-
flrr'nlnlc nf colanlod nz12moiora:nd limo
"J

intervals

A ' 'onf' 'l annlia^.i^^ ^fforoI hrr iho I llriqcoc/n UJUIUI dppllUdilUl I Urrureu uy Lr ru vryoouo/

ESA home page is a facility allowing a

^,,^^,ni^ ^^^,^h ^{ ^ -l^+^l-^^^ /-^i^+-i^^,{uyrdrilu JUdrur I ur d udldudJu \r rdrrLdilruu

by the Ulysses science team at ESTEC)
containing references to papers published in
qnipntifin inr rrn:lc rrqinn I llrrcqaq nata Thic

search uses the standard SQL interface to
query a relational database (RDB) in real time,
and is interfaced to the WWW page using
HTML forms The search capability allows
multiple selection of authors, character strings
contained within the article title, journal and
year of publication An example of the result of
such a search is shown in Figure 9. In the
future, this facility will be extended to provide
the user with the text of the article's abstract

Future developments
The ESA archive for Ulysses data will continue
to add new data as they come inlo the public
domain The data sets will also be updated if a
mnro enmnloto colontinn nf n212mFtore

becomes available, or if more refined data-
reduction algorithms are employed to
generate them lt is planned to make higher
resolution data available when submitted to
the erchivo hrr tho avnorimont toamc Qr rnh

voluminous data sets will most likely be stored
off-line. and will need to be requested by
inLerested users and distributed on high
density media such as DATs or exabyte tapes
and CD ROMs Available non-electronic data
^,^i, ,^+^ ^, ,^h -i^"^t;^h^ ^t^t^ t^^PruuuurJ, JUUr I d) il iluruilur ru prut> \d)
supplied by the investigaLor teams) and data
books, will be announced and mailed upon
request

In sr rmmarv the FSA data archive will allow
+^i^,, ^ ^^^^^ ^^i^^+i^r^ ^^^., ^^^^^^ +^ +h^LUUOy ) -POUU )UrUr rU)tJ UOJy dUUUJJ LU Lr rU

measuremenls made during the Ulysses
mission, but will also ensure the data's
availability for future generations, G

Figure 9. Results of a
real-time query to the
Ulysses publications

database

I b;qnro"^Tg.".?x o-- -..qrUrc'ffJ.
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Transfer of ESIS to Scientific Institutes

S.G. Ansari & P. Donzelli
ESA Information Systems Division, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

E. Simonsen
CRI A/S, Space Division, Denmark

F. Ochsenbein
Centre de Donn6es astronomiques de Strasbourg, France

lntroduction
The European Space Information System
(ESIS) provides 'homogeneous access to
heterogeneously and geographically distri-
buted data archives' in the astronomical
and space physics domains. lt was initiated
in 1987 as a pilot project to support
the space science community, but has
evolved over the years to adapt to the
changing needs and requirements of the
community.

The European Space Information System (ESIS) is a tool that allows
the space science community to access catalogued and archived data
from geographically distributed archive sites. The system had been
based at ESRIN, ESA's establishment in ltaly since its inception, but
its various components were transferred to several European
astronomical institutes in December 1995. They are now being
implemented within the institutes' existing archive environments and
will provide a basic access infrastructure to future archives.

In the year leading up to the transfer, the system was adapted to
support the institutes' environments. In order to fulfil all requirements
and to establish a tool in which the scientific community can
cooperate and access several archive sites, a multi-server/multi-client
architecture, based on the World Wide Web, was adopted.

It allows a uniform access. retrieval.
visualisation and manioulation of archived
data. The main tools of the system are
based on a Catalogue Browser, an lmaging
package, a Spectral package and a Timing
package. With the help of the SIMBAD
database, located at the Centre de Donn6es
astronomiques de Strasbourg in France, used
as a celestial name and coordinates resolver,

ESIS was the first astronomical system to
provide this resolver feature to the
astronomical community to allow the user to
access multiple astronomical catalogues

ESIS, however, had to be transferred to several
Eurooean astronomical institutes that had
expressed interest in obtaining one of the
components. The system therefore had to be
adapted to support the different environments
that the various institutes operate Prior to the
final transfer in December 1995, all ESIS

applications were ported to support access to
data through the World Wide Web. Not only
was the Catalogue Browser with its form-
based interface adapted to World Wide Web
browsers, such as Netscape and NCSA
Mosaic, but all ESIS applications now act as
World Wide Web clients to access the various
archived data worldwide.

ESIS has two components: the astronomical
ESIS and the space physics ESIS. The
astronomical system is discussed here The
space physics system transferred to the
scientific institutes is similar in conceot.

Organisation of astronomical observations
Data from astronomical observations are
basically organised in two different ways: data-
bases containing catalogues, and archives
containing data sets (Fig. 1). The catalogues
and data archives are distributed worldwide.

A catalogue database consists of tables
representing astronomical catalogues and
mission logs. An astronomical catalogue is

a table of astronomical objects and asso-
ciated measurements. The measurements are
expressed in a variety of physical units,
depending on the wavelength region in which
they are observed. A mission log is a list of
astronomical observations for a single mission
or instrument. Entries in mission logs refe6

most often, to one or more data sets for a
oarticular mission. located in different data
archives.
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Tools:
www
Motif GUI

Thbles:
Astronornical

. 9atalogues Reply

The principal categories of astronomical
datasets are rmages, spectra and light-
CU TVES.

Purpose of ESIS
ESIS has three main functions:

- To provide a search facility, which can be
used to search multiple databases of
astronomical catalogues, with the data-
bases being geographically distributed
and heterogeneous.

- To provide a facility for on-line retrieval of
astronomical datasets. inteorated with the
search facility.

- To provide a set of astronomical data
visualisation and manipulation packages,
integrated with the search and data
retrieval facilities.

Query:
Reques

Figure 1. Organisation ol
astronomical data. User

tools must be able to
access astronomical

catalogues and archives of
astronomical datasets

Figure 2. Overview of the
ESIS architecture, showing

the interactions between
software components,

An intermediate interface
layer, the Uniform Query

Engine (UQE), was
introduced to allow

interoperability between
clients and catalogue

servers.

The multi-client/multi-server problem
A problem arose, however, with the transfer of
the components to the institutes because
the different sites have different Database
Management Systems (DBMSs), rendering
access to the astronomical catalogues and
archived datasets incoherent.

Some sites use the Sybase Database System,
while others use Oracle, and NASA/HEASARC
has developed its own database system called
Browse. In order to provide transparent access
to the DBMSs and catalogue interoperability,
catalogue servers must - independently of
their specific DBMS - appear the same
towards the clients. The interoperability
between catalogue servers has been achieved
through the introduction of an intermediate
interface layer, referred to as the Uniform
Query Engine (UaE), based on two principles:

1. A clear definition of all necessary
interactions required by the system to
support the basic access and retrieval
functions (FiS. 2). This is achieved
by implementing DBMS-specific query
engines. In the case of Sybase and Oracle,
the uniform layer is based on the Space
Telescope Database (STDB) library. In the
case of Browse, the HEASARC Database
(HDB) library is used.

2 A Reference Directory containing all
the necessary meta data, describing
catalogues and their physical parameters,
to uniformlv access a remote site.

Astronomical datasets are made available
from archives bv means of three different

sg

Archive
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protocols: Frle Transf er Protoco (Ff P)

Hypertext Transport Protoco (HTTP) and
client/server specif c tools based on the native

DBMS For examp e, to de-archive prev ew
HST data a cl ent/server provided by the

Canadian Astronom ca Data Centre had to be

integrated w th ESIS appl cations

The Catalogue Browser
The ESIS WWW Cata.ogue Browser (WCB)

a lows d rect access to astronom cal
cala ogues at afv a'crive site supportirg
a WWW server wlth ESIS gateway scr pts

(Fs 3)

This component of ESIS has been transferred
to rre Cerl'e de Dorrees astronomiques de

Strasbourg (CDS) n France and is now
provided as the 'VizieR service' Being the
astronomica data hub for the world, the CDS
prov des astronomical catalogues and an

ncreasingly large amount of published tab es

of the Astronomy and Astrophystcs lournal As

part of the CDS overa I services, the VizieR
Cata ogue Browser plays a malor role in

allowrng the scentflc communty to search,
browse and retrieve catalogued entries There

are c-trertly a n ost 800 calalog;es tn tie
VizieR service

ESIS applications
The ESIS visual sation and manipulat on
nac<?oe( are G'aof, cal User lnte'faces tia'
allow the search and retrieval of datasets from

any remote arch ve s te running a World Wide

Web server Al three types of datasets are
srpported. rages spectra. and light cL'ves

Based on the Xanadu liorary, which was

originally deve oped by the Exosat mission

scientific team each package contains its own
search facil ties to browse through mu ti-
wavelength data using the standard search
paradigms provided for catalogue brows ng:

by coordinate or by parameter.

Once a dataset is ident fied it ts de-archived
and down oaded to the user's platform

A I sea'ches r ESIS applicaliors a'e dore
transparently, without the user having to first

identify the location of an archive site The

appl cat ons aTe supp ed w th a configurat on

ti e tl'al a,lows rsers [o declare all a'cl-ive s'les
runnrng a World W de Web server with the sel

of ESIS-specifrc access scripts (Figure 4

sl-ows ar exanple of a soeclra apolication)

The ESIS appl cat ons are now being
'rarsfe'red lo [o;r institules: lie Erropean
Southern Observatory in Germany, the SAX

niss on g'oJp ar lhe ltalian Space Agency: the

3ou *.uou r- 
--' ernoog 

rie c{-<k,**u._ 
_r"*""-".:

/+Gi"*n,*o,
+eqE/{sgqE/

/Sj**'n*o

Figure 3. Examples of the WWW Catalogue Browser accessible lrom the CDS. On
the top, the first screen from which a user selects catalogues to make subsequent
searches. On the bottom, a typical result f rom the Hipparcos Input Catalogue.
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Figure 4. An example of the
ESIS spectral application:
the search menu (top left)

and a plot of the
spectral data

Brera Observatory in ltaly; and the Monte
Porzio Observatory, also in ltaly

Conclusions
The latest version of ESIS (Version 4), which
was transferred to the scientific institutes, has
provided a solution to the problem of
transparent access to multiple and
hotornnononr rc crlelnnrroc lnnrlor{ An

r^listriht rter^l nrerv qprverS under different
DBMSS. The feasibility of the adopted
concepts and the implemented solution has
been confirmed during the operational phase
of the CDS/VrzieR catalogue service
throughout the last few months

A few rather pragmatic choices were made
with respect to the system architecture in order
to achieve an operational and stable system
with the limited resources available for the
development:

1 lno+aorl n{ annl',inn ^ +,^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^l| il r-rvau ur dpptyt|g d iluu dt tu gut tctdt
query language, the ESIS Catalogue
Browser has prioritised simplification
through the definition of an essential set of
client/server interactions So called field
constraints have been used in order to
refine queries Although reslricted, the sel
of UQE interactions has allowed client
software to be developed with sufficient
f unctionalities,

2 The extensive use of meta data about
catalogues and f ields has allowed the
t12nqnaront 2aaoaa ln hotornnononr rc

catalogues With this approach, complexity
due to data heterogeneity was moved from
software coding to the creation and
management of the Relcrence Directory In

addition the software code has been made
independent of any specific service, largely
reducing the soflware and dalabase main-
tenance tasks

flhnnqinn ln koan iho llAtr c+otalaoo hnorv Lv r\uuP Ltru vvL JtotEtu)J ttdJ

contributed to the system's low complexity
and more modular software components
The overhead of state transfers between
client and server has not affected system
performance

The evolution of ESIS over the past year
has been driven by several principles:

The existence of a system, well-
defined in terms of user requirements
and context

Adaptation of existing archive-
specific components to the overall
system. thereby ensuring compati-
bility at all times

3 Early involvement of the institutes
that will provide the service with
tfre transferred software, which
allowed them to keep abreasl
of the status of the development
process through each phase of
tie project This guaranteed
collaboration at the technical level
throughout the development period
and ensured that the software
received was fully compatible with
the target environment at the
receiving institutes
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The International Space Science Institute:
A Vision Realised

Diane C. Taylor
lSSl. Bern. Switzerland

In May 1995, five Swiss astronomers and
physicists, professors from the Universities of
Basel, Bern, Geneva and Lausanne, were able
to realise a project that they had envisioned
for several years: the setting up of the
International Space Science Institute (lSSl) in

Bern, Switzerland.

Proposed to bring together scientists
from around the World who have gathered
specific data from various spacecraft, lSSl

seeks to provide an opportunity for
them to exchange and co-ordinate ideas,
interpretations, approaches and data, to
enhance their results. lt offers a forum in which
space scientists, astronomers, ground-based
observers and theorists can work together on
the joint analysis and interpretation of their
data to achieve a deeper understanding of
space-mission results. The lSSl approach was
endorsed by the Inter-Agency Consultative
Group (IACG) at its meeting on 28 September
1 994.

Funding sought, funding found
While the support of the IACG was
quite critical for the future of lSSl, only
sufficient funding would guarantee suc-
cess. Pro-lSSl - a society to promote the
idea of lSSl, especially within Switzer-
land - was set up in May 1994 by the
five professors (Johannes Geiss, Hans
Balsiger, Bernard Hauck, Andre Maeder
and Gustav A. Tammann) together with
Hanspeter Schneiter. representing the
Space Technology Group of the Verein
Schweizerischer Maschinen-lndustrieller (VSM/

Swiss Association of Machinery Manu-
facturers), and several other space specialists.

In August 1994, the Canton of Bern financed
Pro-lSSl to outfit offices and orovide a deficit
guarantee, In early December 1994, the Swiss
government's Federal Department of the
Interior, through its Federal Office of Education
and Science, provided substantial funding. In

mid-December, the ESA Counctl unanimously

decided to provide funding as well, roughly
matching the Swiss contributions. A further
grant for the scientific programmes was
received from the Swiss National Science
Foundation in the fall of 1995

In January 1995, the Swtss firm Oerlikon
Contraves AG in Zurich provided the
endowment to set uD lSSl as a foundation.
While lSSl is a foundation under Swiss law, its

outlook is international, though its emphasis is

on Europe because of the European aspects
of its funding.

The Institute began to take shape in May
1995, when its Science Committee met for
the first time. This group, made up of
internationally known scientists active in the
fields to be covered by lSSl, is chaired by
David J. Southwood, of lmperial College,
London The members are drawn from a
variety of universities in Austria, France,
Switzerland and the USA and research
institutes in France, Germany, ltaly and
Sweden. The Committee provides guidance
for the science programme by advising the
lSSl Directorate and the Board of Trustees.

lSSl's Board of Trustees is the governing body
of the foundation. lt aoooints the Directors and
broadly administers the Institute's resources
The Board, chaired by Hanspeter Schneiter
of Oerlikon-Contraves AG, is made up of
members of industry, IACG space agencies,
the scientific community and two legal experts.

Out of the basement
Working long hours and with the help of a
secretary and his assistant f rom the
Physikalisches Institut at the University of
Bern, Prof Geiss moved the Institute from his

cramoed office in the basement at the
University to the present more spacious offices
nearby in September 1995. He was named
Executive Director by the Board of Trustees,
which then appointed a second Director, Prof
Bengt Hultqvist, formerly Director of the
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Members of the lSSl staff
together with some 50

scientists from around the
World, who gathered in

Bern in November 1995 for
the tirst lSSl Workshop on

'The Heliosphere in the
Local lnterstellar Medium'

(photo. U. Lauterburg)

Swedish lnstitute of Space Physics in Kiruna,
and one of the original Science Committee
members, Prof. Geiss's assistant, Dr. Rudolf
von Steiger, became the senior scientist at the
Institute.

With more space, there was room for more
people: a computer and data engineer
from Germany, Martin Preen; an Institute
programme manager from ltaly, Dr. Vittorio
Manno; and an administrator/public relations
specialist from the USA, Diane Taylor A
secretary, Gabriela Nusser-Jiang, completes
the present full-time staff.

While the staff was coming together, Prof
Geiss and Dr. von Steiger were busy
organising the first workshop on 'The
Heliosphere in the Local Interstellar Medium',

which took olace in mid-November 1995
About fifty scientists - from Germany, France,
Great Britain, ltaly, Russia, Poland, Japan and
the USA, as well as Switzerland, representing
a variety of universities and research
organisations, including ESA - compared
their data from more than twelve different
spacecraft and discussed their interpretations
during the week-long meeting,

'A number of very interesting resu/ls about the
interaction of the Solar Sysfem with its
environment were presented and debated',
Prof Geiss reported after the workshop,
Among these were the results on how the
heliosphere - the expanding atmosphere of
the Sun - ploughs through the 'hydrogen
wall' of interstellar gas, presented by Rosine
Lallement of the Service d'46ronomie of

CNRS, Verridres-le-Buisson (near Paris),
Jeffrey Linsky of the University of Colorado at
Boulder, and Vladimir Baranov of the Institute
for Problems in Mechanics at the Russian
Academy of Sciences in Moscow He was also
fascinated by the discovery by Eberhard
Grun (Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Kernphysik,
Heidelberg) of interstellar grains penetrating
deep into the inner Solar System 'l feel we got
off to a good start', Prot Geiss continued,
'now we have to keep up the momentum!'.

Science programme identif ied
To do this, based on the advice of the Science
Committee, lSSl has forged ahead with its

science programme lt has identified four
major areas of interest in Solar System
science: heliospheric physics, solar-terrestrial
physics, solar wind and solar processes and

cometary physics and chemistry, all
leading to investigations of the origin
of the Solar System and the relevance
of Solar System exploration for the
Earth sciences, astrophvsics and
cosmology.

Within the four areas, specific themes
are selected and projects organised
Each project is led by an lSSl staff
member or a member of the scientific
community doing research in that
specific area. A'core group' of up to
ten senior scientists chosen from the
scientific community at large advises
the project leader and assists in
setting up the project, determining its

goals and carrying it out.

The core group may convene several
smaller working groups. These
groups are to carry out their own
additional data analysis as well as
using and interpreting available

analyses Each group, with one to two
co-chairs, may meet several times A
week-long workshop, with up to fifty or so
participants, generally rounds off the project.
However, if needed, this scheme may be
repeated, with a second or even a third
workshop, following intervening periods of
working-group activities. A main task of each
project is to find a consensus on matters
where there were originally differing points of
view lf such a consensus is not possible, the
differences are to be specified as clearly as
possible in physical terms,

To document the work. each project is to
produce a final report, in the form of a book
which that will be part of the Space Sciences
Series of lSSl and will be a 'state of
knowledge/state of problem' treatise on the
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topic The core group will be responsible for
appointing the editors of the publication.
which will appear within a year after the final
worKSnop

In order to facilitale the meetings. lSSl can
provide some financial assistance for
participants. who are chosen by the core
nrnr rn fnr thoir ovnalloqCe in the field and an
:hilitv tn nnntrihrrto tippg and effOrt tO the
project Because of its international nature.
lSSl seeks to find scientists from around the
World The Science Committee, for example,
now has twelve members and includes
scientists from Hungary and Japan in addition
to those from Europe and the USA

lSSl is trying to find the best and the brightest
in each of its areas of research, giving
established scientists an opportunity and a
forum to get together. and promoting younger
up-and-coming researchers and providing
them with an opportunity to expand their
horizons and contribute to the work of others

Visiting Scientists
lSSl is not, however, just working groups and
workshops Beginning in mid 1996, lSSl plans
to begin inviting Visiling Scientisls to work
together with lSSl staff in doing research on
cnocific nrnioctc 2t itq {aailil,, ll io hannA +hnlo|.Juuilrv VrvluuLo qL rLo ldUlllty lt lJ IIUPUU tl ldt
thoco cnionlictc r:nninn frnm rrnr rnn nnat-

clnntnral /nr orron nr:drr:to\ ctr rdantc tn fr rll

professors. will be funded by their home
i^^ti+r rti^n- +hnr rah lho lnctitr rta avna.ta t^lllJLlLULlullJ. tl luu9lr Ll lu il roLrLuru un |\JuuLo Lv

irlontifrr cnmo follnrnichin :nd nlhor nr rtcida
",,,Y *'

funding opportunities The Visiting Scientists
will stay for periods ranging f rom one month to
one year.

lSSl will make its infrastructure - including
a varietrr nf r:nmnlters connected to the
lniornol lho nnmnr rtora t+ iho I lnivorciirr nf

Bern and the Swiss Scientific Computing
Centre in Manno (Tessin) - available to these
scientists, who will have the opportunity to
work without outside distractions. They will be
able to share data. interpretations, results and
ovnorionnoc and uinrk tnnothar tn nr rhliqh

articles in the scientific literature lSSl's primary
goal is to help the scientists do more and
better science,

The lSSl infrastructure
lSSl is physically located on two floors of a
newly renovated building close to the centre oI
Bern. aboul five minutes from the University's
Physikalisches Institut and about ten minutes
from the main railway station Although it is not
a part of the University. the Institute is

connected to its computers The workshop
and working-group participants and Visiting

lSSl Activities Scheduled as of April 1, 1996

Scientists will also have access to the Library
at the Physikalisches Institut, in addition to
the small, highly specialised library being
developed at lSSl itself. Because of the diverse
backgrounds of those involved, English is the
working language of the Institute

Information always available
Additional information on lSSl and its

programme€ can be found in its World Wide
Web home page, which is frequently updated
The address is:

http://ubecl u. unibe.ch/issi/

After the vision, the challenge
Now that lSSl is up and running, the vision has
been realised - and the challenge begins: to
m2ko ar rro tho nrnn12mmaa 2nal nrniaata
2ro en intoroctinn th:t iha cnionticlc kaon

G

International Space
Science lnstitute

Hallerstrasse 6

CH-3012 Bern

Tel. +41 31 631 4896
Fax. +41 31 631 4897

The Heliosphere in the Local Interstellar Medium
. Workshop
. Publication of Prooeedings

Nov 1995
bv Dec. 1996

literstelt.rF Dllst
. VlAlrldno Groub -irrne IQOA

3D Modulation of Cosmic RaYs
. Convenors Meeting
. Workshoo 1

. Workshoo 2

. Publication of Proceedings

Mar &9,1996
Sept. 17-20, 1996
Mar 18-20,1997
\Mnter 97/98

Methods of Analysing Data from Clusters of Spacecraff
. Working Group Meeting
. Working Group Meeting
. Working Group Meeting
. Publication of lSSl Reoort

Mar 21-23.1996
Jun 6-7, 1996
Nov.7-8, 1996
Sorinq l99T

Mar.21"23,1996
Jun 1 t-15, 1996
Or*. 1-5,1996
Folloui{ng \N€i in 0c{,
guftrnerlFalf {9s?
Fall,19s7 '

summei/Falt J.99S

Physics & Chemistry of Comets
. Workino Grouo Jan.22-23, 1996

FoEnttian sFd, Qofl pofithn of oom.eh
. lAlorkshob Fatt::t:ss7

Four additional working groups have been formed

The Boundary of Coronal Holes and of Fasl streams
. Workino Grouo mid-1996

Sotar Souroes.Ol,t+€liospttefic'Stiuctu|F,Obse,rued.bld of .tlE Eclipue
fin *ooeratlon,with CdnDabn lVot |ACGUftrkinq Grouii t mld-l qqA

Ac{ivities will increase as SOHO data become available for
interpretation in wider context 1 997/98

Primordial Nuclei and Their Galaclic Evolution
. Advisory Group Meeting
. Convenors Meeting
. Workshoo

Jan 25-26, 1996
June 1996
early 1997

comrng

AA
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Climatologie oc6anique par satellite:
un succds d'ERS

M. Olagnon
lfremer, Centre de Brest, Plouzan6, France

P. Lasnier
M6t6oMer, Puget-sur-Argens, France

G. Paci
ESA/ESRlN, Remote-Sensing Exploitation Dept., Frascati, ltaly

Besoins des utilisateurs en paramdtres
m6t6o-oc6aniques
Pour la construction de navires ou de
plates-formes offshore, comme lors de la
preparation d'op6rations de remorquage ou
d'installation sur site, on recherche la
statistique des conditions qu'on sera
susceptible de rencontrer tant aux moments
cruciaux oue dans des conditions normales

Les paramdtres m6t6o-oc6aniques que sont la houle et le vent sont
des facteurs d6terminants de la conception des navires et des
ouvrages en mer. Pour I'ing6nieur, ces donn6es proviennent de
statistiques d'6tats de mer aux emplacements d'int6r6t, dont les
sources ne pr6sentent pas toujours la qualit6 voulue.

La disponibilit6 de mesures de hauteurs significatives des vagues en
provenance des satellites dot6s d'altimitres a permis d'envisager d'y
trouver une source nouvelle. Ce n'est toutefois qu'avec l'utilisation
du SAR en mode vague d'ERS-1 et d'ERS-2, qu'on a pu r6pondre i
I'essentiel des attentes des ing6nieurs, pour lesquels la p6riode et la
direction de la houle ne peuvent 6tre ignor6es. Les satellites offrent
une couverture dense de la surface des oc6ans, et aprds plusieurs
ann6es d'exploitation, il est devenu possible de les utiliser i la
construction de statistiques fiables, comme I'illustre le service
CLlOSat, d6velopp6 par lfremer et M6t6oMer.

d'op6ration. On peut distinguer trois types de
conditions d6terminantes oour le dimen-
sionnement: communes, pour pr6voir la

fatigue des mat6riaux, extremes, pour parer
aux temp6tes exceptionnelles, et critiques,
pour 6viter que des conditions s6vdres, mais
non extr6mes, ne surviennent au moment
inoooortun d'une situation delicate.

La fatigue des structures en mer
La fatigue des mat6riaux est la consequence
de charges altern6es repetees. Sous I'effet de
ces charges, des micro-fissures s'initient dans
les mat6riaux, principalement I'acier, puis se

propagent et pourraient m6me conduire d la

ruine d'une structure qui ne serait pas

redondante et ou ces fissures n'auraient pas

et6 detect6es d temps. La presence dans
les plates{ormes offshore de nombreuses
jonctions de barres par des noeuds tubulaires
soud6s introduit, de par les soudures, des
h6t6rog6n6ites et des defauts microscopiques
d partir desquels les fissures peuvent se
produire: dds la conception ce risque doit 6tre
pris en compte. Le probleme est le m6me
pour les navires, en ce qui concerne les tOles
et les elements raidisseurs (couples, lisses,
cloisons).

La principale source d'efforts altern6s en mer
est bien 6videmment la houle ll s'y ajoute
dans nombre de cas une reoonse r6sonante
de la structure, d des vibrations d'origine
artificielle (machines, lignes d'arbre) ou
naturelle (turbulence, vent, courant). Le vent
et le courant peuvent 6galement repr6senter
des facteurs d'accentuation de I'intensite des
efforts dus d la houle (Fig. 1).

On caract6rise la fatigue par un coefficient
d'endommagement, calcule a partir des con-
traintes dans le mat6riau, qui s'incremente au
fur et d mesure des efforts subis, et pour
lequel la reglementation impose de ne pas
depasser un seuil donne sur l'ensemble de la
duree de vie de I'ouvrage.

L'endommagement d0 d I'action directe de la
houle varie comme une ouissance comorise
entre 2 et 5 de la hauteur significative, suivant
le type de structure et la nature de I'acrer
utilise, ordinaire ou 2r haute limite d'elasticite ll
est d'autre part proportionnel au nombre de
cycles alternes de chargement, et donc
inversement proportionnel a la periode de la
houle. On voit donc l'importance de connaitre
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avec precision la hauteur significative de la

houle pendant toute la duree de vie previsible
de la structure, l'endommagement y etant tres

sensible La periode ayant une influence
moindre, une precision inferieure peut etre

accept6e en ce qui la concerne, Toutefois, la

periode pourrait s'averer determtnante pour

certains types de structures dont elle
gouverne la resonance Meme dans ce

dernier cas, on evite la plupart du temps de

risquer cette resonance, et on garde une large

marge de securite autour des periodes
A^ la nlrlnf1 116 ci hion n1 lnpplupluS uu ld )Ll uuLur u. Yu u' ru

precision de l'ordre de la seconde es1

suffisante

Les conditions extr6mes
La reglementation, tout comme les inter6ts
des operateurs, ont fix6 des niveaux de risque
A ^^ ^^- ^, '+r^^-.o^r nnr rr loc hiane at locd I lu frd) uutlsvo-Jvl vvur rur vrur rr vr rvr
personnes d la mer. Par exemple, en offshore,
la probabilite de ruine d'une structure portant

du personnel lors d'une ann6e quelconque de

sa dur6e de vie ne doit pas exc6der 1ol0. Cette

condition est exprimee dans le langage
courant comme centenale. ou ayant une
n6rindo r^lo rotnr rr rlo r:gpl 3pg,

On doit donc estimer avec une excellente
precision la distribution des conditions
auxquelles l'ouvrage sera soumis, afin de
pouvoir l'extrapoler, avec une confiance
suffisante, a des niveaux de probabilite
annuelle inferieurs a 10 '. De plus, ces
conditions extr6mes r6sultent de la

conjonction de plusieurs facteurs : houle,

vent, courant, qui, pris individuellement, ne

causeraient pas necessairement le meme
niveau de r6ponse. ll faut. pour savoir
comment les combiner, disposer des
distributions conjointes ou conditionnelles des
differents parametres

Chacun de ces phenomenes doit egalement
Otre decrit de maniere detaillee: on calculera
on pffpt le nirrs snrrvent une StrUCtUre en

simulant I effet de la vague dite de design La

hauteur de cette vague individuelle se deduit
de la hauteur signiftcative de l'etat de mer
correspondant par I'application de modeles
cimnloe ot hion yalid^. In nArinrln rla l., .*,.Jes La pelloue ue la

vague individuelle d6termine la cinematique
dans l'eau. qui elle-meme definit les forces
hydrodynamiques qui s'exercent sur la

structure Cependant, cette periode ne peut

se d6duire de la simple hauteur de la vague,
mais demande que soit connue la periode
m^\/onna do l 6tat do mor f) artro n:rt ttnpI rrvyvr rl

structure off re g6neralement plus de
resistance dans certaines directions que dans
los arrtres ll imnorte donc de connaitre les

directions dans lesquelles se presenteront les

sollicitations maximales pour implanter
l'ouvrage en cons6quence (Fig 2)

En resum6, la houle representant la source
principale des efforts. on cherchera a
disposer de la hauteur significative centenale,
de la distributions des periodes associ6es,

de celle des directions correspondantes, des

conditions de vent associees, et 6ventuel-
lement de courant. encore que le

courant soit souvent largement independant
des phenomenes precedents et quasi-

deterministe

Les op6rations en mer
L'exploitation petroliere offshore se trouve ir
I'origine de transports oceaniques inhabituels,
comme le remorquage, en flottaison ou sur
barge. de plates-formes entieres ou d impor-
tants modules composant les installations a
bord. deouis les chantiers de construction
jusqu'au lieu d'implantation finale L'instal-
lation en olace est alors elle aussi une
^^a"^+i^^ :Ari^^+^ Elle demande enupurduur I uEiluoLv

particulier de benef icier d'un cr6neau
mot6n-nr:o:ninrrc de conditiOnS inf6rieures a
un seuil donne, qui peut lui-meme dependre
des moyens choisis pour mener a bien

l'ooeration.

En ce qui concerne les transports. les memes
types d'etudes p16paratoires que pour les

structures doivent 6tre conduits: fatigue
durant le trajet, et conditions extr6mes
rencontrees La fatigue se calcule pour une

duree plus courte, mats concerne des

composants de la structure qui sont sollicites
d'une maniere inhabituelle, ainsi que le

systdme d'arrimage sur la barge, et peut donc
jouer un role d6terminant dans le

dimensionnement. Les statistrques meteo

oceaniques cherchees sont alors mensuelles
ou trimestrielles Elles concernent la hauteur

Figure 1. Navire sous
l'effet de la houle
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cinnific:tivo do l: hnr rlo ee .lirantinn n:r

rapport au trajet du convoi. I'existence
nnccihla da hnr rlae nrnic6oc loc n6rindoc
qr rqconlihloq d'annandror doc ronnncac

r6sonantes en roulis, et les occurrences
simultanees de vents forts, du fait du fardage
important de la structure remorquee La zone
nnnqidor6o c oton.l 2r lnnn doc r^r rtaa

possibles, sur de grandes distances

Comme une structure fixe. un transoort doit
etre dimensionn6 en fonction des conditions
do ronnnco ovl16mo Cononrlani .^mniavvvv||vu||L!vv|||vLv

tenu d'une duree d'exposition bien moindre et
parfois de la possibilite de gagner un abri, on
utilisera des conditions decennales, voire
annuelles. Les parametres influents sont les

perdre olusieurs centaines de milliers de
dollars De telles sommes ne peuvent se
risquer sur le coup de des d'une
connaissance imprecise des conditions
'-A+A^ ^^A^^i^,,^^r r9tvv-vuEqt iluugD

Faute d'instrumentation adequate, la pratique
courante consistart jusqu a present a
retro-simuler les conditions de mer lorsque le
budget le permettait, ou a se contenter
des observations consignees dans un atlas,
comme le GWS (Global Wave Statistics).
Malgre tout le soin apporte tant aux
observations par les commandants de
navires, qu'd leur compilation par les auteurs
dp noq nr r\/rAarae il n'oct nac nnccihlo .lo co

liberer des limitations inherentes d ce tvoe de

Figure 2. Plate-forme
attaqu6e par la houle

memes que pour la fatigue. et on a la, encore
plus que pour les structures fixes, un
important besoin de statistiques conjointes

Les operations sont principalement condition-
nees par la hauteur significative. L essentiel
de l'aspect meteo-oc6anique y reside dans la
prevision d court terme en temps reel, mais les
^+^+;^+i^' '^^ i^' '^^t ^,,^^"^',^^+ "Al^JLdUJUT-IUUJ IUUUr il. dUpd.rdVdr tL UIl rUtU

imoortant oour les etudes de faisabilite et le
choix des moyens mis en oeuvre, comme par
exemple la capacite de levage de la grue.

Une r6ponse aux besoins: les mesures
satellitaires
Les enjeux economiques lies a I'exploitation
petroliere offshore sont considerables Le co0t
d'une olate-forme de oroduction se chiffre le
plus souvent en centaines de millions de
rlnllarc at nar tf momo nnr rr nortainocr""'
depasser le milliard de dollars, Une journ6e
de retard dans une oo6ration oeut faire

donnees On peut ainsi citer l'imprecision de
la mesure par observation humaine, la
resolution spatiale insuffisante en dehors des
grandes routes ma.itimes, ou les biais
statistiques introduits par le contournement
des tempetes par les navires et par l'effet de
I etat de la mer sur leur vitesse, et donc les
proportions inegales de temps passe dans les
zones de beau ou de mauvais temps,

Les modeles de retro-simulation eux-mOmes
ne sont pas exempts de reproches lls sont
tres sensibles a la qualite des champs de vent
utilises. qui sont souvent mal connus, en
particulier dans l hemisphere sud, bien que
rlOe nrnnrAc a66qirJAral-rlnn aian+ A+Auuo |.,rvVr vo uvr roluuldUlUJ dlul lL UtU

recemment realises grdce au recalage par
rapport aux champs de vent mesur6s par
satellite. en particulier par le diffusiometre
d trRS llc nr6canton+ |,^^ {nrtn innr+ia a+u Lr ru ilo vr uout tLUt tr ut tv tut LU il tut Ltu uL

rendent mal compte des changements
rapides de temps La propagation lointaine de
la houle reste imoarfaitement modelisee. lls
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sont ajustes a l'aide des conditions les plus
fr6quentes, et non en conditions extr6mes,
avec les cons6quences que cela implique
Dour ces dernieres.

L'ingenieur et l'oceanographe ont souvent
des exigences differentes. L'ingenieur
cherchera d caract6riser un etat de mer oar sa
hauteur signrficative, Hs, qui represente
l'6nergie des vagues. ll s'int6ressera
69alement a la p6riode, qui d6termine la

cin6matioue. et donc les forces sur les

structures, qui peut d6cider de comporte-
ments r6sonants, et qui definit le nombre de
cycles en fatigue. La direction, qu'elle soit
relative au cao suivi oar un navire ou a celle
de meilleure r6slstance d'un ouvrage, peut
or6senter un certain int6r6t.

Le vent est fr6quemment moins determinant
que la houle, mais son action doit cependant
6tre ajoutee a celle des vagues. En certains
endroits, les courants peuvent avoir une
influence importante, mais dans la plupart des
cas, les cons6quences d'une amelioration
de leur connaissance sont sans commune
mesure avec celles de la reduction des
incertitudes sur la houle extreme. par

exempre

Hauteur significative des vagues
La hauteur significative habituelle en
ingenierie est definie par 4o, ou o est I'ecart-
type de l'elevation de la surface libre,
traditionnellement estim6 en un ooint fixe sur
une dur6e de l'ordre de 20 minutes. ll est
n6cessaire d'estimer avec une excellente
pr6cision la partie haute de sa distribution dr

long terme. En effet, une incertitude
suppl6mentaire de 50 cm sur les hauteurs
significatives mesur6es se traduirait par
environ 1,50 m sur la vague maximale, et
pourrait augmenter le co0t d'un ouvrage
typique de pres de 100/0.

Les H5 altim6triques sont mesur6es comme
quatre fois I'ecart-type de I'elevation de la

surface libre sur un ovale d'environ 40 km2. Si

les vagues se d6forment au cours de leur
propagation, leurs proprietes statistiques
globales ne varient que lentement, et on peut
estimer que la mesure altim6trique de H5 est
equivalente d celle qui serait effectuee au
point fixe, au centre de la tache, pendant une
dur6e egale au diamdtre de la tache divise
par la vitesse de groupe. La qualite de
l'estimateur depend, elle, du nombre de
vagues utilis6es En se fixant des conditlons
typiques, soit une p6riode des vagues de 10

secondes, et un rapport de 10 entre longueur
de cr6tes et longueur d'onde, il y a environ
160 vagues dans une tache, et donc un

nombre comparable a ce qui est observe en

20 a 30 minutes au point fixe. L'estimateur de
H5 fourni par I'altimetre d'un satellite est donc
tres semblable d celui de la oratique courante
des mesures rn situ

Des calibrations effectu6es par rapport d

des mesures quasi-simultanees et quasi-

colocalis6es de bou6es ou de houlomdtres
radar installes sur des plates-formes

petrolieres ont mont16 que les differences
n'exc6dent pas 30 cm, validant ces r6sultats

bien au deld des attentes lors des
specifications initiales

En raison des difficultes d trouver des
mesures colocalis6es en temps et en espace,
ces calibrations pourraient n'apparaitre que
peu probantes, surtout pour des conditions
s'6cartant de la norme. Quand on compare
les mesures effectu6es sur la bou6e Beatrice
de s6paration du trafic d'Ouessant avec celles
de I'altimdtre de Geosat pendant la meme
periode, on constate qu'en dehors des faibles
etats de mer ou les limites de sensibilit6 des
capteurs apparaissent. les erreurs sur la

distribution d long terme ne d6passent
vraisemblablement pas 10 cm.

Toutefois, les donndes altimetriques requidrent
plus de soin dans le pr6-traitement que celles
d'autres sources, en particulier au voisinage
des c6tes ou il faut quelques secondes a
I'altimdtre pour se stabiliser quand la

trajectoire quitte la terre, et ld oJ des iles sont
susceotibles de fausser la mesure radar.

Cela signifie egalement que les zones cOtidres
ne peuvent ben6ficier qu'indirectement de
I'apport des mesures satellitaires, par le biais
de modeles de propagation appliques d des
spectres mesur6s au large.

P6riodes des vagues
La periode apparente des vagues peut €tre
caract6ris6e d partir de la rep16sentation
freouentielle de l'6l6vation de la surface libre
(spectre). On utilise principalement deux
valeurs caract6ristiques: la periode du pic du

spectre, qui correspond en quelque sorte a
la composante la plus energ6tique de la

houle, et la p6riode moyenne, laquelle corres-
pond d la decomposition d'un historique de
surface libre en vagues successives, la

separation se faisant au passage par le niveau
moyen.

L'in96nieur pourra aussi souhaiter quantifier
l'^^^^^+',-,,l+i^i^r,-1,, ^A^^+'^I d.spuut il rurupru uu -VEUU E, Pwul
reconnaitre des 6tats de mer ou se combinent
des houles et des mers du vent de periodes et
de directions differentes
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Pour les mesures satellitaires. les oeriodes
sont issues du SAR en mode vagues, qui est
le seul capteur d pouvoir les mesurer. En
mode vague, l'imagette SAR fait 5 km de c6te,
elle est obtenue en faisant la moyenne de trois
vues successives, ce qui reduit la taille du
pixel a 16 x 20 m, et elle est fournie en routine
sous forme de spectre d'image avec une
definition reduite (12 raies en frequence et 12
secteurs directionnels dans le demi-plan). Le
sens de propagation ne pouvant 6tre
discrimine, I'image est en effet symetrique par
rannnrt i I'nrinino

On peut comparer la transformee de Fourier
bi-dimensionnelle de l'imagette a un spectre
directionnel des pentes de la surface libre.

du probleme rnverse a fait I'objet de
recherches poussees, en particulier en
Allemagne, en Norvege et en France. ll utilise
I'apport d'une'ebauche', spectre directionnel
calcule d partir d'un modele numerique
simulant la houle d partir des champs de vent,
d'une part pour discriminer entre les deux
sens possibles de propagation, d'autre part
pour completer dans le domaine des hautes
fr6quences (mer du vent) I'information rendue
inaccessible par la tailie des pixels de
l'imagette et par l'attenuation due au 'velocity
bunching'.

La Figure 3 illustre ces pornts en pr6sentant
un spectre SAR observ6 et le spectre
directionnel de houle reconstruit par inversion.

Figure 3. Spectre
directionnel SAR observ6 (a)

et invers6 (b)

Toutefois, plusieurs phenomenes compliquent
la relation entre cette transformee de
I'imagette et le spectre drrectionnel de la
houle, principalement:
1 I'integration spatiale a effectuer pour

passer des oentes d l'elevation de la
surface libre,

2 I'interaction hydrodynamique entre vagues
et vaguelettes,

3le 'range bunching': influence de
l'el6vation de la surface libre sur le temps
de retour du signal,

4 le 'velocity bunching': effets du d6place-
ment des facettes induit par la vitesse orbi-
tale d la surface des vagues, qui introduit
un decalage Doppler dans le signal
reflechi

De plus, la transform6e de I'imagette est
'indiscrimlnee', c'est-d-dire qu'elle contient
une ambiguit6 de 180o sur la propagation des
vagues

Ce processus d'imagerie SAR peut Ctre
modelise par un ensemble de transformations
parfois fortement non-lin6aires. La resolution

La periode du pic du spectre, Ir, est robuste
vis-d-vis de la procedure d'inversion des
spectres SAR Toutefois, il s'agit plus souvent
d'un parametre de climatologue que
d'ingenieur, ce dernier s'int6ressant principa-
lement a la periode moyenne de passage par
le niveau moyen, d6terminante pour le calcul
en fatigue

La periode moyenne I, peut s'estimer d partir
des moments spectraux d'ordre 0 et 2
(barycentre du spectre SAR), on parle alors
de To., Toutefois, elle est alors fortement
affectee par les effects sur le moment d'ordre
2 de la coupure azimutale liee au 'velocity
bunching' et de la gamme de fr6quences
couverte ll est donc n6cessaire de completer
le contenu spectral par une information haute
fr6quence adequate.

ll est reconnu que la qualit6 de simulation de
la mer du vent depend quasi-exclusivement
de I'exactitude des champs de vent utilises
Or, la fauchee de mesure du drffusiometre
recouvre largement la position de l'imagette
SAR, permettant ainsi un calcul de grande

q/
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qualit6, puisque simultane et colocalise. On
peut donc completer avec un excellent niveau

de confiance les spectres issus de I'inversion
SAR grdce d un moddle local qui genere la
partie manquante e partir d'un champ de vent
recale sur la mesure diffusiometrique.

La precision sur lcorrig6e est alors de I'ordre
de celle sur Io, qui a pu 6tre estim6e d environ
1 s 2r partir de comparaisons avec des mesures
de bouees

Par contre, les H5 en provenance du SAR sont
largement affect6es par la discretisation et
l'6troitesse de bande des produits fournis
Lorsque cela est possible, on recommandera
donc d'utiliser de preference les H5 altimetriques.

Cependant, on utilise g6neralement les

p6riodes dans des distributions conjointes qui

sont robustes vis-a-vis d'erreurs limitees sur
les hauteurs, et pour lesquelles une moins
grande precision est requise car on
s'int6resse d'abord aux valeurs les olus
probables On peut d'ailleurs egalement,
dans une certaine mesure, am6liorer les H5

SAR a partir des mesures altim6triques
simultan6es les plus voisines (200 km) et du
modele ayant servi d constituer les 6bauches.
Cela permet que les distributions conjointes
hauteurs-p6riodes ou hauteurs-directions
soient suffisamment precises pour les besoins
d'ingenierie.

Directions des vagues
De m€me. pour les periodes, la direction
moyenne souffre d'une large incertitude en
raison des attenuations et cououres haute
frequence L'incertitude peut 6tre redutte par
I'adjonction d'une mer du vent calculee a
partir des champs de vent du diffusiometre.
Toutefois, du fait de la dependance de la

crnematique en cos (0), la direction moyenne
ne repr6sente que trds rarement un paramdtre
plus pertinent que la direction du pic principal
d'energie.

L'ordre de grandeur de I'incertitude sur la
direction des pics principaux a pu 6tre evalue,
toujours par comparaison avec des mesures
de bou6es, a environ 15o, soit le pas de
discr6tisation des produits SAR mode vague

Le vent
La limitation dans la mesure du vent
altim6trique aux alentours de 22-25 m/s limite

ses aoolications d l'estimation des conditions
les plus fr6quentes sur une zone. Le vent issu

du diffusiomdtre est moins limite, mais reste
peu fiable dans les trds grandes valeurs Le

calcul des extremes risque donc d'en 6tre
penalise.

En raison des difficultes d le mesurer in situ, il

est d6licat d'avancer des chiffres quant d la
precision des mesures diffusiometriques du

vent, pr6cision dont I'ordre de grandeur est

sans doute meilleur que 2 m/s pour la vitesse,

et une dizaine de degr6s pour la direction.
Elles sont cependant generalement
consid6rees comme d'aussi bonne qualite
que celles issues d'autres capteurs Elles

repondent donc bien aux besoins des
ingenieurs, qui se satisfont deja de ces

dernieres.

Criteres g6o9raphiques
Les cycles orbitaux des satellites sont
fr6quemment assez longs par rapport aux
6chelles de temps des variations de la hauteur
significative. Lorsqu'on cherche les

caract6ristiques en un point donne, la

question est donc de savoir jusqu'd quelle
distance on peut s'en 6loigner pour recueillir
des donnees. sans pour autant cesser de
consid6rer des mesures relevant d'une
populatron statistique unique.

Une delimitation attentive de la zone par un

m6t6orologue, et l'enrichissement de la

distribution par la propagation vers la zone
des temp6tes mesurees sur une plus grande
region l'englobant, se sont av6res plus

efficaces qu'une methode de tests statistiques
automatiques sur des regions circulaires et

annularres.

La taille de la zone ainsi definie est
habituellement telle qu'elle est recoupee par
un satellite unique une d deux fois par jour en
moyenne Plusieurs 6tats de mer peuvent
g6n6ralement 6tre identifies sur chacun de
ces segments de trace. Les produits SAR
mode vague ne sont mesur6s que tous les

200 km environ, et la cadence moyenne est
donc inf6rieure, de l'ordre d'un tous les deux
jours. Ce taux semble cependant suffisant
pour estimer I'allure generale des distributions
des periodes et directions condittonnellement
aHs

Critdres de dur6es observ6es
I ac ciaiictinr rac cnnt rannnrtooc on

ing6nierie, d des durees. ll peut s'agir du
temps pendant lequel une action s'exerce sur
un ouvrage, ou du temps d'exposition d un

niveau de risque donn6,

Les satellites utilisables pour la mesure
m6teo-oceanique sont exclusivement des

satellites defilants, et le probleme se pose

donc de rapporter leurs mesures d des
dur6es pour pouvoir exprimer la signification
reelle des statistiques D'autre part, les

satellites ne Dassent exactement au-dessus du
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m6me point qu'avec une p6riode orbitale de
plusieurs jours. ll importe donc de d6terminer
si des passages sur des orbites voisines
peuvent 6tre regroupes pour la constitution
d'un unique echantillon statistique.

On doit donc definir une notion de duree
equivalente, reposant sur celle des 6tats de
mer. Un 6tat de mer au point fixe peut 6tre
defini comme un morceau stationnaire du
processus des hauteurs signifrcatives, et
identifi6, par une analyse adequate. En ne
conservant alors qu'une valeur de hauteur
significative pour tout l'etat de mer, on se
cr6e une ind6pendance statistique suffisante
entre les 6v6nements pour pouvoir utiliser
les procedures d'extrapolation classiques
et d6terminer les hauteurs significatives
extr6mes n6cessaires dans les ohases de
conception.

Les memes m6thodes de decoupage en
morceaux stationnaires oeuvent 6tre
appliquees aux hauteurs significatives altime-
triques le long des traces d'un satellite,
fournissant ainsi des portions (spatiales)
stationnaires. En utilisant les consid6rations
de vitesse de groupe et de nombres de
vagues evoqu6es plus haut, on peut associer
des dur6es 6quivalentes d chacune de ces
portions. On peut alors comparer le nombre
d'6tats de mer observ6s oar satellite sur une
zone et pendant une p6riode donn6es, au
nombre total qui aurait ete mesure au point
fixe par un enregistrement continu, et en
deduire un taux de couverture temporelle

Lorsqu'on souhaite extrapoler aux conditions
extrOmes, on peut am6liorer la proc6dure
en recherchant, dans les archives m6teo-
rologiques, les plus fortes tempetes ayant
affect6 la zone. Si certaines de ces temp6tes
peuvent avoir 6t6 'manqu6es' par la mesure
satellitaire, elles ont n6anmoins la plupart du
temps ete mesur6es, d un stade ant6rieur ou
post6rieur, en un lieu peu eloigne. On peut
alors modeliser leur evolution recal6e sur cette
mesure, et enrichir la queue de la distribution
correspondant a la zone des temp6tes qui
I'ont affect6e. Bien entendu, on doit alors
utiliser une methode d'extraoolation oui ne
repose que sur les mesures au deld d'un
certain seuil.

Les produits ERS
Avant de parler des oroduits ERS utilis6s en
climatologie, leur g6neration et leur
distribution d la communaute des utilisateurs,
il est fort utile de repenser aux ann6es '80
lorsque le Comite consultatif pour les
programmes de teledetection de I'ESA
recommanda, apres de longs d6bats,

d'embarquer a bord de ERS-1 un SAR
imageur et de I'operer egalement en un
mode appele 'mode vague'. Le mode
vague propos6 consiste en une sequence
d'observations du SAR. tous les 200 km. sur
une periode de temps tres courte afin de
permettre I'enregistrement des donn6es d
bord du satellite. Le compromis choisi a
permis une exploitation globale des oc6ans,
tout en conservant l'information sur les
caracteristiques essentielles des vagues En
fait, comme cela a d6ja 6t6 mentionne, les
donn6es du SAR en mode vague ont joue
et jouent un 16le essentiel dans l'opera-
tionalisation de l'utilisatlon des donnees ERS
en particulier pour la climatologie oceanique

A I'epoque ou la mission a ete congue, il etait
facile de supporter l'embarquement d'un
radar altimetre pour mesurer la hauteur des
vagues alors qu'il n'etait pas evident de
justifier un SAR imageur pour fournir le
spectre des vagues. En effet, les mesures du
radar altimdtre sont trds convaincantes:
l'altimetre gendre une impulsion trds courte
par comoaraison a la distance de la cr6te aux
creux des vagues et explore tres precis6ment
les ondulations de la surface de la mer de
sorte que la hauteur des vagues peut 6tre
ais6ment et or6cis6ment extraite de la forme
du signal retourne. A I'inverse, les mesures du
SAR en mode vague sont plus complexes a
analyser. D'une part, si les vagues sont
visibles, personne ne peut comprendre sur
l'image la direction de ieur mouvement.
D'autre part, le SAR pour produire une image,
a besoin de construire une antenne
synthetique. Ce m6canisme demande un
temos considerable, de l'ordre d'une
seconde, et le mouvement des vagues cree
alors de s6veres distorsions dans I'image. De
plus, un spectre de vague peut 6tre constitu6
d'un large 6ventail de composantes
spectrales, alors que le SAR ne peut ni

reconstituer les vagues ayant de courtes
longueurs d'onde, etant limite en resolution, ni

reconstituer les vagues ayant de trds longues
longueurs d'ondes d cause de la periode
limit6e d'observation. Le choix du SAR en
mode vague avait 6te fortement soutenu par
une equipe d'experts et plus particulierement
par le professeur Hasselmann sur la base
d'une synergie entre le d6veloppement des
moddles de vagues et les mesures du satellite
et vice versa. C'est effectivement ce oui est
arrivj ces dernieres ann6es, avec le
developpement de techniques d'assimilation
des donn6es des satellites dans les modeles.

Les mesures satellitaires utilisees en
climatologie oceanique. sont. en plus de
celles du SAR en mode vaoue. les mesures
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de vagues et de vent issues de l'altimdtre et

les champs de vent provenant du

diffusiomdtre, c'est-a-dire toutes les mesures
des capteurs dits 'dt basse cadence' (low bit
rate - LBR) a I'exception des mesures de
I'ATSR et de la mesure radar de l'altimetre.

lmm6diatemment aprds leur acquisition, les

mesures sont traduites en produits utilisateurs

dans les stations d'acquisition de I'ESA puis

distribu6es et delivr6es en moins de 3 heures.

Ces produits, URA (User Radar Altimeter),
UWI (User Wind) et UWA (User Wave) sont
appel6s 'produits d livraison rapide' (fast-

delivery products - FD). Ces donn6es peuvent

6tre deja utilisees pour les applications liees d

la connaissance des 6tats de mer. Une base
de donn6es climatologiques peut etre alors
construite dr partir d'acquisitions journalidres

de ces produits d livraison rapide.

Ceci n'est bien s0r r6alisable que dans le cas
de projets d6veloppes en paralldle a la

distribution des donn6es ERS LBR-FD, d'ou
I'importance de disposer d'une archive et de
services 'off-line' pour ces produits. ll existe
d'autres raisons justifiant le maintien d'un
service off-line En effet, la production FD a

subi de nombreuses 6volutions depuis la
p6riode initiale de validation jusqu'dt la phase
de production de routine et les algorithmes, et
donc les logiciels de traitement associ6s, ont
6t6 plusieurs fois modifi6s. A fin de disposer
de series hrstoriques homogdnes, il a 6t6

n6cessaire de re-traiter de larges quantites de
donn6es et oarticulierement celles du SAR en

mode vague et du diffusiomdtre Cec
explique I'importance considerable, pour
I'application que nous pr6sentons ici, des
centres de traitement et d'archivage des
donn6es (Processing Archiving Facilities

PAF) qui fournissent off-line 6galement les

donnees FD. Le centre de traitement et

d'archivage des donn6es basse cadence
ERS, pour les applications oc6ano-
graphiques, est situe en France, dans un

bdtiment du Centre de Brest de l'lfremer. Ce
PAF est appel6 CERSAf (Centre ERS

d'Archivage et de Traitement). Etant lie a un
institut de recherche oc6anographique, il a
joue et joue actuellement un r6le important
dans le d6veloppement des applications pour
l'environnement marin

Une r6ponse op6rationnelle: GLlOSat
L'ESA a accord6 a MeteoMer plusieurs
projets pilotes depuis 1991, qui ont permis les

6tudes de faisabilite et les developpements
conduisant d I'elaboration de CLlOSat. Le

CNES, dans le cadre du programme
AVALSAR, a financ6 les prolets de l'ESA et

oarticulidrement ceux relatifs a I'extraction de

parametres directionnels d partir de mesures
SAR mode vague. Les ann6es de mesures
disponibles actuellement ont 6te valid6es par

raooort d des mesures in situ dans le cadre de
diff6rents travaux de recherche men6s par

l'lfremer et de recherche finalis6e menes par

MeteoMer dans le cadre du CLAROM (Club
pour les Actions de Recherche sur les

Ouvrages en Mer) et le FSH (Fonds de
Soutien des Hydrocarbures).

Concept
Depuis quelques annees, les industriels ont
recours aux donn6es satellitaires pour la
caract6risatron mettio-oceanique fine des sites

sp6cifiques, particulierement dans les zones
peu ou imparfaitement pourvues en mesures
in situ

A cet effet, des methodologies op6rationnelles
ont 6te d6velopp6es en Europe, plus
particulidrement d Met6oMer qui combi-
nent donn6es satellitaires, moddles meteo-

oc6aniques, stochastiques, bathym6trie, etc.

La complexit6 de ces proc6dures s'accroit
principalement avec le caractdre c6tier des
sites 6tudies. Les d6lais de r6alisation de tels

travaux, de I'ordre de 4 d 6 semaines,
repr6sentent une r<iduction d'un facteur 10,

au moins, par rapport aux co0ts d'une
campagne in situ

N6anmoins, ces contraintes de co0ts et de
d6lais, bien que repr6sentant un progrds

6norme, limitaient, jusqu'dr present l'extension
de l'usage des donn6es satellitaires, car une
information utile au niveau de la faisabilit6
d'un projet ou pour I'estimation rapide des

conditions moyennes regnant le long d'un
trajet donne, se doit d'6tre accessible de
faEon quasi-immediate et d trds faible co0t
CLlOSat, r6alise conjointement par lfremer et

MeteoMer, a ete congu pour repondre d cette
attente. En effet, les sept ann6es de mesures
actuellement disponibles et notamment, les

ouatre annees de mesures directionnelles
fournies par le SAR mode vague d'ERS-1
permettent, d'ores et deja, I'etablissement de
climatologies completant et affinant des traits
d6jdi connus des climats maritimes.

Le concept de CLlOSat se base uniquement
sur l'utilisation de mesures satellitaires de
vents et de vagues fournies par les satellites

Geosat, Topex-Poseidon et plus particuliere-
ment ERS-1/2 qui, seuls, apportent les

mesures soectrales d'etats de mer et donc.
les p6riodes et directions. CLlOSat s'appuie
sur la constitution d'un systeme d'inter-
rogation et d'archivage de toutes les donnees
satellitaires de I'environnement marin
disponibles dr l'echelle mondiale, en vue de
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leur restitution rapide sous forme de produits
climatologiques utiles aux in96nieries.

On distingue, en particulier, deux modes dans
CLlOSat:
1. un atlas informatise fonctionnant sur PC et

pr€sentant, pour 169 zones pred6finies
couvrant les oc6ans, des statistioues
annuelles et trimestrielles ainsi oue les
ordres de grandeurs des valeurs extr6mes
de hauteur significative;

2. un service personnalis6, 'en ligne', destine
A fournir des produits climatologiques
identiques d ceux de I'atlas, mais sur des
zones et selon des criteres 6tablis d la
oemanoe.

Les parametres ainsi fournis caracterisent des
r6gions oceaniques definies au prealable ou
a la demande, mais ne correspondent
cependant pas a des grandeurs d la c6te ou d
des sites d'extension tres reduite. Par
cons6quent, ils peuvent ne pas suffire lors des
phases pouss6es de conception d'ouvrages
(design), mais conviennent a une rapide
evaluation, au stade de l'avant-proiet

Elaboration de produits climatologiques
Coh 6re nce cli m atolog iq ue
Une analyse des grandes tendances et des
phenomdnes meteo-oc6aniques affectant les
differentes parties des oc6ans r6vdle
I'existence de zones aux caract6ristiques
distinctes et bien d6finies, au sein desquelles
les 6tats de mer susceptibles d'6tre
rencontr6s appartiennent d la m6me popula-
tion statistique. Contrairement aux observa-
tions de navlres essentiellement regroup6es le
long des principales routes maritimes, la
couverture dense, homogdne et tout temps
des oc6ans et mers du globe offerte par
les differents satellites d'observation de
I'environnement marin autorise la fourniture
de statistiques fiables de parametres d'etats
de mer et de vent sur chacune des zones ainsi
mises en evidence.

Dans l'Atlas CLlOSat, un decoupage global el
pr6cis en zones de coh6rence climatologique
des mers et oceans du monde a 6te effectue
par un expert meteo-oc6anographe. C'est
dans ces zones de coh6rence climatologique
que les donn6es satellitaires sont rassembl6es
puis traitees Dans le cadre du service en
ligne de CLlOSat, ce principe de coherence
est appliqu6 pour r6duire au minimum la taille
d'une zone caract6risant un site d'int6r6t
operationnel Cependant, en cas de zone
cotiere ou de faible extension 96o9raphique,
on se heurtera au probleme de la coh6rence
statistique du r6sultat; une solution, sortant du
cadre propre a CLlOSat 6tant apport6e par

l'utilisation combinee de donn6es satellitaires
et de modeles m6teo-oceanioues.

Constitution des produits climatologiques
La constitution des produits climatologiques
reoose sur les 6taoes suivantes:

- Traitement des donn6es reQues des
fournisseurs (Eurimage pour les donn6es
ERS-I/2, CNES-AVISO pour les donn6es
Topex-Poseidon) pour I'extraction de
parametres g6ophysiques utiles

- Elaboration des donn6es int6grees (vent,
vagues).

- Archivage des donnees integrees.

- D6sarchivage et elaboration des
statistiques constituant les produits
climatologiques.

Parmi les donn6es reQues des fournisseurs,
on distinguera celles offrant des mesures
directement exploitables apres cont16le de
leur qualite et correction de biais 6ventuels
et celles requerant un traitement plus
sophistique, telles les donnees issues du
SAR ERS en mode vaoue fournies oar
Eurimage.

Pour la constitution d'histogrammes et de
statistiques de hauteurs significatives et de
force du vent, les mesures altimetriques de
ERS-1 sont compilees avec ceiles issues de
Topex-Poseidon et Geosat. Ceci permet, en
effet, de disposer d'une dur6e de mesures de
I'ordre de 7 ann6es, avec une couverture
particulierement dense depuis I'exploitation
du satellite Topex-Poseidon, en ao0t 1992
Une analyse semi-automatisee, basee sur un
test de vraisemblance, permet de s'affranchir
d'eventuelles aberrations en particulier au
voisinage des c6tes ou en cas de perturbation
du signal. Enfin, I'application de formules de
corrections determinees lors des campagnes
de validation des altimetres permet de
disposer d'un ensemble homogdne de
donnees fiables

Les mesures de vent issues du diffusiomdtre,
force et direction, sont quant d elles, suscep-
tibles d'etre utilisees directement car on leur
applique un algorithme correctif permettant la
levee d'6ventuelles ambiguites de direction
par comparaison avec les sorties de moddles
meteorologiques classiques. Ces donn6es
servent d la determination d'histogrammes de
direction du vent et de diagrammes d'occur-
rences conjointes de force et direction En
revanche, on preferera leur substituer les
mesures altimetriques pour l'elaboration
d'histogrammes de forces du vent, la dur6e
ainsi couverte, sept annees, 6tant sup6rieure
a celle offertc nar les donn6es diffusio-Yq'

metriques actuellement disponibles.



Les parametres caracteristiques des 6tats de
mer, hauteurs significatives, p6riodes et

directions, sont issus du traitement des
donn6es SAR en mode vague La proc6dure

utilisee, 6voquee plus avant, est assez

comolexe. En effet, la relation entre la donn6e
initialement fournie (spectre d'intensite
d'image analogue au spectre des pentes de
la surface) et le spectre directionnel d'6tat de
mer associ6 n'est pas lineaire et depend
aussi, dans une certaine mesure, de l'6tat de
mer observ6. De plus, cette donn6e initiale
pr6sente une ambiguit6 a 180o sur le sens de
propagation de ses composantes. La

m6thode 'd'inversion' employ6e pour traiter
l'ensemble des donn6es SAR mode vague
reQues n6cessite I'usage de quatre ann6es de
champs de vents globaux afin d'obtenir, a
I'endroit et d I'instant de chaque mesure, une

ebauche de soectre d'etat de mer n6cessaire
d la lev6e de cette ambiguit6. L'informa-
tion sur les hautes fr6quences, periodes

inf6rieures d 7,5 s, absente du fait de la

physique de la mesure, est restituee d partir

d'un moddle utilisant en entr6e les don-
n6es de vent concomitantes issues du
diffusiomdtre. Le r6sultat des traitements ainsi

effectu6s est ensuite analys6 puis verifl6 par

des meteo-oceanographes, par rapport d des
situations typiques ou ext16mes connues.
On obtient ainsi, d l'6chelle globale, une

information soectrale dtrectionnelle couvrant
des p6riodes s'6talant de 2 it' 25 secondes,
d6passant de fait les limitations classiques des

observations de navires li6es d la difficult6,
voire I'impossibilit6, pour un observateur,
d'estimer visuellement et a partir d'un repdre
mobile les p6riodes des houles sup6rieures d
'10 s ou des 6tats de mer d multiPles

composantes. L'analyse spectrale des don-
n6es SAR mode vague traitees offre alors les

moyens d'une 6tude fine de chacune des
composantes spectrales On peut ainsi
pr6senter une description d6taillee des 6tats

de mer multiples et discriminer parfaitement
les periodes et directions des differents pics

spectraux pr6sents en leur sein (pr6sence
d'une ou deux houles et d'une mer de vent),

mettant ainsi en valeur une simultaneit6 des
ph6nomdnes encore souvent insoupgonn6e
Une fois determin6s ces diff6rents pics

spectraux, la direction du pic principa,

d'6nergie peut etre egalement 6valuee. Enfin,

comme 6voque pr6cedemment, le calcul des

moments spectraux d'ordre 0 et 2 permet

egalement la d6termination des hauteurs signifi-

catives et des p6riode moyennes utilisees dans

la construction de diagrammes d'occurrences
conjointes.

Une sauvegarde des donn6es ainsi trait6es el

valid6es est ensuite r6alis6e, constituant ainsi la

base de donn6es utile d CLlOSat. Son

interrogation, selon des critdres spatio-

temporels, uniques et predefinis dans le cas de

l'atlas CLlOSat sur PC, d6termin6s d la demande
pour le service en ligne, permet alors l'extraction

des informations qui constitueront par la suite

histogrammes et diagrammes d'occurrences.

L'atlas CLlOSat sur PC
Les produits climatologiques pr6sent6s dans

l'atlas CLlOSat sur PC ont 6te d6finis en accord
avec un Comite d'expertise et d'orientation

comoos6 d'utilisateurs industriels de donn6es

climatologiques, repr6sent6s, en particulier, par

les principales ing6nieries frangaises des

domaines offshore, portuaires et maritimes.

Ainsi, l'Atlas de climatologtes oc6aniques

satellitaires CLlOSat disponible pour PC

pr6sente pour 169 zones de coh6rence

climatologiques pr6definies par des experts

m6t6o-oc6anographes, des statistiques annuel-

les et trimestrielles de paramdtres de vents et

d'6tats de mer et des ordres de grandeur des

valeurs extr6mes de hauteur significative
(Fig 4a-b). Utilisant les sept ann6es de donn6es

altim6triques issues des satellites Geosat,

Topex-Poseidon et ERS-1 et les quatre ann6es

de mesures directionnelles d'6tat de mer
provenant du SAR mode vague embarqu6 sur

ERS1, il offre les produits climatologiques

suivants:

Des histogrammes
1. Vagues:

- hauter significative

- p6riodes pics (incluant houle et mer du

vent)

- directrons pics (incluant

vent).

2. Vent:

- force

- direction.

houle et mer du

Des diagrammes crois6s - vagues
1. Systdmes mer du vent et houle:

- p6riodes pics/directions pics

- periodes pics/hauteurs significatives

- directions pics/hauteurs significatives

(chaque diagramme fourni avec le pour-

centage des etats de mers presentant de

multrples composantes).

2. Etat de mer caract6rise dans sa totalit6:

- hauteur significative/p6riode moyenne

- hauteur significative/direction du pic
principal.

Des diagrammes crois6s - vents

- direction/force du vent.
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Hirtogramme des

hautcurs significatir
Histogramme des p6riodes

0es plcs spectraux
Histogramme dm directions

oes Drcs soeclraux
Hauteun significatives des vagres

exhapol6es aux conditions extr€mm

llistogram of
Signif icant wave heighl

Histogram me
ds directions du vent

Hjstogram of the
periods of spectral peaks

Histogram of the
directions oI the spectral peaks

Signifi cant wave heighls
€xtrapolated to extreme conditions

SUR 159 ZONES :

Statistiques annuelles
et trimestrielles

ON 159 AREAS:
Yearly and quarterly

Statistics

Hi,stogram of
wind dircction

Histrogramme
da fores du vcnt

Histopram o1

wrna speeo

Scatter diagram of significant
wave heights and zero - crossing periods

Diagrarme croisd ds directions et pdriodes
ds pis spectraux

Diagramme croire des forces

et directions du vcnt
Diagramme croisi des hauteurs significativqs

et des p6riodes des pis spectraux
Diagramme croisi des hauteurs significatrves

€t ds directions des pics spectraur

Scatter diagram of
direction and wind speed

Scatterdiagram ofsigniiicant Scatterdiagram ofsignificant
wave heightsand periods of spectral peaks waveheights and directionsof spctral peaks

S{atter diagram of
periods and directions of spechal peaks

signiiicatives sPecrraux aux

J-:

Diagramme crois€ des hauteurs significalives ei

ds directions du principal pic soectrar

Figure 4a. Les 169 zones
couvertes par lAtlas

CLlOSat

Des hauteurs significatives extrapol6es aux
conditions extremes
Pour chaque zone climatologique predefinie et
pour chacune des durees considerees, l'Atlas
CLlOSat fournit un intervalie dans leouel se
trouvent, avec 900/o de confiance, les valeurs
extrOmes de H5 possibles Cet intervalle traduit
la disparite des etats de mer due a I'etendue
de zones predefinies, toutefois coherentes
climatologiquement.

Bien entendu, des reactualisations annuelles,
rendues possibles par i'important flot continu des
donnees et l'existence des programmes
spatiaux a venir, sont prevues

Service en ligne CLlOSat
I es infnrmalions nresentees dans I'Atlas
CLlOSat concernent les climatologies generales
r^les Tnnpa nroriofinioc n2r doc ovnartqvq'
meteo-oceanographes. Cependant, un utilisateur
peut necessiter des informations de type
similaire, sur un site specifique Le service en
ligne de CLlOSat permet a son utilisateur
d'obtenir en 24 neures, sur une zone definie,
selon son besoin, par ses soins ou a I'aide de
specialistes meteo-oceanographes et, selon
des criteres temporels personnalises, des
climatologies suffisamment precises pour
pouvoir esquisser les grandes lignes d'un prolet
ll repose sur les memes principes d'elaboration
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The First ESA Systems-Engineering
Workshop

Synthesis and Recommendations

D. Raitt, P. Groepper and A. Atzei
Systems Studies Division, ESA Technical Directorate,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J. Miro
Automation & Ground Facilities Division, ESA Technical Directorate,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
The first workshop on systems engineering,
attended by over 170 participants and with
over 30 papers given, was aimed at bringing
together technical managers and systems
engineers from the space sector, as well
as from a variety of other industrial sectors
and international bodies, for the purpose
of exchanging knowledge, experiences
and views on systems-engineering practices,
techniques and informatics tools A round-
table discussion concluded the workshop with
participants expressing first synthesis views on
the material presented and the general scope
and directron of the event.

The First ESA Systems-Engineering Workshop took place at ESTEC
on 28-30 November 1995. Papers covering major aspects of the
systems-engineering domain, and in particular software tools, were
presented by participants from the space sector as well as from other
industrial sectors. This article endeavours to give something of the
flavour of systems engineering and the activities it embraces, as well
as providing a synthesis of the ideas and information contained in the
presentations and the concluding round-table discussion.

By organising this workshop, the European
Space Agency hoped to identify areas where
current systems-engineering practices, in ESA

and the space industry as a whole, as well as
within other non-space industries, could be
improved and made more efficient by the
incorooration of lessons learned and state-of-
the-art methodolog ies.

The scope of systems engineering
There are numerous definitions of systems
engineering, and whilst they may differ
in degree, they mostly emphasise that
systems engineering acts across all technical
disciplines to integrate and synthesise tech-
niques in support of all phases of a project or
programme.

Among the various elements of a typical
space mission which must be integrated to
support the mission objectives and overall
mission concept, the most important are: the
space segment, the launch segment, and the
ground segment. Clearly then, the application
of systems engineering is of interest to a large
variety of programmes, all often differing
widely in terms of technology, architecture,
system development approach, production,
nature of users service, overall life-cycle cost,
and industrial organisation. An important
objective is to achieve economies in carrying
out traditional and new space businesses by
developing efficient and affordable inf ra-

SITUCIUTES.

As the accompanying panels show, systems
engineering within ESA space programmes is
thus a broad topic involving many disciplines,
including management and technical issues
as well as international and intercultural
complexities. Today's trends of decreasing
governmental funding, fewer projects, and
smaller spacecraft make good systems-
engineering practice even more difficult and
important than it was in the past. In the
screntific area, project teams are typically
pulled in two opposite directions. Financial
constraints, high reliability and schedule
obligations require a relatively conservative
design approach requiring low-risk strategies
On the other hand, the need to be competitive
(indeed to be selected in the first place), the
long periods between similar mission
opportunities, as well as the desire to optimise
scientific return and to remain scientifically
relevant, all require an innovative, ambitious
and relatively high-risk approach. Effective
systems engineering must allow a balancing of
these two pressures In the end, design
solutions become increasingly compromised
as the margin on instrument resource budgets
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diminishes. In most cases, it is probably more
effective to recognise the need for such
compromise at an early stage so as to avoid
futile work and unnecessary design features.

Now that cost is not only an issue in almost all

projects, but has become a major if not

the major design variable, the challenge for
space system engineers ls even greater
than in the past. Thus, the First ESA Systems-
Engineering Workshop was expected to help

focus the efforts, and aid in the education o1

present and future space system engineers.

Space systems-engineering issues
The Workshoo showed to some extent the

status of just what systems engineering is

currently considered to be, where it stands tn
the European space sector at present, and
some emerging methodologies and future
trends. Although papers were presented on

systems engineering in other related discip'
lines such as the aircraft industry, participation
from outside the space sector was limited
Thus, much of what follows is specifically
aimed at the space sector, although naturally
the comments are still valid for other sectors

Life-cycles and costs
The basic role of systems engineering is to
cover the global aspects of the space system,

and more generally the major mission building
elements lt therefore covers global system

objectives and subsystem interfaces and is

concerned with the whole of the project. i e

from Phase-A (feasibility study) to Phase-E
(operational) in the life-cycle

The mission statement and purpose has

changed today. The major task is no longer
to make large expensive prolects achiev-
able; feasibility is not so important now as

affordability and marketability There has been
a fundamental shift on objectives and cost
constraints and it is now believed that more

investment at the begrnning of a project would
allow the earlier correction of problems, which
would lead to cost savings in the long run.

Systems engineering is a way to bring users,

developers and operators together and in fact
it must do so in order to be efficiently used in
its best sense. In many applications now, it is
the end-user who is becoming the driver
Clearly then, in today's systems-engineering
process, more emphasis needs to be put on
'end-to-end' engineering, i.e. the process
which spans from the user/market demand
survey, requirements deflnition, design and
manufacturing to delivery to the user,

utilisation and eventually dismantling of the
onrl nrnrir rntc

Representative Examples of Future Space
Programme Challenges

- Navigation: highly autonomous spacecraft constellations with

high-precision orbit determination and time synchronisation.

- Manned Spaceflight: habitable modules and crew systems,

orbital transfer and reentry means.

- Space Transportation: new launcher/transport concepts,

air-breathing propulsion (reusable transportation means!), aero-

thermodynamics and thermal protection.

- Space Science: very large telescopes, exploration of outer
planets, ultra-sensitive cryogenic accelerometer and helium

th rusters, space i nterferometry.

- Space Exploration: autonomous landing and roving, lunar-night

survival, entry thermal protection, airbag landing systems (Mars).

- Telecommunications: Mobile and fixed communicattons using

large constellations of autonomous spacecraft, providing

broadband voice, sound and data transmission.

- Earth Observation: Handling a large variety of remote-sensing

data generated by highly sophisticated microwave and optical
payloads.

Promising Systems-Engineering Trends
Currently Considered by ESA

Standardisation: the reuse of standard units and interfaces across

different programmes should be increased
Modularity: considered essential to allow a platform to be adapted

to diverse payloads. lt will also facilitate rapid prototyping and the
production of standardised building blocks.

On-Board Intelligence: for increasing autonomy and optimising
ground activities, especially for the control of satellite constellations;

it will cause a continuous escalation in the importance of software

Miniaturisation: more for the longer term, the advances being

made in micro- and nanotechnologies should bring benefits in

terms of miniaturisation, reliability and mass production to space

systems; adaptation to space appllcations has already begun.

Commercialisation: use of commercial techniques instead of

special space methods will capitalise on well-proven developments,

including quality commercial components

lmportant Cost Drivers

- Requirements: over-specification and ineffective task definition
are common orootems

- Model Philosophy: cumulative cost of different qualification

programmes,

- Use of Test Facilities: using test facilities should be traded-off

against the use of greater design margins.

- Technology Evolution: new technologies improve capabilities but
inhibit reuse of existing designs and procurement savings

- Design Complexity: affects manpower and development time,

and also introduces more uncertainty and risk,

- Mass/Size: launcher production and testing costs can be reduced

by spacecraft miniatu risation

- Schedules: development and production times can be reduced

by new approaches,
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Figure 1. Space systems
engineering has to take into

account a variety
infrastructures to cope with
challenging objectives and

environments

There should be a full critical review of current
practices in project development and systems
engineering. Where is the time spent? What
is the work flow? How do oeople think
and interact? Functions where systems
engineering can help to reduce costs need to
be defined. Good systems-engineering
oractices should enable trade-offs to be made
between local alternative system approaches
Cost-effectiveness leads to competitiveness,
while collaborating in order to compete is

something that companies must learn to do
in the present oolitical and economic
environment.

Tools and methodologies
During the workshop many papers describing
various software tools for systems-eng ineeri n g
activities were presented. From the ensuing
discussions, it emerged that it was difficult to
understand the precise scope of certain of
these tools, the areas where they overlapped
with other tools, and the areas for whrch they
were specifically applicable, lt was also not
clear how these tools could be used in

combination, or how much of the investment
made on one tool could be reused when
moving to another one

Howeve[ the end-user or customer has limited
money and operates in a competitive situation
There is, therefore, a need for better optimised
systems at a substantially reduced cost There
is a clear trend from reouirements-driven
missions to cost-driven missions, to be
completed in less time than in the past.
Life-cycle costs should thus be included as a
direct part of each mission implementation
decision throughout the project life-cycle
Much greater use of far more comprehensive
commercial studies must be made to ensure
that project teams have better informa-
tion about the relationships of technical
performance and design attributes to cost.

ESA cannot select or impose tools for industry
to use. What it could do, howeve( is to
categorise and evaluate tools and provide
guidelines for their possible use and advice to
the projects and to European industry on
selecting the right tools Thus, information on
the appropriate tools, etc for a given mission
should be available even before a project
starts This implies developing standard
databases and what is needed also are
ways to measure, compare and grade the
properties of systems-engineering tools. One
possibility is to use faster, better, cheaper as
criteria for measu rement

Tools should be seen as merely supports for
systems-engineering activities, rather than the
most important element. Processes such as
establ ish i n g req u i rements, f u n di n g, i nterfaces,
etc , are more important lt is also believed that
tools do not necessarily need to be
standardised and optimised - the key is that
the various tools should 'talk to each other'
and share data through common interfaces
Data in the correct context and configuration
and in the right format must be available
immediately to everyone wanting to use it at
the same time. To this end, the establishment
of an ESA-wrde Product Data Management
System should be considered to provide a
common interface to common and historica
data.

Regarding the use of informatics tools, it can
be observed that most of the current needs
are covered by commercial off-the-shelf tools
However, these tools are normally closed (i e
cannot cooperate with other tools) and
therefore the use of different tools along the
life-cycle implies starting from scratch because
the information stored in them cannot easily
be extracted for the benefit of another tool.
What is needed is to make the databases
these tools are using accessible so that they
can be reused by other tools in terms of data
and possibly even in terms of functions
Another important comment regarding
informatics tools is that they ought to be
designed for use by domain experts and not
by software specialists

Real-life systems engineering very often
diverges much too much from the planned
process, resulting in considerable cost-
overruns at various levels. However, the
lessons that could be learned from the oast
are too often simply ignored No 'corporate
memory' tool is really being put into practice
so far. Common and historical data olus
corporate knowledge must be available,
maintained and retained - and be
understandable and usable bv evervone
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involved into the mission/system design
process at any level.

Tools are fairly well-developed and under-
stood, but methodology is still the weak point.
ESA should promote good practice and
methods This implies that they must be
established first, or at least formally identified,
and laid down in a set of principles. For
instance, good systems engineering should
minimise developments in architecture,
hardware, etc. and thus modularity should be
stressed, Systems engineering should also
provide cost-reduction incentives. Since
hardware typically accounts for only 300/o of
the cost of a spacecraft, there should be less

emphasis on technology as the be-all-and-
end-all of everything, and more importance
attached to systems engineering

Synergy with non-space sectors
Although attempts were made to attract
papers for the workshop on systems-
engineering activities from other sectors such
as the automobile, aircraft, miltary and nuclear
industries, few were forthcoming. From the
presentations that were made, however, it was
apparent that the transfer from space to
non-soace sectors and vice versa has not

been too good and greater tnteraction is
required with other sectors and the European
Union

The military has different priorities, develop-
ments, environments and markets. So do other
sectors like medical, automobile, shipbuilding,
nuclear, railway, aircraft etc. The space sector
should try to learn about their markets (political
aspects, mass production, rapid prototyping,
manufacturing, etc.), as well as their tools and
innovative concepts. For example, industry
asks for and uses commercial off-the-

shelf equipment to save time and to be
able to integrate immediately instead of first

developing and making new equipment as the
space sector does. This is an important lesson
for the space sector to grasp.

However, there are opportunities for co-
operation between the various sectors. There
are several domains of potential cooperation
between the defence and civilian space
sectors, both of which rely on equivalent
systems and related technologies in such
dtud- aJ.

- earth observation

- telecommunications and positioning

- launching means

- ground control

- test facilities

- dala nrnnoecinn

It is believed that synergy between the civil
and military space sectors could foster the
avoidance of multiple financing for the
development of similar technologies and
systems dedicated either to civil or military
users, as well as dual-use of facilities

In addition, space has users in the terrestrial
sector (e.9. informatics, aircraft, agriculture,
automobiles, etc.) where more cooperation
could be fruitful. Furthermore, the design,
manufacturing and production processes
in the mass-market aircraft and auto-
mobile industries should provide some real

applications for synergy and emulation.

Relevant systems-engineering concepts
for space application
A number of different systems-engineering
approaches and concepts were inherent in

several of the papers presented during
the Workshop. These included taking an

integrated approach to spacecraft develop-
ment, the necessity of adequate simulation
and modelling, and the requirement for sound
education and training for systems engineers.

I ntegrated development approaches
A number of papers were supporting what
can be seen as an 'integrated' approach to
spacecraft development, in contrast to the
traditionally'segmented' or strongly'phase-
oriented' approach. A general tendency to
want to remove the boundaries between the
prolect phases could be clearly identified The
motivation for this is mainly to reduce overall
schedule and costs, which can be achieved
through:

- Rationalisation of the schedule by the
parallel execution of activities that are
traditionallv carried out in series

Figure 2. Future space
transportation will benef il
from synergies with and
systems-engineering
approaches from other
sectors
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Figure 3. Systems
engineering is an

end-to-end discipline
providing benefits for

everyday life

Reuse of tools and methods across the
development phases In particular, reuse
between development and operations and
between analysis and testing need to be
promoted, since this is hardly exploited in

current projects despite its considerable
potential.
Consideration of operational aspects early
in the design process and early proto-
typing at system level. This provides early
verification of interfaces and subsystems,
thereby avoiding high costs stemming from
late discovery of incompatibilities or non-
compliance with reouirements.

An integrated approach, while minimising
overall costs, increases the costs of early
phases, which are compensated by later
reuse and fewer verification and inteqration
proorems.

The problem in implementing the advanced
ideas on what could be called an 'integrated
development approach' does not seem to be
of a technical nature. The basic conceot is

defined and the tools needed to implement it
are mostly available What needs development
is the methodology, which implies that the
process of spacecraft development will
change radically In order to implement this
methodology, project managers will have to be
convinced of its worth and the right culture
within industry and ESA will have to be
promoted Clearly the present concept of
geographical return poses a serious difficulty
for implementing this approach.

The Prime Contractors presented a number of
papers on advanced approaches to different
aspects of the spacecraft development
process. These approaches did not always

reflect the way the companies normally carry
out space projects, but rather signalled future
trends, For these approaches to become
established, a quantification of the benefits
and savings compared with a conventional
aooroach is needed.

The proof-of-conceot should come from the
application of the new approach to a rea
project ESA should support the definition of
such an approach and its demonstration, in

order to reduce the risk for the first application,
and disseminate the results obtained. Before
doing this, however, the approach should be
defined carefully and the necessary tools
infrastructure specified and implemented with
tools and methods being clearly separated

Simulation and modelling
Rapid prototyping techniques allow for
early verification of mission concepts and
subsystem interfaces. This ensures early
identification of design problems whose
correction is much more costly when
discovered later. Also, operational constraints
can be taken into account at the beginning of
the project to ensure that the design will be
compliant with the mission objectives

Establishing a simulation structure at the
beginning of the project to be reused in later
phases is driven by the aim of reducing the
overall expenditure, i.e the life-cycle cost,
although the costs in the initial phases will
Increase

Since in the early stages of new system
development, extensive exploration and analy-
sis of design options is a must, it is vital
to apply a methodology for performing
system design studies centring around a
computerised system model containing linked
descriptions of each of these components
(subsystems) of the complete system They
can be further developed as knowledge about
each subsystem deepens. Parametric cost-
estimating models should also routinely be
included as part of the complete system.
Modelling, possibly supported by graphic
representation, clearly can help to make
system optimisation more straightforward and
would also allow for subsvstem trade-offs at
system level.

Education and training
Emphasis must be placed on the education
and training of systems engineers to ensure
that they have a broad enough knowledge
and skill base to permit them to handle their
overall task The Workshop also showed that
a lack of mutual understanding and of
commonly agreed terminology are frequently
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major problems. Thus any efforts to ensure a

wider understanding and acceptance of

definitions, scope, methodologies and the like

are only to be welcomed.

The knowledge and experience that systems
engineers acquire during the course of their
careers can also be thought of as education
and onthe-job trainrng. That knowledge will

stay with them and be useful in all kinds of
situations, its reuse being an essential element
of the overall rationalisation principle. The

reuse of knowledge is, however, an area that is

lagging behind in terms of tools and practices.
There is a clear need to develop knowledge
repository systems and associated project
procedures to ensure the proper capture and
reuse of knowledge (mainly) from the early
design phases in the later operational phases.

Conclusions and recommendations
The current trend of reduced government
spending on space and the emphasis on

smaller spacecraft make good systems-
engineering practice increasingly important.
Now that cost has become the major design
variable, the challenge for space system

engineers is even greater than in the past. This
first Systems-Engineering Workshop was an

attempt to recognise and discuss these
trends. Although the contributed papers
focused heavily on tools for planning,
designing and operating space systems, the
Workshop nevertheless provided a good
overview of current systems-engtneering
practices and highlighted the relevant aspects
of the overall craft of systems engineers.

There were a number of specific proposals

and suggestions made for ESA's considera-
tion which can be translated into specific
recommendatrons:

1. Together with industry, ESA should conduct
a full and critical review of current
systems-engineering practices in project
development. The most important areas
where development costs could be
reduced should be identified and
appropriate life-cycle cost models should
be established.

2. ESA should assess the future programmes
and prepare for future systems-engineering
needs. What are the challenges of the
programmes for the next 10 to 15 years,

and how can systems-engineering prac-

tices be adapted and further optimised?
3. ESA should categorise and evaluate tools

and provide guidelines for their possible

use, as well as advice to the projects and to
European industry on selecting the right
tools.

4. A Europe-wide Product Data Management
System should be followed, which would
provide a standardised interface to both
common and other available data

5. Coupled with the above, ESA should adopt
a 'corporate-memory' philosophy and
develop a knowledge repository system to
ensure proper capture and reuse of
knowledge, particularly within projects.

6. Greater emphasis should be placed on
the education and training of systems
engineers and the potential synergy with
applicable practices in other industrial
sectors.

7. To enhance the cost/performance benefits
of its future space programmes, the
European space sector should capitalise
on the technology excellence achieved in

the various European technology R&D
programmes, including autonomy, micro-
systems, smart sensors, modelling and
simulation and supercomputing develop-
ments.

ESA's Technology R&D Programme could well

be a suitable vehicle to trigger these activities.

The success of this first Workshoo has

underlined the necessity for further ongoing
dialogue and exchanges of ideas in systems
engineering between the various bodies and
companies in the different sectors, not only
space. The second Workshop, to be organised
in 1997, will concentrate more on the wider
issues - as opposed to just tools - and
provide greater insight into the processes for
developing and rmplementing cost-effective

Figure 4. Manned planetary
bases will be the ultimate
syste ms-e ng in ee rin g
challenge

Gspace mrssrons.
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'The Challenge of Change'
A Technology R&D Workshop

W. De Peuter, N. Jensen & P. Brisson
ESA Technical Directorate. ESTEC. Noordwiik. The Netherlands

Scope of the presentations
The Workshop attracted more than 250
attendees f rom industries both large and
small, other space agencies, universities, user
bodies and delegations, thereby representing
the core of the European space community,
The presentations mainly addressed the
current problems and potential solutions as
perceived by industry and by project leaders
An accompanying exhibition included several
commercial products resulting f rom recent
space technology R&D developments

ESA opened the proceedings with a definition
of Technology R&D, an analysis of the current

A novel workshop on 'The Challenge of Change', in terms of how to
conceive and implement technology research and development, took
place at ESTEC on 14l15 February. The reason for this initiative on the
part of ESA's Technical Directorate was the growing awareness within
Europe that current trends in the space market call for a radical
change in the way the Agency, industry and other involved parties
work together. One of the pillars of a new future is a strong and
healthy Technology Research & Development (TRD) Programme, as
the new emerging technologies will determine what can be achieved
and at what cost. The prime objective of the Workshop was to arrive
at a new policy and set of measures to strengthen the impact of the
TRD and to increase the benefits accruing to industry and the
national agencies from these efforts.

situation for TRD in Europe, and the measures
being planned and implemented to face the
new challenges The biggest concerns are the
lack of adequate funding and the need
to involve industry more closely in R&D
decision-making

ESA also reported on the reforms in progress
to improve the strength and effectiveness of
its TRD programmes, which fall into three
categories:

- innovative TRD
TRD in support of programmes
TRD in support of industrial competitive-
NESS.

A new rationale for the Agency's forthcoming
TRP Plan which was oresented turned out
to be very similar to the blueprint for a
TRD planning concept being prepared
Aerosoatiale

European industry, as represented by Euro-
space, made a strong call upon ESA to
refocus on Technology R&D immediately, and
to closely involve industry in the definition
and preparation of its TRD activities. Othe[
non-space examples of successful European
TRD programmes were presented such as
EUREKA, the secret of its success being seen

new
oy

Figure 1. TRD definition
and demarcation with
system development
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Planning,
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as the bottom-up generation of research
proposals and a decentralised organisational
approach Industry also took the opportunity
to express its views on partnerships with other
companies and with ESA, especially in the
context of commercial markets

ESA's Science Directorate underlined the
crucial dependency of its projects on the
technology programmes and the need to
reinforce and speed up TRD efforts.
particularly for scientific rnstruments Attention
was drawn to the fact that, even during their
main development phases (Phase-C/D), space
projects need access to funding to cover
crash TRD actions for the ouick solution of
the unforeseen technology problems that
occasionally emerge at the manufacturing
stage.

The representatives of enterprises both large
and small emphasised the vital role of TRD for
their particular companies, not least for the
preservation of critical skills. Many interesting
views were presented on how a TRD
programme comes about, as an intelligent
mixture of technology-push and market-pull
Above all, industry is concerned with market-
orientation: TRD must create value, be in line
with a business plan, start very early, proceed
up to full technology-readiness to enable a
short time-to-market, and take the constraints
of the final design (e g cost-effectiveness) into
account from the outset

The chairman of the Central Technology
Advisory Committee (CIAC) presented
valuable 'lessons learned' from past suc-
cesses and failures, mainly in the defence

area, showing the need for long-term budget
stability to enable continuity. He also stressed
that not only large aerospace companies,
but especially small industries (subcontractors
and equipment manufacturers) should be
cr rnnnrlor'l hrr trQAvvHYv, rvv vt Lv, r

Participants from the academic world
introduced their latest views on TRD
management and strong emphasis was
given to the creation of partnerships with
complementary TRD organisations The
classical management structures (hierarchy,
matrix) were challenged and the application
of focussed, task-force management was
advocated The need to invest a little in

university work and in the next generation of
soace orofessionals was stressed as an
indispensable element for a healthy future
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Figure 4. The Workshop in
pro9ress

Key issues
Globalisation, synergy and partnership
The space community, especially in Europe, is

too inward-oriented with regard to space
technologies, to ESA projects and to local
markets. This has to change dramatically:
the real growth takes place outside ESA in

the commercial markets, where non-space
technologies and companies have a lot to
contribute (synergy, spin-in and spin-off), and
the only market is the global market. The
technology needs go far beyond ESA's

resources, so that partnerships with other
TRD organisations need to be established
A questionnaire distributed to Workshop
participants to solicit the opinions of the
various stakeholders on crucial issues clearly
revealed that all want ESA to play a central
coordinating role in this respect.

Shortage of TRD funds, and implementation
There was unanimous agreement that the
current level of TRD within ESA is largely
insufficient to safeguard the future of Europe's
soace activities. and a level of 8olo of the ESA

overall budget was judged vital to meet the
future challenges. There is a danger of
over-orioritisation. and even of the
abandonment of certain core R&D activities if

the current funding shortage cannot be
resolved. Moreover, as far as the actual
implementation of these TRD efforts is

concerned, only a small minority of the
Workshop attendees supported the current
ESA TRD programme structure, with a
mandatory element (TRP) and many optional
Supporting Technology Prog rammes (STPs).

Differentiation of TRD activities
Most participants believe that the innovation
effort needed to support industrial
competitiveness in commercial markets differs
so much in nature from innovative TRD for

long-term applications that a clear
differentiation must be made. with seoarate
implementing rules

ESA has in fact already committed itself to
categorising all TRD activities into three major
classes, as noted earlier.

Involvement of industry in TRD planning
There was a clear consensus that industry
needs to be involved in the process of defining
the TRD activities and priorities. The partici-
pants' preference was for an ESA-defined
'frame programme' for the innovative TRD and
TRD support to programmes As far as
TRD support to industrial competitiveness
is concerned, however, the 'bottom up'
alternative (industry makes proposals, ESA

screens) was judged to be the best. A clear,
institutional mechanism is needed to make
this happen, as even regular workshops of
the current type would not be sufficient to
enable closer involvement of industrv in the
day-to-day work.

Co-funding by industry
This was clearly identified as one of the
possibilities for increasing the level of TRD
funding, but under very strict conditions.
Private funding for space developments can
only be raised for existing and very-nearterm
markets, and agreements must be reached on
a case-by-case basis. Public funding is

fundamental all along the value chain, and
remains the only option for long-term
applications, even for those with eventual
commercial ootential.

Technology readiness, market orientation,
speed
The mood of the Workshop was clearly driven
by commercial market considerations, but
even non-commercial applications require
these three characteristics. Fokker Space
showed that a great deal of the emphasis in

technology TRD has shifted dramatically in
recent years from one-off design to serial
products, from top performance to price/
performance, from functional requirements to
cost requirements, from non-recurring cost to
recurring cost. Two of the key factors in terms
of market success are time-to-market, and
technology-readiness. Both need to be
integral parts of any modern R&D strategy.

All in all. however. the consensus of the
Workshop participants on how best to meet
'The Challenge of Change' was a preference
for step-by-step, evolutionary innovation,
rather than quantum-leap revolution, but
based on a coherent European policy. G
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The Transponder - A Key Element in ESA
Spacecraft TTC Systems

A. Winton, J.-L.Gerner, P. Michel, & R. Morgan-Owen
RF Systems Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) are
vital functions of a spacecraft. They allow data
to be communicated between the ground and
the spacecraft for spacecraft control and
command. The communication is through a
telecommunication link established between
the control station on the ground and the
satellite. The TTC transoonder on the
spacecraft plays the role of radio frequency
interface with the ground

The Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) system and, more
specifically, the transponder form an essential part of most spacecraft.
Current transponders, which were developed in the 1980s, are being
updated to provide improvements in all areas - cost, flexibility, power
consumption, mass and size. ESA is developing a number of standard
models to meet the needs of future missions. For near-Earth missions,
there are several concepts, depending on the method of
communication and the size of the user: for satellites using direct to
ground communication, the Compact Standard Transponder (GST) is
being developed, while for those using a data-relay satellite, the Small
User Transponder (SUT) is being developed for smaller users, and the
Dual-Mode TTC Transponder (DMT) for larger users. For deep space
missions, a Deep Space Transponder (DST) is envisaged.

Virtually all spacecraft - and certainly all ESA

spacecraft - are equipped with TTC trans-
ponders lt has been recognised since the
early days of spacecraft development that all
spacecraft require such a type of control from
ground, and standards for TTC interfaces
between spacecraft and ground are well
established. ESA and other space agencies,
including NASA, DLR, CNES, and NASDA,
have collaborated in their definition in order to
ensure compatibility for efficient use and
cost-effective cross-su pport.

With the TTC transponder now a standard
feature of almost all ESA and Eurooean
national programmes, ESA has a function
dedicated to the design and development of
TTC transponders: the RF Systems Division
of the Technical Directorate. After in-deoth
surveys of future needs expressed by

ESA's Programme Directorates, studies and
developments are performed in the frame oi
the technology programmes of the Technical
Directorate (the Technological Research
Programme, and General Support Technology
Programme), or of the Programme Direc-
torates (the Advanced Systems Technology
Programme). The objective is to design
equipment that will be reusable for the
maximum number of spacecraft with the
minimum recurring cost. However, the great
variety of spacecraft developed under the
Agency's programmes does not allow for the
definition of a single, unique and universal TTC

transoonoer.

lmportance of TTC to a mission
It is essential that a reliable communication link
between the ground station and the spacecraft
is maintained throughout the satellite's different
ohases of ooeration

During the Launch and Early Orbit Phase
(LEOP), ground control sends the required
mission commands, such as to fire the
booster rockets for orbital correction, to
deploy the antenna or solar array, or to fire
the apogee boost motors Some of these
operations must happen at precise times,
while others can take place during a window
of time

During the lifetime of the mission, which is
generally four to ten years, the sateliite receives
daily the commands required to reconfigure
functions according to requirements at the
time. Earth observation satellites, such as SPOT
or ERS, receive instructions for their next orbrts,
such as the region of interest of the Earth to
observe, the drrection of view, or the spectral
band to use. A data-relay satellite, such as
Artemis or DRS, receives daily commands to
inform it of its low Earth orbiting clients; it

receives the necessary data for pointing one or
more of its antennas towards that satellite and
following its path while data relay communi-
cation is reouired
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The three functions of telecommand, tracking
and commanding are also essential

The telecommand link is used to upload
commands to the spacecraft, particularly when
mission characteristics are not defined until
after launch The Giotto probe, for example,
having successf ully encountered Halley's
Comet and being surprisingly only slightly
damaged despite several collisions with
cometry debris, could be deployed for another
mission, to encounter a second comet,
Grigg-Skjellerup Giotto's flight plan was
completely redefined while the satellite was in
orbit and the reconfigured data was then tele-
commanded from ground.

Telecommanding is of particular importance to
deep-space probes Their distance from the
Earth creates communication problems
(although the probes have a high degree of
autonomy to overcome those problems).
Firstly, the signals reaching the probe from the
ground are so weak that the amount of data
that can be transmitted is limited. Secondly, it

can take up to several hours for the radio signal
from Earth to reach the orobe if the orobe is at
the edge of the solar system, which makes
controlling the probe extremely difficult

The telemetry link is equally important to the
success of a satellite mission Telemetry is the
data received from the spacecraft, generally
about the status of its systems For scientific
satellites, including deep-space probes, the
telemetry link also carries payload data. During
launch and early orbit, telemetry allows ground
technicians to check that commands are being
carried out correctly, e g that boosters are
being fired or that the antennas or solar panels
are being deployed Throughout the mission, it

enables the mission control centre to survey
the 'insides' of the satellite, its configuration, its

status, and in the case of failure, it provides the
basis for the decisions that have to be made

TTC's third function is tracking and ranging
The transponder demodulates the ranging
signal contained in the uplink and remodulates
it onto the downlink, Thus, by measuring the
return propagation time, the distance between
the ground station and the satellite can be
estimated Moreover, the transponder has the
ability to generate a downlink carrier phase
coherent with the uplink carrier, allowing
precise estimations of orbit and speed from
measurements of Doooler offset and rate of the
downlink frequency at the ground station,

TTC for ESA spacecraft
The architecture of a typical satellite TTC

system is shown in Figure 1 The system
comprises two low gain antennas with
hemispherical coverage, two transponders
each with transmitter and receiver, and two
command decoders. The interface with the rest

of the satellite is via the On-Board Data
Handling (OBDH)system

The uplink carrier with the telecommand (TC)

signal from the ground station is received by
one of the low gain antennas and applied to
both receiver inputs via the diplexer. The signal
consists of a 2 GHz carrier. ohase-modulated
by an B kHz or 16 kHz subcarrier, itself
BPSK-modulated by the TC data at a rate of
less than 10 kbit/s The two receivers work in
'hot redundancy' and output the modulated
subcarrier at baseband to the active decoder.
The decoder recovers the TC data and sends it

to the OBDH.

The active transmitter generates a downlink
carrier phase and frequency coherent with the
uplink carrier, which allows measurement of
Doppler by the ground station, aiding satellite

Figure 1. Architecture of a
typical satellite TTC system
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localisation The uplink signal also contains the
ranging signal which is demodulated by the
receiver and transmitted back to the ground
with the telemetry (TM) using phase modula-
tion on a single downlink carrier. The trans-
mitter amplifies the modulated downlink signal
(in the 5 W RF power range according to
mission reouirements) which is connected to
the selected antenna via the diplexer and RF

switches

The TTC system must be operational during all
mission phases even rf attitude control is lost.
ihrrc iho 2ntann2 a\/atom an\/o12no mrrci l'ra

as near as possible to omnidirectronal The
hemispherical coverage antennas have low
gain (LGA) lf the mission requires higher data
rates (for the same transmit RF power). a
directional High Gain Antenna (HGA) is

necessary In this case. the LGAs are used
only during LEOP and in an emergency
(e g loss ol attitude control) for TTC
housekeeping data. and the HGA is

used during the operational pnase for
high-rate transmission of payload dala as
well as for normal TTC communication

The transmit and receive signals use the same
antenna but they are isolated from one another
by the diplexer The receive signal is applied to
the two'hot redundant' receivers,'Hot
redundancy' minimrses interruption of control
in emergencies and increases reliability by
avoiding power on/off cycles of the receivers
The transmitters are switchable, the selection of
the transmit signal is made via the RF
Distribution Unit (RFDU) This switching
canahililv tooethcr with the redundant
architecture allows a 'crossed' scheme where

the transmrtter of one transponder can be used
with the receiver of the other. This scheme has
already been implemented on several ESA

satellites.

The internal architecture of a TTC transponder
is shown in Figure 2

Regulatory aspects and standardisation
The question of f requency bands is of
fundamental imoortance to telecommuni-
a2linna crrciomc Tha rrco nf tho fronrrannrr

spectrum for RF transmission by all tele-
communication systems is highly regulated
by the International Telecommunication
Union (lTU) in Geneva and is subject to
formal registration and approval by the
ITU authorities, The telecommunication
agencies of 145 signatory countrres meet
at regular intervals to discuss and decide
the allocation of the frequency spectrum to the
difforpnl anonniac Tho cnaco anonnioc : ro

usually in a minority and must dedicate much
effort to defend their interests,

Until the 1970s, most satellites' TTC was
performed through VHF links (130MHz
bands) This was the case for ESA's

OTS satellite for instance Since the early
1980s all European satellites, with the
exception of some commercial communication
satellites and some minisatellites, use the
S-band (2 Gl,z) for their TTC (see inset)
l-)pon_cn:no nrnhoc c,,^L ^^ | il,,^^^^ ^^!uvuV J|Juuu |./rvuuo oUUl I dJ UIyJJUJ dl lU

Giotto may also transmit their telemetry in the
X band (8 GHz), to be able to transmit data at a
high rate and to help in the evaluation of errors
on ranging measurements through the
ronosphere,

Figure 2. Block diagram of a
typical TTC transponder.

It comprises:

- a receive chain which
tracks the uplink
telecommand signal
received from ground,
demodulates the
command data (TC) and
forwards this to the
onboard data handling
unit (OBDH). lt also
demodulates the
ranging signal (RNG)
which is then fed to the
input of the transmitter
for retransmission to
ground

- a transmit chain which
modulates the telemetry
data (TM) and ranging
signal onto the downlink
carfler.
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With the growing number of satellites,
the f requency band allocated for space
applications in the S band is becoming
increasingly crowded Therefore, in the future,
near-Earth missions could use the X-band, with

further investment in the ground segment
hoinn ronrrirori ln edr{iiinn tha innroqcinn

needs of deen-snace missions in terms of the
amount of data to be transmitted is leading
towards the general use of the X band for such
missions Extending to the Ka-band (30 GHz)
is also under consideration for some missions,

ln nrrlar +^ 
^rnto^t 

+h^ -^^/^^ raon' 'rano n{il t utuur LU prutuut Lr ru JUdluu lu)uuluYJ ul

allocateo frequency spectra, space agencies
have had to cooperate with each other and
coordinate their efforts in order to present a
unified position at the ITU This is done, for
i^^+^^^^ +4"^,,^h ^^nmittees such as theilt)Lor rug, Lrilvugrr uul

Space Frequencies Coordination Group
(SFCG) in which ESA is an active member This
need for cooperation plus the high cost ot

developing and maintaining a ground network
has led lhe major space agencies to achieve a
high degree of compatibility for TTC matters,

Thin namnn+il^.ili{,, hao hoon rlorrolnnorl fnr aI lllJ uulllPdLlulllLy llo- usgrr u9v9rvPUu. rvr o

large part, in the frame of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)

whicn recommends TTC system designs
Thanks to this work, a satellite from a given
agency can be supported by most stations
from most other agencies,

This compatibility proves to be very praclical
For example:

- After separation lrom the launch vehicle.
qoripral nrnr rnd slatiOnS afe USed tO aSSUfe

the coverage of the LEOP operations
Support from anotrer agency s stations is
nftan nallod rrnnnv,Lv, I vq,,vv eYv, 

"

- In February 1990, NASA's Deep Space
Network's 70 m antenna in Madrid was
used to reactivate ESA's Giotto satellite The

compatibrlity of the TTC equipment and the
high level of standardisation made the
nnoratinn nnccihlovvv, uL,v'

- ESA s SOHO and Cluster spacecraft
operations will be extensively supported by
NASA stations

TTC is therefore a truly worldwide standard

System constraints and transponder types
The type of mission being undertaken has a
^i^^i{i^^^+ i-^aaf ^r the constraints andJtvtililuot tL I rPqut ul

requirements imposed on the design of the
TTC transponder. Communicating with a
spacecraft in geostationary orbit is different
from communicating with an interplanetary
probe

In practice. with respect to TTC transponders.
thnrn arn +hrnn r1i{{nlpnl i\/nAa nf cnanOLl lvlu olE tr rrvv urrrvrurrr ryvur rvuuv

aoolications:

- Deea saace
According to the ITU deep-space missions
are those in which the spacecraft's distance
from the Earth is greater than 2 million
kilometres As far as the transponder is
concerned, the main constraint for these
missions is the low received power due to
the distance the signal must travel This
dictates that such transponders must be
capable of very low data transmission rates,

of a few bits per second in some instances
Anni+innnllrr nndinn cnhamoc m:rr ho rrcoalnuulLlullolly, uvurr rv our rurrrur rrrqy

for error detection and correction

Selection of a Frequency Band

The frequency band used by the TTC system is dictated by the
p ropagation, performance and reg ulatory req u i rements

The majority of TTC systems use the S-band (around 2 GHz), which
allows minimal propagation loss through the Earth's atmosphere (less

than 1 dB) and data rates up to approximately 1 Mbit/s This is usually
quite adequate for Earth-orbiting missions (up to and including GEO)
Deep space missions require higher frequency bands to achieve the
increased performance resulting from higher antenna gain for a given
SIZE.

Non-scientific satellites sometimes use a different band for their
payload For example, commercial telecommunications satellites
(usually in GEO) operate at the C-band (around 6 GHz) or Ku-band
(around 14 GNz) for their payload. During the Launch and Early Orbit
Phase (LEOP), they may operate their TTC in the S-band. Once they
enter the operational phase, they use their payload band for TTC.

Meteorological satellites (also usually in GEO) normally use the L-band
(around 1 .5 GHz) for their payload; their TTC however uses the S-band
both in LEOP and during the operational phase. Other smaller users,
such as universities, tend to use the S-band for their TTC systems

- Near Earth
Ae nnnncod tn aloon-an2^o mraarnna no2r-

Earth missions are those in which the
satellite is less than 2 million kilometres from
the Earth This includes missions to the
Moon

Gonorellri iha ahcnlrto nn\^/or ic nnt:vv,,v,u,,J.

concern in these missions, but some of
them have a highly eccentric orbit which, for
the transponder. means that the signals
received from the ground station when the
satellite is at aoooee nave a low level while
the signal that ine rransponoer recerves
when the satellite is at perigee is

proportionately considerably higher The
transponder (Fig. 3)therefore has to be able
to cope with a dynamic range in the
ronoirrorl cinnal th:* ^^^ a^ ^^ ki^L ^^reuurvuu arvr rqr u rdL Udl I UU dJ I llgl I dJ

70 dB
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Figure 3. Standard S-band
transponders
(Photos: Alenia Spazio and
Alcatel Espacio)

In addition, the Doppler effects (frequency
shift and frequency rate of change) when
the satellite approaches perigee can be
extremely high, which constitutes a further
constrarnt for the receiver which must track
these frequency dynamics.

- Low Earth Orbit and transmission via data
relay satellites
Finally, the third class of application is

satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) that
transmit their TTC signals either directly to
ground or via a Data Relay Satellite
(DRS). The DRS concept is shown in
Figure 4a.

The problem for missions using DRS is that
the distance between the data relay satellite
and the LEO satellite is similar to the
distance between the data relay satellite
and the Earth (Fig. 4b). Data relay satellites
are not free to radiate a large amount of
power at the Earth's surface because it

might cause interference to terrestrial users
(This power limitation is clearly defined by
the ITU in terms of maximum oower soectral
density per unit surface) However, the
power received by the transponder on the
LEO spacecraft has to be high enough for
reliable communication.

The solution is the use of a technique called
spread spectrum, whereby the signal
transmitted by the data relay satellite is
spread over a large bandwidth so as to
reduce the radiated power per unit
bandwidth lt appears as noise to any
other user and hence does not generate
interference. However, a suitable TTC
transponder with a spread spectrum
demodulator can interpret the signal
correctly This feature implies an additional
complexity for the design of transponders
for this type of application

Transponder as a scientific instrument for
deep space
The ground-station tracking system has a dual
purpose for deep space missions The first
function, as discussed earlier, is the provision
and reception of RF carriers used for telemetry
and command functions. Secondly, the radio
tracking system also performs radiometric
functions in which information is obtained on
spacecraft position, the radio propagation
medium, and hence some properties of the
solar system. This information is essential for
spacecraft navigation but also provides an
important contribution to the scientific return of
deeo soace missions.

A coherent link from the ground-station to
the spacecraft and back to Earth can
be used to observe a varietv of scientific
phenonema:

- Mass and gravity fields of planets and their
satellites
The motion of a spacecraft through the solar
system is determined by the gravitational
field it encounters This motion can be
discerned through Doppler, ranging and
VLBI measurements (Fig. 5), so the
transponder becomes a test probe for the
gravity fields through which the spacecraft
travels.

- Atmospheric composition
The intensity characteristics of the radio
signal passing through an atmosphere
provide valuable information on the
atmosphere's absorption or scattering
properties of its vapours, cloud conden-
sates or primary atmospheric constituents
Two areas can be investigated: the atmos-
phere of the Earth, or more interestingly for
deep space missions during planetary
occultation, the constituents of other
atmosoheres
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- lonosphere, solar corona and interplanetary
medium
The change in group and phase velocity
of radio waves in a tenuous olasma.
depends on the density of electrons in the
plasma and inversely on the square of the
frequency of the wave lf the transponder is
transmitting two distinct carrier frequencies
and the distance is known, the electron
density can be derived from the differenl
changes to the two waves. Over time, a

density distribution of plasma can be
obtained

Technology evolution in TTC transponders
Transponders in the 1980s
The more demanding requirements of ESA
missions in the 1980s necessitated a move
from the VHF band (1a0 MHz) to the S-band
(2 GHz). Phase modulation was used, which
allowed onboard coherent demodulation of
the received signal. This approach permitted
the develooment of a line of 'standard
transponders' suited to any type of Earth orbit
as well as for deep space applications. The
companies Thomson-CSF of France (later
renamed Alcatel Espace) and Selenia Spazio
of ltaly (later renamed Alenia Spazio) began
producing flight models of the transponders
around 1 981 -82. The transponders have been
used successfully for such ESA programmes
as ERS, lSO, SOHO, Meteosat (MOP), Ulysses,
Giotto, Eureca, and Hipparcos.

The technology used in the transponders is

primarily analogue, and the architecture of the
receiver phase lock loop is 'long loop', where
the Doppler frequency error is compensated
progressively at each stage of the down-
conversion chain. The downlink carrier is

phase coherent with the uplink carrier, allowing
two-way Doppler measurement The ranging
signal transmitted from ground is received
by the transponder and transmitted back
to ground. The traditional long-loop trans-
ponder contains many analogue components
requiring time-consuming and costly tuning. lt
is also large and inflexible.

Transponders today
As with all spaceborne equipment, there are
demands to reduce mass, size, power
consumotion and cost. In order to achieve
such gains, there has been a steady
replacement of old technologies where
appropriate and a move from analogue
towards digital technology. Progress has been
made in miniaturisation (MMlC, ASIC), and
digitisation of the demodulation, modulation
and frequency generation functions. As well as

the gain due to cost and size reduction,
digitisation reduces the requirement for tuning,

gives better repeatability of performances, and
when a microprocessor is included, gives
added flexibility.

Some recently launched satellites have begun
to incorporate the digitaltechnology ERS-2, for
example, contains two transponders of different
generations: one is an analogue transponder
of the type developed in the early 1980s, and
the other is semi-digital in that it implements
digitally some of the demodulation functions.

In response to the requirements of the
Columbus and Hermes programmes, which
were to use data relay systems, a new type ol
transponder was designed, one that could
communicate with ground in two ways, either
directly using traditional phase modulation or
via a data relay satellite using spread-spectrum
PSK modulation with suppressed carrier From
the breadboard of that so-called dual-mode
transoonder. two models have been derived
and will fly in the near future:

- the Dual Mode TTC transponder (DN/I);
Figure 6 shows a digital receiver module of
the DMT

- the Experimental S-Band Terminal (ESBT),

which willfly aboard SPOT-4 (Fig. 7).

Such spread-spectrum transponders offer
extensive programmability in areas such as
carrier frequency, choice of PN spreading
code, and data rate

Transponders of the future
Those spread-spectrum transponders, how-
ever, are too large and costly for many small
spacecraft users who would like to use data
relay systems but are limited in budget and do
not need the flexibility of previous spread-
soectrum transoonders

To meet those reduced requirements, ESA is

developing a Small User Transponder (SUT).

The lower mass and recurring cost expected
for this transponder align with the expected
growth in smaller satellites requiring DRS
suooon.

There is a similar requirement for directto-
ground applications. The majority of users,
who are in fact in GEO or LEO, require smaller
and cheaoer transoonders but with a similar
performance. In response, the Compact
Standard Transponder (CST) is currently under
development. lt will use improvements in

technology as well as a simplification of the
equipment functionality to produce a compact,
lightweight and low-cost solution. The idea for
the CST came from the comparison of the high
cost and complexity of its predecessors (all
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Figure 6. Digital receiver
module of the Dual Mode
Transponder (DMT) used for
the Huygens mission
(Photo: Alenia Spazio)

analogue transponders used in ESA missions
since the 1980s) with the commercial
transoonders used in telecom satellites This

complexity is partly due to the need to operate
up to 2 million kilometres from Earth versus
the 40 thousand kilometres for commercial
transoonders

The design study for the CST will run under
ESA's Technological Research Programme
(TRP) during 1996, and an engineering model
is planned to be developed under the General
Support Technology Programme (GSTP-2)

beginning in 1997.

For deep space, there would be a clear
advantage, either for reasons of telemetry
capacity, necessity of antenna size reduction,
increased navigation accuracy or for
ionospheric delay resolution, for several of the
planned future ESA missions to use the X-band
or the Ka-band. In particular, Mercury, Rosetta,
lntermarsnet or the Moon missions would be
able to take advantage of the higher frequency
bands The Ka-band has a unique advantage
for missions such as Mercury as it suffers
negligible signal{o-noise degradation due to
signal scintillation in the solar plasma

An engineering model of such a Deep Space
Transponder (DST) (see inset) is envisaged
under the GSTP programme to ensure Europe
keeps a deep space transponder capability for

Figure 7. An Experimental S-Band Transponder (ESBT) (Photo: Alcatel Espace)

Essential Features of a Deep Space Transponder
(currently under development)

X-band uolink
X-band and Ka-band downlink (coherent)
VLBI moderator
Low noise figure
Low acquisition and tracking thresholds at high Doppler rates
Highly modular digital design
Programmable

future ESA missions.
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ESA's Guidelines for Spacecraft
Structures

D.C.G. Eaton
Structures and Mechanisms Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

J. Wilson
RJ Technical Consultants, Charente Maritime, France

The role and evolution of the handbooks
In space applications, the term 'structure'
effectively relates to load-bearing components
or those with a high mechanical stiffness.
Such components may range f rom the
mechanical constituents of a launcher to the
parts of a spacecraft antenna dish.

ESA's series of structural handbooks provide guidelines to aid in the
design process of a flight article, from the conceptual stage through
to its qualification. They also provide a central reference source to
accumulated project and research and development experience.
Activities currently underway to ensure that the books keep pace with
the fast evolving knowledge of space structures are also described.
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Figure 1. ESA's handbooks and guidelines for structural engineering
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Realising the design of the structure usually
involves a process of evolution and rteration in
order to achieve the required mass goal
and produce a cost-effective product. This
involves, from the outset, careful consideration
of the purpose and function of the structure in
question, as well as of the induced loads and
environmental features associated with the
mission These, in turn, influence the choice ot
the material and the construction format that
will be used. In addition, the knowledge base
related to the material, the advocated joining
techniques, the manufacturing process, and
the verification and product assurance tasks
must be considered As the design develop-
ment and verification programme evolves, the
engineer requires progressively more detailed
information. The more he can rely on existing
experience and information, gained through
other, similar projects, the easier the task
should be.

ESA has developed a series of Structural
Handbooks and Guidelines over the years, to
help fulfil such requirements for information
(Fig. 1); each handbook brings together the
accumulated project and R&D experience into
a single source book. The handbooks are
intended to ease the interface between
design, manufacture and test requirements by
highlighting typically important development
features A further aim is to facilitate infor-
mation exchange within the space community
as a means of harmonising approaches to
common or similar structural engineering
problems. Additionally, research institutes and
similar establishments can use them to
maintain an awareness of the qeneral state of
the art in this field.

At a time when the industry has undergone a
period of recession and regrouping, the
handbooks also represent an accumulation of
knowledge that might otherwise be lost, or
require extensive time and effort devoted in
costlv research to redlscover it.

t
t
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The information contained within the
guidelines is based on many sources, which
include:

- project and more general aerospace
experience, drawing attention to commonly
accepted design, development, manu-

facture and test tools

- other recognised handbooks

- product assurance publications

- results emanating from ESA studies

- synthesis of the proceedings of ESA and
other international conferences

- technical publications

- information provided
engrneers.

by specialist

The collection of such information is not
without its difficulties. The size and complexity
of space projects means that, whilst important
information exists and is documented, it may
not be readily accessible. The proprietary
nature of part of the information may cause
additional comolications. lf such information is

deemed commercially important, access will

be carefully controlled. However, much has

become available in the interest of enhancing
a common knowledge base for the sometimes
highly specific needs of the space industry as
a whole.

The responsibility for retrieving and synthe-
sisrng such information has been entrusted in

part to ERA Technology (UK) and RJ Tech-

nical Consultants (France). Specialists at
ESTEC and within industry also participate,
depending on the topics of interest. For
example, DASA (Bremen, Germany) has

contributed extensive information on compo-
sites and insert technology; British Aerospace
(Bristol, UK) has been largely responsible for
the dissemination of information on joints

with threaded fasteners; and both British
Aerospace and the Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research (Southampton University,
UK) pioneered the manual on structural
acoustics.

The documents are reviewed by an ESA-

soonsored Advanced Structural Materials
Information Exchange Group (ASMIEG) and
by ESTEC staff specialising in materials and
structures. The ASMIEG was formed in 1981

and meets three or four times a year.

Each ESA member state is entitled to
representation. From time to time, the group is

supported by other specialists from industry

Complementary role of guidelines and
standards
Standards and specifrcations are generally
created in response to a specified need.

Unfortunately, in many instances they may

have grown independently as national
standards, or may even reflect an individual
company's needs based on commercial
requirements.

It is evident that harmonising standards on
a European basis is a challenging task.
The case of the historical development of
composites, with the inherent anisotropy of
such materials as a key factor, is a good
example. Their extensive use is accompanied
by differing in-house test standards. lt is clear
that those test standards as practised by
companies have often been influenced by
commercial requirements. Material portfolios,

manufacturing capabilities and techniques,
structural design experience, historical data
bases and cost of testino all have their
influence.

Cooperative programmes appear to be the
main incentive for developing common
standards as a means of reducing costs and
aiding technical collaboration. Compared with
programmes the size of Airbus Industrie, for
example, it remains to be seen if space
programmes are of sufficient commercial
longevity to ensure success without additional
support. Nevertheless, the handbooks bring
together information that 'points-up' any
identified need. Continual monitoring of 'who

is doing what and how and for what reason',
as undertaken for the handbooks, helps to
keep such matters in perspective.

The handbooks and the issues affecting
them
As research and develooment continue to
provide new information, the handbooks must
also evolve. They are continuously being
reviewed and updated. The following is a
summary of the status of each book and a
discussion of some of the issues affecting the
topic or the work now being undertaken in that
atea.

Aide Memoire on Structural Materials and
Space Engineering
The most recent addition to the series is the
Aide Memoire on Structural Materials and
Space Engineering (ESA PSS-03-212). lt

brings together in one document all the factors
that designers of space structures must
evaluate (Fig. 2). lt provides basic information
on the use of metals and fibre-reinforced
composite materials within the whole design
development process. The emphasis is on
materials in current use or intended for future
project applications but some consideration is

given to emerging hightemperature materials.
The handbook cannot, for reasons of useable
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Figure 2, Basic contents of the Aide Memoire on Structural Materials and Space
Engineering (PSS-03-21 2)
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size, present a detailed analysis of each topic.
However, a comprehensive referencing system
directs the reader to source documents,
design guides, other manuals and ESA PSS
documents, and verification tools including
recognised test specifications and non-
destructive techniques.

Given that project requirements vary with each
mission, the first chapter provides an overview
of the design-development process for ESA
space projects (Fig. 3). Using a systems
approach, it describes how the structure is

part of the overall project and how the various
subsystems interface with each other. The
terminology and typical project phases used
within the rest of the handbook are defined
and illustrated by example. The remaining
chapters are organised into 'factors to be
considered' at each stage of the project,
from concept through to, in some cases,
the recovery, refurbishment and re-use of
SITUCIUTCS.

Stru ctu ral M ate ri als H and boo k
The Structural Materials Handbook (ESA
PSS-03-203) has been enlarged from the
original, only polymer-based composites
design handbook (now incorporated into
Volume 1) to contain information on metal-
and ceramic-based materials, non-polymer
composites, coatings, smart materials
and textiles (Volume 2). All aspects of
their technology and actual or potential
uses in space structures are described
(Fis 4)

A revision to the handbook. exoected to be
issued in 1996, will reflect the growing interest
in cyanate ester systems in the field of
reinforced plastics. This interest is due, in part,
to the need to replace older, discontinued
epoxy systems together with the better
resistance of cyanate esters to moisture
take-up and possibly microcracking.

An investigation, involving five European
companies, examined eight cyanate ester or
epoxy Ultra High Modulus (UHM) Carbon
Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) systems. In

some cases, excellent resistance to micro-
cracking was exhibited. The study did not
reject any system on the basis of its

susceptibility to microcracking. However, the
study did demonstrate that 'prepreg'
acceptance for space use is determined by a
number of parameters, including: availability
bf specific fibre/resin combinations; confi-
dence in prepreg supply; satisfaction of
procurement acceptance criteria; and
production of good-quality laminates by
optimised processing conditions,

PRODI'CTOI EIIGIIERIIO
Slan&rd Prccodurli

Fadtrqe
Toolhg

Prccuemqil
Sdtedfing

Costlnq

Figure 3. The design-development process for ESA space proiects
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The handbook will also incoporate recent
improvements to information on non-

destructive testing.

A survey of mechanical test methods for
composites as used by industrY has

demonstrated the strong historical allegiances
to soecific test methods. However these differ
in detail between organisations. Often, their
material data bases are built up by

consistently using the same method and
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retaining confidence in the results. There is
also evidence to indicate that results from
mechanical tests can be operator-dependent,
giving further inconsistencies when com-
paring results from different organisations. In
fact, different organisations can place different
emphases on the expectations placed on the
test methods. Test-method selectton criteria
will include: comparison of different materials,
generation of design data, quality control
procedures, damage tolerance investigations
and collaborative data exchange.

Such a scenario oresents a somewhat
daunting prospect in terms of any attempts to

impose common standards. However, the
section on this topic is being extensively
updated to place the situation in proper
perspective and to provide clear guidelines on

all aspects of the the test methods.

Other intentions are to include information on
hot structures as developed for the Hermes
programme and more general information
from Ariane-5 develooments.

Guidelines for Carbon and Other Advanced
Fibre Prepreg Procurement Specifications
The Prepreg Procurement Guideline (ESA

PSS-03-207) is intended as a general guide
for organisations preparing specifications for
the procurement of particular thermo-setting
resin impregnated reinforcing fibre systems
(prepreg) (Fig. 5). These are primarily epoxy-,

Figure 4. Basic contents of
the Structural Materials
Handbook (PSS-03-203)

Figure 5. Basic contents of
the Prepreg Procurement
Guideline (PSS-03-207)
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Figure 6. Basic contents of
the Adhesive Bonding

Handbook (PSS-03-210)

Figure 7. Contents of the
current Insert Design
Handbook (PSS-03-1 202),
and topics under revision
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bismaleimjde-, polyimide- and cyanate ester-
matrix based materials. Many of the features
also relate to thermoplastic-matrix prepregs.
The parameters that may be necessary to
control and/or monitor for qualification and
batch control of a prepreg are described.

Adhesive Bonding Handbook
The Adhesive Bonding Handbook (ESA

PSS-03-210) has recently been updated and
reissued (Fig. 6). lt now contains new and
extended information on adhesives suited for
space and factors influencing the successful
design and manufacture of bonded joints,

both as an assembly technique and used in
repair Bonding in sandwich panel construc-
tion is also described Test and inspection
methods are covered, along with application
examples in the form of case studies.

lnsert Design Handbook
The wide use of sandwich panels, normally
with a honeycomb core, in load-bearing space
structures has meant that a reliable method is

required to join them together and attach other
items Inserts are used for this purpose The
lnsert Design Handbook (ESA PSS-03-1202)
is currently under revision to expand the
content to include the need for information on
subjects highlighted in a comprehensive
industry study conducted in 1995. lt is

intended to include a simplified mathematical
design approach, test-prediction corrobora-
tion studies for real space structures and
a section on the design approach for
composite-skinned sandwich panels rather
than the metal-skinned variety (Fig. 7).

Guidelines for Threaded Fasteners
Threaded fasteners are f requently used
for assembling structural components. The
Guidelines for Threaded Fasteners (ESA
PSS 03-206) provides detailed descriptions
of joint design using threaded fasteners,
calculation steps and worked examples. lt also
provides guidance on preloading methods,
embedding and relaxation, fatigue anc
fracture mechanics, allowable lubrication for
space use, and other issues.

Further studies, including f riction effects
and vibration loosening, have produced
information that will be included in a revision
(Fis 8)

Assessments of under-the-head and thread
friction components of the torque tension
relationship are not well established. After
earlier development problems, a satisfactory
load cell has now been produced and a
'ruggedised' version will be used to provide
data this year. For some critical joints,
differences between friction conditions can
lead to preloading problems For example,
when the bolt is tightened from the head,
when underhead friction is high, insufficient
preload in the bolt can result. Conversely, if
underhead friction is too low, too high a
preload can result and failure of the bolt can
ensue, particularly in such materials as
titanium

Work investigating the effect of reusing
fasteners is ongoing using the same load cell
facilities The facility does in fact offer
assessments of different bolt configurations,
not previously available to stress engineers.

DASA and NLR have recently completed a
detailed study into the damage tolerance
characteristics of th readed fasteners i ncl u di n g
non-destructive testing techniques. A synopsis
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of this work will be included in the next release

of the Guideline.

Structu ral Acoustlcs Design Man ual
A new issue of the Structural Acoustics Design
Manual (ESA PSS-03-204) will be released in

1996 (Fig. 9). The previous verston focussed
on the use of statistical energy analysis (SEA)

for the treatment of acoustically-induced
equipment vibration problems Both the
reverberant sound field used to simulate the
payload launch environment and most classes
of structures at frequencies above around
150 Hz have a high modal density lt is

therefore necessary to treat the dynamical
systems involved on the basis of statistical
populations having known distributions of their
dynamical parameters, The vibratory energy is

the primary variable of interest The more
familiar parameters, such as pressure and
acceleration, can be derived from considera-
tions of this energy of vibration

In conjunction with the new handbook, the

associated software program has been
reissued, as GENSTEP 3, and includes a PC

version, lt can now also treat the transmission
of high frequency vibrations due to local
'point' loadings as required, in particular, for
microvibration analysis.

The new issue has also been extended to
incorporate reference to other prediction tools
such as finite element (FEN/) and boundary
elements together with design aids for simpler
models using classical modal analysis. This
facilitates the examination of the individual
modes and their behaviour. lt may be needed
at frequency regimes of low structural modal
density and where SEA does not apply

Details of a means of predicting noise reduc-
tion for cylinders using classical modal inter-

action analysis in conjunction with the
program 'Proxmode' are also included This

has been used successfully for initial estima-
tions of Ariane fairing internal noise prior to the
production of large-finite element models.

Another cause for concern is the generally
acknowledged gap in the frequency range
covered by FEM (low) and SEA (high)

Alternative means of predicting the response
behaviours for both mechanical and acoustic
excitation are the subject of current
investigation by both MATRA and ISVR. The
manual will be updated accordingly

Work is continuing on improving both
vibration-level predictions for platform-
mounted equipment and their representation
rn unit-level tests. At the moment, projects rely

heavily on tools based solely on statistical
syntheses of past test data.

Work on Artemis, Polar Platform, Olympus and
other programmes has highlighted the
rmportance of microvibrations as a source of
unwanted 'jitter' for sensitive payloads The
prediction tools used at high f requencies
relate closely to those used for structural
acoustics investigations and the representa-
tion of the structural elements is the same
Work is ongoing to augment the existing
manual with design information that has been

Figure 8. Contents of
Guidelines for Threaded
Fasteners (PSS-03-210),
and topics under revision

Figure 9. Contents of the
Structural Acoustics Design
Manual (PSS-03-204), and
topics under revision
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gleaned from investigations to date, which is

ouite extensive.

Longer term plans include the incorporation of
information on design aspects for habitation
acoustics whrch relate to onboard generation
of noise and its transmission via air circulating
ducts, for example. Means of noise estimation
and methods for oassive and active means of
noise control will be incorporated.

Concluding remarks
The series of ESA handbooks are a vehicle to
promote information exchange across the
European space community. Each handbook
represents a single-source of accummulated
knowledge directly appropriate to space
projects, which may be otherwise difficult and
time consuming to locate. They are a valuable
resource by providing extensive informa-
tion and guidelines to aid structural space
engineering. They are appropriate to a
readership of many disciplines working
on space projects, and their role is

complementary to that of standards and
^^^^i{i^^+;^^^-vEUil ruaLrur r-.

As space structures continue to evolve, so will
the handbooks, thus assuring accessibility to
state-of-the-art information for the space
community
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GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment):
an high - tech remote sensing instrument to monitor the

Earth atmosphere
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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soHo
Une 6tape importante a 6td franchie
mi-f6vrier lors de la mise en orbite en halo
du vdhicule spatial SOHO. La sdrie
d'essars de recette ayant suivi la

manoeLtvre d'injection a confirm6 les
excellentes performances du vdhicule
spatial

U ne p re m iere cam pag ne scie ntif iq ue
coordonnde de petite 1chelle a d6je ete
mise en place. Des obseryatlons seronf
donc r6alisees simultan6ment par les
instruments de SOHO et ceux du satellite
solaire japonais Yohkoh, ainsi que par des
observatoires au sol. Les pafticularitds

specifiques du Soleil explordes lors de
cette campagne furent les panaches
polaires du trou coronal sud.

A la mi-mars ont ete achevds les prdparatifs
des deux modifications d apporter au
logiciel de bord afin d'accroitre Ia

robuslesse d e ce rtai n es caractd r isti q u es
du systdme, dont la regulation
d'orientation et la correction d'orbite. A la
suite d'essars au sol approfondis realisds
par des simulateurs de I'ESA, de Ia NASA
et des industriels, ces correcttons ont pu
6tre tdl4chargdes et tesfdes sur le v6hicule
spatial en orbite

sysfdme complexe de traitement au so/ esf
toujours en cours d'optimisation, les
produits obtenus avec les donndes des
instruments 6tant compares ayec ceux des
statlons de validation au sol. La mise sur le
marche des produits de GOME devrait
commencer en avril 1996.

Le fonctionnement de I'lRR (radiometre
infrarouge) de I'ATSR-2 a ete interrompu fin

7995 d cause d'une anomalie du
mdcanbme de balayage du radiomdtre. A
la suite d'une sdrie d'essals en orbite de
brdve duree qui avait pour but de
diagnostiquer ces anomalies et de
remettre l'lRR en 6tat de marche, le
fonctionnement du mecanbme de
balayage s 'est considdra blement amelior6
Le travail de I'lRR devrait donc reprendre
en avril 1996; on continuera neanmois de
suivre de prds les donndes en orbite et
d' an alyse r atte ntive m e n t cette an o m al i e

Les donnees du PRARE d'Er?S-2 sont
m ai nte n ant co n si d 6 rdes o od r ati o n n e I I es.
m€me si la mise en place de I'ensemble
des slafions au sol n'est pas encore
achevde.

Le fonctionnement des v6hicules spatiaux
EBS-7 etERS-2 demeure stable et le pro-

chain 6v6nement majeur sera le cinquidme
anniversaire d'ERS-1 le 17 iuillet 1996.

Le seul point en suspens etait celui de
savorr sl /es satellites 1taient en mesure de
supporter les chocs, plus importants que
prdvu, occasionnds par la separation de la
coiffe. A la suite de deux programmes
d'essarS conduits sur le modele structurel
du satellite (moddle 6quipe de matdrid de
vol et de charges utiles de rechange au
cours du premier essai), les concepteurs
d'Ariane-S ont acceptd d'installer des
amorilSseurs entre chaque empilement de
sate//ites et l'interface avec le lanceur. Les
resultats de ces deux essar's ont dtd
6valuds par un groupe de travail ad hoc
reunissant des experts de I'Agence et de
I'industile, qui a autoris1 Ie lancement de
Cluster sur une Ariane-5 (V501) 6quipde
d'amortisseurs.

Ious /es autres systdmes de souflen sonl
maintenant pr6ts pour le lancement, qui
doit avoir lieu Ie 30 mai ou un oeu alus tard

Le lancement sera suivi d'une phase de
recette et d'evaluation de trois mors Les
quatre satellites seronl ensuite confi4s d la

com m u nautd scientifiq ue pend ant les
deux ans oue durera la mission.

Huygens
Les ddcislons prises fin 1995 et d6but
1996 d la suile des nombreux incidents qui
se sont produits ont ddbouchd sur une
vision du programme assez diffdrente de
celle du dernier bulletin. Les conclusions
des dtudes mendes sur/es er7efs des
chocs pyrotechniques ont reclamd la mise
en place d'un test suppl1mentaire dans la
sdquence d'essars de recette du moddle
de vol de la sonde, tandis que les
recherches sur la r4sistance de I'isolation
thermique du module de descente de la
sonde montrent qu'il faudra repeter I'essai
d'entr6e dans l'atmosphdre de Titan avec
/a mousse isolante modifiee.

Pour les expdriences du moddle de vol, la
situation s'esf quelque peu ddt6riorde en
raison de nouveaux retards de livraisons et
des d6faillances qui se sonf produites, ce
qui ndcessitera une nouvelle 6tude et une
n ouvelle fabrication. Le p rog ram me
d'essai du moddledevol de /asondese
poursuit avec des essarS d'6l6ments des
moddles electriques et de qualification et,

en cas de besoin, leur 6change par des
unitds de vol programmd a un stade
ult1rieur. Bien que ce ne soit pas une
situation souhaitable, cela ne pose pas
techniquement de probleme majeur.

ERS.2

Le satellite ERS 2 a f€t6 son premier
anniversaire en orbite le 21 avril 1996.
L'exploitation en tandem d'ERS-1 et
d'ERS-2 fournit toujours des images
i nte rf6 ro m 6 ri q u es exce pti o n n el I es d e la

surface des feres au moyen de
I'instrument SAR (adar d synthdse
d'ouverture).

La recette en orbite du diffusiometre
d'ERS-2 sera bient)t achevee et la pleine
capacitd op6rationnelle est prdvue pour
mi-mai1996.

L'exploitation en tandem a permis de
rdaliser un double etalonnage precis entre
les instruments RA d'ERS-2 et d'ERS-1 .

L' ex p I o itatio n co m o ldte des donndes
jumel6es des deux instruments au cours
de la phase g6od6sique a permis d'6tablir
un g6oide oceanique d'une resolution
sans pr1cddent

L'expdrience de surveillance de I'ozone d
I'echelle du globe (GOME)t4moigne d'un
fonctionnement stable en orbite. Le

Gluster
Les quatre satellites ont 6t6 aliment1s en
ergols et I'int6gration du matdriel
thermique en est actuellement d sa phase
finale sur le site de lancement de Kourou.
Le conditionnement des batteries a

d6marr6, et I'integration et les derniers
travaux relatifs au mat4ild thermique
commenceront aprds PAques. Les quatre
v1hicules seront pr6par6s en vue de leur
lancement le 30 mai sur le premier vol
d'Ariane-S (V501).

La revue d'aptitude au vol de la mission
(MFRR), tenue d I'ESTEC d6but mars, a eu
pour objet d'1valuer la prdparation au
lancement de tous /es 1lements de la
mrsslon: sate//ltes, ch arge utile scie ntif iq ue,

secfeurso/, sysfdme de distribution de
d on ndes, Centre com m Lt n d' opd rations
scie ntif i q u es (J SOC), et i nte rf aces
lanceur/satellifes. Ious les elements pris

i nd iv id uel lement avaient fait prealablem ent
I'objet d'une revue de recette concluante
et Ia commission chargde de la MFRR a

declard d I'unanimitd leur aptitude au vol.
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SOHO

A major milestone was achieved in

mid:February when the SOHO spacecraft
was successfully injected into its halo orbit
This injection manoeuvre was followed by

a series of spacecraft commissioning tests,

which have all confirmed the very good
performance of the spacecraft

A first coordinated scientific
mini-campaign has already taken place,

with simultaneous observations being
made by some SOHO instruments
together with those of the Japanese solar
spacecraft Yohkoh and several ground
observatories throughout the world. The

specific features of the Sun explored
during this campargn were 'polar plumes

in the south coronal hole'.

The oreoaration of two modifications to the
on-board software that will enhance the
robustness of some system features
(particularly attitude and orbit control) was

completed in mid-March Following
thorough ground testing with the ESA,

NASA and industry simulators, these
software patches have been successfully
uploaded and tested on the orbiting
spacecraft.

Laflottille Cluster, composde de quatre satellites,
nr6ta At I lanaamanl

The four Cluster spacecraft, being readied for
tauncn

ERS.2

The ERS 2 satellite celebrates its first year

in orbit on 21 April 1996. The tandem
operations with ERS 1 continue to provide

unique interferometric images of the Earth

based on the Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) instrument.

The Commissioning of the ERS-2

Scatterometer is nearing completion and
full operational status is expected by

mid-May 1996

Advantage has been taken of the tandem
operations to achieve a very precise

cross-calibration between the ERS-2 and
ERS-1 Radar Altimeters (RAs) Full

exploitation of the ERS-1 instrument's twin
geodetic phase data has provided a

marine geoid with an unprecedented high
resolution.

The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
(GON4E) is demonstrating a stable in-orbit
performance. The complex ground
processing system is still being optimised,
the resulting instrument data products

being compared with ground-based

validation stations General release of

GO|\/E data products is anticipated from
April 1996 onwards

Operation of the Infrared Radiometer (lRR)

of the Along-Track Scanning Radiometer
(ATSR-2) was interrupted in late 1995

following anomalous behaviour of the
radiometer's scanning mechanism. As

a result of a series of short in-orbit tests

conducted to diagnose the scanning
anomalies and to recover the lRR, the
performance of the scanning mechanism
has improved considerably. IRR

operations are therefore expected to

resume in April 1996, although close
monitoring of in-orbit data and further

analysis of the anomaly will continue.

Data from the ERS-2 Precision Range and
Range-Rate Equipment (PRARE) is now

considered operational, whilst full

deployment of the ground stations

continues.

The ERS-1 and ERS-2 spacecraft
performances remain stable and the next

highlight will be the completion of the fifth

year of ERS-1 operations on 17 July 1996

Cluster
The four soacecraft have been fuelled and
are undergoing final thermal-hardware
integration at the Kourou launch site.

Battery conditioning has started and
integration and final thermal hardware

closeout will commence after Easter. The

four spacecraft will be totally readied for a

launch on 30 May, as currently foreseen for

the first Ariane-S flight (V501).

The Mission Flight Readiness Review
(MFRR) was held at ESTEC at the
beginning of March to assess the

readiness for launch of all mission

elements: spacecraft, scientific payload,
g round segment, data dissemination
system, Joint Science Operations Centre
and launch-vehicle interfaces All elements
had previously successfully undergone
individual acceptance reviews and the
MFRR Board unanimously agreed the
launch-readiness of all elements

The qualification status of the spacecraft
against the greater than expected shock
loads coming from fairing separatton was
the only open point which required
further attention. As a result of two test
programmes using the spacecraft
structural model (equipped during the first

test with flightspare equipment and
payload) the Ariane-S design authority
had agreed to install shock attenuators
between each spacecraft stack and the
launch-vehicle interface The results of

both tests have been evaluated bv a Shock
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L'ensemble des problemes dvoquds
ct-dessus a eu pour rdsultat un surcroit de
travail, I'obligation du traval a deux posfes
et I'allongemenl des sdquences
opdratotres, ce qui va augmenter les co]ts
et reporter de srx a huit semaines la recette
du moddle de vol La date de livrarson de
la sonde sur /e slfe de lancement n'est
toutefois pas remrse en cause

Les autres aspecls du programme sont
satisfaisanfs. Le moddle d'identification de
la sonde, qui est parvenu d un 6tat
'similaire au moddle de vol', sera ilvrd au
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Californie) au
mois de mai comme pr6vu. Les activit1s du
secleur so/ su ivent leur cours, ayec /es
preparatifs de la revue des installations du
secteur sol bien en main.

Les activitds de la mission Cassrni d /a
NASA sonf en bonne vore, avec la revue

critique du lanceur men6e d bien en fdvrter

Integral
A la suite de Ia revue des impdratifs
systdme, des mesures spdcifiques ont ete
engagees conjointement avec Ie maitre
d'oeuvre, Alenia Spazio (l), pour fixer
definitivement les sp6cifications d u
systdme qui rdgissent la conceptron du
vdhicule spatial. Un niveau acceptable de
definition ayant 6te atteint, le processus

d'approvisionnement des unit6s et
sous-sysfdmes a pu commencer. En raison
de Ia communitd entre le module de
servitude d'lntegral et celui du vdhicule
spatial XXM , ce processus comprend:

- une revue des offres pour les unites
rdcurrentes r6alis6es dans le contexte
du projet XMM

- un nombre limit1 d'appels d'offres
concurrentiels pour les 6lements
specifiques d'lntegral, en particulier le
module de la charge utile

L'lSy,C, premidre revue des tnstruments de
la charge utile, est destinde d mieux
connaitre les instruments et d confirmer les
interfaces techniques et de gestion entre le
vehicule spatial et la charge utile

Artist's impression of the Rosetta mission

Vue conceptuelle de la mission Fosella
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Rosetta
La phase de ddfinition de la mission
Rosetla arrive maintenant e son terme Les
ltudes industndles de soutien au niveau
systdme doivent s'achever d la ftn du mois
de mars et chaque groupe d'etude
prdsente /es rdsultats de ses travaux lors
d'une r6union avec l'industrie europ6enne
le 28 mars Les documents etablis au
cours de la phase de soutien ont 6td mis d

la disposition de I'ensemble des groupes
industriels.

A sa rdunion de fdvrier, le Comite du
programme scientifique (SPC)de I'ESA a

examine /es consdquences sur Bosetfa
des contraintes budgetaires rmposdes /ors
de /a sesslon du Conseil au niveau
ministdriel d Toulouse en octobre dernier
Le SPC a reduit le co]t de la mission et
exclu du budget affecte au projet la

fourniture d'une camdra scientifique ainsi
que certains el6ments de soutien de la
charge utile La fourniture de ces derniers
aurait provoqud un d6passement
d'environ 7o/o du co1t a achdvement du
projet par rapport d I'objectif fix6. On
6tudie maintenant la possibilitd de disposer
d'une camdra scientifique en tant
qu'instrument finance par le responsable
de recherche, comme il est d'usage.

Toujours d sa rdunion de fdvrier, /e SPC a
approuv1 le choix de la charge utile
scientifique de I'orbtteur Rosetta, qui
comprend deux ensembles d'etude
scientifique de la surface (SSP) denonmds
Champollion et Roland Parmi les 6l6ments

de charge utile proposes, p/usleurs sonl
soit extremement complexes, solt de
conception trds novatrice, de sorte que la
d6finition des interfaces avec le vehicule
spatial est encore assez peu prdcise Du
fait des imp1ratifs li6s d la date de
lancement, /e SPC a acceptd que la charge
utile proposee soit prds6lectionnde sous
rdserve d'une confirmation ddfinitive au
bout d'un an. Au cours de la phase de
confirmation, chaque instrument devra
faire la preuve de sa faisabilitd ef ses
interfaces avec Ie vdhicule spatial devront
€tre arr€tdes avant le lancement des
activites industiiles de phase B

L'etape suivante du projet sera l'appro-
visionnement auprds de I'industrie, qui
ddbutera avec l'envoi de I'appel d'offres en
juin 1996 La politique d'approvisionne-
ment suivie pour Rosetta prend en compte
les recommandations du SPC visant d

rdduire /es coOts de tous les 6l6ments d'un
projet d'au moins 10o/0. C'est pourquoi une
n ouvelle pol itiq ue d' app rov isto n nement
faisant jouer au maximum la concurrence d

fous /es niveaux a 6td propos6e au Comite
de la politique industrielle de I'Agence, qui
I'a approuvee a sa rdunion de mars

La phase de ddfinition des autres
composants de la mtssion se poursuit et
une commande ferme a 6t6 pass6e d

Arianespace pour rdserver un lanceur
Ailane-S en janvrer 2003 La masse au
lancement de Bosetfa a etd fix6e e 2900
kg, y compils la charge utile scientifique,
pour laquelle I'hypothdse de rdf1rence est
de 220 ko.
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Working Group consisting of Agency and
lndustry experts, which has now cleared
Cluster for flight on V501 using the
attenuators

All other support systems are now in
' readinessJor-flight' configuration in

anticipation of a launch on 30 May or
shortly thereafter.

Following launch, the four Cluster
spacecraft wrll undergo a three-month
commissioning and evaluatron phase,

before being handed over to the scientific
community for their two-year scientific
mrssron.

Huygens
A number of incidents that occurred and
decisions that were taken at the end of
1995 and early in 1996 have, together,
produced a programme perspective rather
different from that last reported in these
pages. The conclusions of the studies of

the effects of pyrotechnic shocks have

resulted in the introduction of a
pyrotechnic shock test into the flight-model
Probe acceptance testing sequence, while
the investigations into the performance of

the Probe descent module's foam thermal
insulation have determined the need to

re-perform the 'Titan entry' test with the
modified foam.

The situation with the flight-model
experiments has deteriorated somewhat
with some deliveries being further delayed
and with failures occurring that necessitate

some redesign and remanufacture. The

flight-model Probe's test programme is

being continued with electrical- or
qualification-model experiment units

where necessary, with the exchanges for

full flight units planned at a later stage.

Whilst this is not a desirable situation,
technically it is not a major problem

However, the combination of the above
elements is resulting in additional work,
double shift working and extended
timelines, which will increase costs and
delay the flight model's acceptance by six

to eight weeks. However, the final delivery
date to the launch site is not endanoered

Other aspects of the programme are

satisfactory. The eng i neering-model
Probe, now in a'flight-look-alike' condition,
will be delivered to the Jet Prooulsion
Laboratory in California in May as planned,

G round-seg ment activities are proceeding

normally, with preparations for the Ground
Segment lmplementation Review well in

nano.

The NASA and Cassini mission activities
are contrnuing normally, with a Launch
Vehicle Critical Review successfully
accomplished in February

Integral
Following the Systems Requtrements
Review, special actions were initiated with
the Prime Contractor, Alenia Spazio (l), to
finalise the system specification which
drives the design of the whole spacecraft
An acceptable level of definition having
been reached, the procurement process

for units and subsystems could be started.
Due to the commonality between the

Integral Service Module (SVM)and that of
the Agency's XMM spacecraft, this
nrnnoee ont2ila'

- a review of the offers for recurring units

made in the context of the XMM project

- a limited number of competitive
Invitations to Tender for Integral-specific
items, mainly for the Payload Module.

The first review of the payload instruments,
the lnstrument Science Verification Review
(ISVR), was commenced with the aim

of further assessing the scientific
performance of the instruments and
confirming the technical and management
interfaces between the spacecraft and the
payload,

Rosetta
The mrssion-definition phase for Rosetta

is now coming to a close The industrial
system support studies are due to
terminate at the end of March and each
study group presented the results of their
work to a meeting with European Industry
on 28 March The study notes produced
during the support phase have been made

available to all industrial groups.

At its February meeting, the ESA Science
Programme Committee (SPC) debated
the effect on Rosetta of the budgetary
constraints imposed during last October's
Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Toulouse. The SPC capped the cost of the
mission and excluded the provision of a

scientific camera and payload-support

items from the project budget Provision of

these would have caused the target pro1ect

cost at completion to be exceeded by

some 7010. The scientific camera is now

under consideration as a conventional
Principal-l nvestigator-fu nded instru ment

Also at its February meeting, the SPC

endorsed the selection of the Rosetta

Orbiter scientific payload, including two

Surface Science Packages (SSPs)

'Champollion' and'Roland', Several of the
proposed payload elements are either

extremely complex or highly innovative,

and consequently the interface definition
with the spacecraft was somewhat vague.

Because of the unique launch date, the

SPC agreed that the proposed payload

be pre-selected and subject to final

confirmation after one year. During the
confirmation ohase, each instrument will

have to demonstrate feasibility and its

spacecraft interfaces must be firmed up
prior to starting the industrial Phase-8,

The next phase of the project is the

industrial-procurement phase, which will

commence with the issue of the Invitation

to Tender in June 1996 The procurement
policy to be followed for Rosetta takes into

account the recommendations of the SPC

to endeavour to reduce all project element
costs by at least 100/o Accordingly, a novel
procurement policy involving maximum
competitiveness at all levels has been
proposed, and was agreed by the
Agency's Industrial Policy Committee at

its March meeting.

The definition ohase for other mission

constituents is continuing and a firm order
has been placed with Arianespace for an

Ariane-5 launch vehicle for January 2003.
Rosetta's mass at launch has been agreed
at 2900 kg, including a basic allocation of
22O kg for the scientific payload.

EOPP

Future programmes
Preparation of the nine reports tor

assessment for potential Earth Explorer
missions has continued throughout the
reporting period. Each report has been
supported by a mission working group and
industrial studies The reports are to be
published in April and will be discussed at

a dedicated workshop at the end of May in

Granada.

The declaration for the extension of EOPP

for the oeriod mid-1996 to 2001 was
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EOPP

Programmes futurs
La prdparation des rapports d'evaluation
de chacune des neuf mlssrons candrdates
d I'exploration de la Terre s'eslpoursulvie
au cours de la pdrrode de rdference
Chaque rapport a requ I appui des
groupes de travarl 'mrssron'et des dludes
inrlrr.qlrielles I es rannnrtg doivent etfe
publi1s au mois d'avril, tls seront examrnds
lors d'un atelter spdcialise fin mai d

Grenade

La ddclaration relative d la prolongatron de
I EOPP de ni-1996 a 2001 a ete approuvee
lors du Conseil drrecteur de fdvrrer

Campagnes
f)aq nronaralifc cnni an n,, -,, -ours pour une

nouvelle campagne INDREX 96
(expeilence radar rndondsienne) L' ESA

est I un des partenatres du prolet assocrd d

.attP .AmnAnnP ntti A nOUf but lavv.tv uq,, rFuv

rdalisation d'un systdme de t1l1ddtection
pf rlo <ttrvoillanaF nat tr la noqfinn do< far6tc

PvvllvyvU.,vJi

et l'utilisation des so/s en lndonesre

Envisat- 1 /Plate-forme
polaire
Envisat-1

Le tournant des annees 1 995 et 1 996 a ete
une periode tres acttve pour le programme
Envisat A la demande de certatns
rl4lcanA.q an C.nn.qpil dirggTgul Clu

programme d'observatron de la Terre, un

certatn nombre de revues dealbes a eu
lieu sur la srtuatron generale et le co0t du
programme, pendant que les travaux sur le
prolet devaient se ddrouler comme prevu

I c nnint q.! tr b.lp\/trlonOemenl deS
aharoo< t tf iloq af da la nlalo'[nrma nnlairo

est l'ob1et d une de ces revues (par le

DOSTAG), une attenlion paruculiere elant
portee sur les caracterrsilques des
instruments, les technologres critiques el le

calendrier general du programme En
r,.nnr-.lttsinn nn rdrqnn.cc deSofmais d'une
formule de rdference solrde pour le

programme

Les objeclifs de la missron ont egalement
l+; "l;,,^1, ,;^ete teevdtues - td.t tt ct t ce qut concerne
I utilisation scrcnliftque des donnees que le
soutien des applicatons operatronnel/es el
commerciales par un groupe de traval
scientifique de haut niveau ll a etd
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The Po ar Platform structural mode

A/l^alclF <lrr rlt,r1t dF la nl2ta fnrmo aaltrra

r-.onf irme rttte la charnc ttttle COnStitUe un
ensemble homogdne d' rnstruments, dont
A|n tn np nct ]t atrF r-.nnqidere comme
obso/ete au vu des rdcenls rdsu/lats scien-
tifiores, cl .n tp .cf cnqcmble Olfrira Une
.enacJlc ttniot te 4'nhccrv6[1911 de la Tef fe

Ces reyues ont servi e conftrmer les

objectifs fixds d la mise au potnt des
inslrumenls el ottt ont scrvt de base aux
negociations des contrats des 120
qnr ls-cvqlAme < dt tt nnt nriq nlaaa .'lo^' ,;. 1 R

mnrc fnr r/oc loc naaae ialin^. r^t^ttt'^^ 
^ 

1^ruJ I 'uvvu'or/vt tJ I vtoLtvYJ d td

realtsalion des rnstruments de la charge
utile ont et6 mendes d bon terme d6but
mars Si la composition de la charge uttle a
6td conservee, loules /es aulres possibi/ites
de reduction des corils contrnuent d'€tre
recherchdes On a rnsistd sur la

lttrAglgt

consolidaLion de la base de reference el
sur la rationalisatron de [ous /es travaux de
developpement et d essai Le programme
actuel du calendrier prevoyant un

lancement vers mt-1999, est maintenu

Un contral lorfartatre pour le SAR de
poinle I'instrument de charge ulile Envisat
le plus exigeant et le plus deltcal, a ete
conclu avec Matra Marconi Space UK La

signature officielle du contrat de maitrise
d'oeuvre de la mtssron dort avoir lteu au
deuxieme trimestre 1 996

Plate-forme polaire
I c nrooramma de mndple de Structure a

nrnorc.<<p avtr. I inttrnrattOn aU niVeaU
nlate-forme ott! a ct t ltctt rl2719 leS lOCaux de
Matra Marconr Space a Brrstol (RU) Les
preparatifs sonl en cours pour le transporl
de ce moddle e I ESTEC, en avrrl, en vue
d'cs.sai.c m6r.anin t teq t tlt4neufS Le
programme du modele de slruclure a ete
rdvisd afin d'utrliser HYDRA (la nouvelle
table vibrante hydraulique de I'ESTEC)
pour I'essai en vrbration a venrr
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agreed at the February meeting of the

Earth Observation Programme Board.

Campaigns
The preparations for a new campaign
known as INDREX-96' have been in

progress. ESA is one of the project
partners in this campaign, aimed at the
development of a 'Remote Sensing and
Monitoring System for Forest Management
and Land Cover in Indonesia'

Envisat -l lPolar
Platform
Envisat-'l
Late 1995/early 1996 has been a very
busy time for the Envisat Programme At

the request of the Earth Observation
Programme Board Delegates, a number of
detailed reviews addressing the overall

status and cost of the programme have

taken place, whilst the normal project work
had to continue as olanned.

The development status of the payload

and the Polar Platform has been the
subject of one of these reviews (by the
DOSTAG) with special attention being
paid to instrument performance, critical
technologies and overall programme

schedule lt was concluded that a 'solid

technical baseline exists for the
Programme',

The mission objectives have also been
reassessed - both with respect to the

scientific use of the data and the support to

operational and commercial applications

- by a high level Scientific Task Force. lt

has confirmed that the payload constitutes
a consistent set of instruments, none of

which can be consrdered obsolete in the

light of recent scientific results, and
that it will indeed provide a unique
Earth-observation capability

The above reviews served to confirm the

i nstrument development objectives
baselined for the contract negotiations for
the 120 subsystems that have taken place

over the last 1 5 years. All negotiations for
payload-instrument development were
successfully finalised at the beginning of

March Whilst the payload instrument

complement has been maintained, all

other possibilities for cost savings are

being pursued. Attention has focussed
on the consolidation of the techntcal

baseline, and the streamlining of all

development and test activities The

present programme schedule aiming
at a mid-1999 launch is beinq
maintained.

A fixed-price contract for the Advanced
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR), one of

the Envisat payload's most demanding
and critical instruments, has been
agreed with Matra Marconi Space UK
Formal signature of the Mission Prime

Contract is expected in the second quarter

of 1 996

Polar Platform (PPF)

The structural-model programme has
progressed with integration at Platform

level taking place in the facilities of Matra
MarconiSpace in Bristol (UK)

Preparations are in progress for this

model's transport to ESTEC in April for
subsequent mechanical testing The

structural-model programme has been
revised in order to make use of the HYDRA
(the new ESTEC hydraulic shaker test

facility) for the forthcoming vibration
testi ng.

The protoJlight Service Module is under
final integration at Matra Marconi Space in
Toulouse (F) The electrical integration is

well-advanced, but some difficulties
remain in terms of timely availability of the
dual-mode transponder.

Integration of the engineering-model
Payload Equipment Bay (PEB) has been
completed at Dornier (D) and functional
testing and verification are currently in

progress.

Several issues related to the interface
with, and launch environment of the
Ariane-S vehicle are currently being
addressed

In resoonse to the requests from the
Member States participating in the
programme to reduce costs still further, the

Agency and industry have been making a
substantial effort to identify cost reductions

and to implement descopings in both
hardware and future test activities, which
lead, however, to additional development
risk. On the basis of the results achieved, a

coordinated proposal will be presented to
the Earth Observation Programme Board
in order to harmonise the present formal
programme funding profiles of the
Declarations with the actual needs of the
programme.

Meteosat
Assembly and integration of the Meteosat

Transition Programme (MTP) spacecraft
has begun. lts launch is planned for early
July 1997 on an Ariane-4 vehicle

The MTP spacecraft design is the same
as that of the Meteosat Operational
Programme (MOP) spacecraft, the
imaging instrument being a three-channel
radiometer. This instrument will allow
continuous imaging of the Earth with a
resolution at the subsatellite point of 5 km

in the infrared (two infrared channels) and
2 5 km in the visible (one visible channel)
frequency spectrum

The spacecraft assembly phase will be

completed by the end of August, when the
environmental test phase should begin
The final testing of the spacecraft will take
place early next year, with the Flight
Acceptance Review planned for mid-April
1997 The MTP launch campaign is

expected to last two months, through May

and June 1 997.

Meteosat Second
Generation
The main development phase (Phase-C/D)

continues to proceed on schedule with a

series of Preliminary Design Reviews at

subsystem and equipment level, releasing

engineering-model manufacture and

thermal/mechanical-model manufacture The

final system-level Preliminary Design Review

(PDR) is planned for early April 1996

Negotiations for the th ree-satellite

procurement (MSG-1 , 2 and 3) with industry

are in orocess. The recurrent models MSG-2

and MSG-3, to be launched in 2002 and

stored in 2003, respectively, are being fully

financed by Eumetsat and are being
procured on their behalf by ESA

METOP

During the Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) in December 1995/January 1996, a
reference configuration, studied during
Phase-B1 , was evaluated Evolution of the
programmatic baseline during 1 995,
particularly regarding the payload

complement which the Participating States

wish to embark on the METOP series,

remained incomolete at the time of the
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Le prototype de vol du module de
servitude esl dans sa phase d'int5gration
finale chez Matra Marconl Space d

Toulouse. L'int6gration electrique est en
trds bonne voie : toutefots certains
probldmes subsistent quant a la

disoonibilite du r6odteur mode double
dans /es d1lais voulus

L'intdgration du moddle d'identification de
la case a equipements de la charge utile
(PEB) a 6te terminee chez Dornier (D)

Des essais fonctionnels ainsi que des
verifications sont toujours en cours

Plusieurs questions relatives d l'interface
avec le lanceur Ariane-S font I'obiet
d'dtudes

En r4ponse aux demandes des Efals

membres participant au programme au
sujet d'une nouvelle reduction des coOls,

I'Agence et les industriels ont prodigue
leurs efforts pour rechercher des
rdductions de co1t et mettre en oeuvre des
all'gements de programme tant en ce qui
concerne le mat1riel que /es actlvitds
d'essai d venir, ce qui n'ira pas sans
nsques supp/d mentaires. Sur /a base des

rdsultats obtenus, une proposition

coordonn6e sera presentee au Conseil
directeur afin d'harmoniser les profils

actuels de financemenf rnscrits dans la
D1claration ayec /es besorns reels du
programme.

M6t6osat
L'assemblage et I'integration du satellite

du Programme Meteosat de transition
(MTP) ont commenc1. Ce satellite doit ete
lancd debut juillet par un lanceur Ariane-4.

La conception du satellite MTP est la

mOme que celle du satellite du Programme
M et6osat operation nel pu isq ue

I'instrument imageur est un radiometre a

trois canaux. Cet instrument prend en

continu I'image de la Terre avec une
r4solution au point subsatellite de 5 km

dans I'infrarouge et de 2,5 km dans Ie
visible

La phase d'assemblage du satellite sera
terminee fin aolt, date a Ia laquelle la
phase d'essais d'ambiance devrait
ddbuter L'essai final du satellite aura lieu

ddbut 1997 et Ia revue de recette pour le
vol est pr6vue pour mi-avril 1997 La

campagne de lancement du MTP devrait
durer deux mois (mai-juin 1997).
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M6t6osat de
deuxidme 96n6ration
La phase prindpale de rdalisation (phase
C/D) se poursuit selon le calendrier pr6vu
par une sdrie de revues pr1liminaires de
conception (PDR) au niveau des
sous-systdmes et des equipements, avec
pour objectif de lancer lafabrication du
moddle d'identification et du moddle
thermique/mdcanique. La PDR finale au
niveau systdme est fix6e d ddbut avril
7996

Les ndgociations avec l'industrie relatives
d l' ap p rov ision nement d e lrors sate//ites
(MSG-1 , 2 et 3) suivent leur cours. Les

moddles rdcurrents MSG-2 et MSG-3, le
premier devant €tre lancd en 2002 et le

deuxidme entreposd d partir de 2003, sont
entidrement finances par Eumetsat et
approvisionnes par I'Agence pour le

compte d'Eumetsat

METOP

La revue preliminaire de conception (PDR)

de ddcembre 1991/janvier 1 996 a donn6
lieu d l'1valuation d'une configuration de
rdfdrence etudi6e au cours de la phase 81 .

En 1995, la mise au point de la base de
rdf6rence prog ram m atiq ue, notam me nt en
ce qui concerne /es charges utiles que les

Etats participants souhaitent embarquer A

bord des satellites METOP, n'etait toujours
pas achevde au moment de la PDR. La
revue a donc dtd suivie d'une 'phase

d'attente' aendant laouelle les activit6s
industrielles ont etd rdduites d un strict
minimum et axdes sur les 6l6ments de la

conception qui ne ddpendent pas de la

composition de la charge utile.

Les Etats paftrcipant aux programmes

METOP de I'ESA et d'Eumetsat semblent
parvenir aujourd'hui d une convergence de
vues sur la ddfinition de la charge utile. ll
s'agirait de retenir I'ASCAT et les autres
1lements, d I'exception du ScaBaB
(supprimd), de l'OMl (ddrive du GOME

d'ERS-2) et du MIMR (qui pourrait toutefois
6tre rdembarque s'il etait proposd en tant
qu'instrument AO). Un systdme GPS de
prdcision adapte d I'utilisation des signaux
GPS pour /e sondage de l'atmosphdre est
egalement preyu. Si ces 6l6ments
devaient constituer la charge utile de
r1fdrence, la phase 82 reddmarrerait d6but
avril 1996.

Programmes spatiaux
habit6s
Programme de Station spatiale
internationale (lSS)
Afin de resoecter les olafonds financiers du
programme ISS approuv6, un ajustement
de la rdpartition des ldches industrielles a
6td 6tudi6 dans le cadre d'une 1valuation
conduite d I'echelle du programme, por-

tant sur les mesures d prendre pour aboutir
A des reductions de co)t 6quivalant aux
montants bloquds, fixds d 2,03o/o dans la
Declaration de programme, et pour
atteindre les objectifs globaux de retour
geographique. Dans cette perspective,

des r1unions ont ete organis6es ayec /es

d el6g ations des p ri nci paux co ntri buteu rs

au programme /SS afn d'examiner le role

de leurs industriels et leurs souhaits quant
d I'utilisation des installations nationales
ndcessalres au soutien de Ia ohase oo6ra-
tionnelle. Une attention particulidre a ete
accordde aux mesures spdciales en faveur
de I'ltalie d6cid6es d /a sesslon du Conseil
au niveau ministeriel a Toulouse en octobre
dernier.

coF
Ious /es pornfs de non-conformitd
technique par rapport aux imp4ratifs de la

base de r1fdrence commune ESA/NASA

ont 6te rdso/us et le contenu et le prix de
I'ensemble des travaux au titre du contrat
de developpement du secteur spatial ont
6td approuv1s Des activitds industrielles
sont en cours en ce qui concerne la mise
au pointfinale des spdcifications et des
plans, la consolidation de la configuration
generale, la rdalisation de systdmes
avioniques pour le logiciel au sol et
d'equipements d/ecfnques de soutien sol.
En outre, /es moddles de ddveloppement
de certains des systdmes de contr)le
d'ambiance et de soutien vie sont en cours
d'essal dans Ie cadre des activitds d'ap-
provisionnement communes au COF et au
MPLM. Lafabrication de l'unitd d'essars de
structure du MPLM (sur laquelle esf basde
Ia structure du COF) a 6td men6e d bien et
des prdparatils sonl en cours pour
conduire /es essars de qualification

Sur le plan programmatique, le calendrier a

6td adaptd en vue d'un lancement en
novembre 2002 et les derniers details de la
rdpartition des ldches industrielles sont en
cours de rdglement, I'objectif etant
d'accroitre au maximum le contenu
europden chaque fois que les prix

orooosds I'autorisent
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PDR. Consequently, the Review was
followed by a holding phase during which
industrial effort was kept to a minimum,
focussing on those design elements that
are independent of the payload

complement

The Participating States to both the ESA

and Eumetsat programmes now appearto
be converging on a payload definition
This retains the ASCAT and the other
payload elements except ScaRaB which is

removed, OMlwhich is realised as GOME,

as flown on ERS-2, and MIMR, where
provision is made for its possible re-

embarkation if it should be offered as an
Announcement of Opportunity instrument
In addition, a precision GPS system

adapted to use the GPS signals for
atmospheric sounding will be included.
Assuming this becomes the baseline
payload, Phase-82 will be restarted in
early April 1996.

Manned Space
Programme
International Space Station
Programme (lSS)

In order to respect the financial ceilings of

the approved ISS Programme, adjustment
of the distribution of industrial tasks was
investigated as part of a programme-wide

assessment of the measures to be

undertaken to achieve cost reductions
eouivalent to the 2.030/o blocked amount in

the Programme Declaration, and to meet
the overall geographical-return targets. To

this end, meetings have taken place with
the Delegations of the main ISS

Programme contributors to discuss the
role of their Industry, and their aspirations
with respect to the use of national facilities
needed to support the operational phase

Particular attention has been paid to the
special measures for ltaly agreed at the
Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Toulouse last October.

coF
All technical non-compliances against the
ESA/NASA joi nt requ i rements baseli ne

have been resolved and the total work
content/price of the space-segment
development contract has been agreed.
Industrial work in the domains of

specifications/plans finalisation, overall

configuration design consolidation,
ground software avionics facility

development and electrical
ground-support equipment development
is underway Furthermore, the

development models of some of the
environmental-control and life-suooort
systems are being tested as part of the

common COF/M PLM procurement

activity. Manufacture of the structural test

unit of the M PLM (on which the COF
structure is based) has been completed
and it is being prepared for qualification

testing.

Programmatically, the adjustment of the

schedule to a launch date of November
2002 has been made, and fine tuning of
the industrial worksharing is being
finalised, with the goal of maximising
European content wherever this is
comoatible with the orice

CRV/CTV
The parallel CRV/CTV Phase-A studies
were completed as planned by the end of

1995 A bridging phase f rom January to
mid-Aoril 1996 will orovide additional
technical data in support of open concept
choices, such as the landing system The

Request for Quotation for Phase-B, which
is planned to start in September 1996, is in

preparation and will consider the use of a

single contractor.

ATV

The system requirements and the
system design as frozen at the System

Requirements Review (SRR1) in

December 1995 remain valid and will be
finalised in May after completion of the

Phase-B Extension A change of prime

contractor after Phase-B is envisaged and
will be taken into account in the
preparation of Phase-C/D. The new prime

contractor will be made familiar with the

overall programme, and in particular the
ATV Rendezvous Pre-development
Programme, to the extent necessary to
ensure that the results are fullv beneficial
for the ATV Programme.

Discussions and studies with the Russian

Space Agency (RKA) and the Russian

contractors concerning the interfacing of

the ATV with the Russian oart of the Space
Station for reboost have progressed well

and all inherent technical aspects seem to

have been addressed satisfactorilv

The Russian equipment that could be used
on ATV has been defined and the profile of
the first ATV demonstration flight has been
worked out with the Russian contractor.

Technology and ARD
With few exceptions as far as ongoing
ARD work is concerned, all technology
contracts have been committed and are
proceeding as planned

Good progress has been made with the
assembly and testing of the Atmospheric
Reentry Demonstrator (ARD) in industry.

The delay in the delivery of the ARD
propulsion system was overcome by

adapting the planning of the integration
and test accordingly. Preparations are

being made to repeat the failed balloon
drop test, the necessary additional funds
having been made available within the
scope of the MSTP budget

Preparations for the launch of the ARD in
September 1996 on the Ariane-S second
demonstration flight have continued on

schedule

Early deliveries
Columbus Mission Data Base (MDB)

The formal delivery and installation of the
Columbus Mission Data Base into the
NASA Mission Build Facility in Houston
took place in December, thus concluding
this phase of the activity in line with the
schedule agreed with NASA in early 1994,

Prototyping activities for further possible

deliveries to NASA under a separate
contract have been initiated.

Core Data Management System for the
Service Module (DMS-R)
The ongoing development work in industry
was complemented by a series of technical
meetings in Russia with the participation of

the Russian Space Agency, and the
European and Russian industrial partners,

to negotrate open technical changes and
revised delivery dates, as agreed with
NASA Agreement was reached on all

points.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)
Negotiations with the ERA Prime

Contractor culminated in the signing of the
contract for the ERA Develooment Part 2.

The final details of the subcontractor
arrangements remain to be settled.

A competitive tender was issued for
provision of the ERA Mission Preparation
and Training Equipment.

Consideration is being given by NASA and
RKA to a change in the International Space
Station launch sequence whereby the
Russian Scientific and Power Platform, on

which the ERA is operated, would be
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CRV/CTV
Les 1tudes paralldles de phase A du CRV

et du CTV ont 6td achevdes comme prdvu

fin 1995. Une phase de transition allant de
janvier d la m|avril 1996 fournira des

don ndes tech n iq u es com pl1mentai res, q u i
permettront d'arrdter les concepts non
encore fixds, comme /e systdme
d'atterrissage. La demande de prix relative

d Ia phase B, qui doit €tre lancde en

septembre 1996, est en cours de
preparation et il est prdvu de faire appel A

un contractant unique

ATV

Les impdratifs et le concept au niveau
systdme qui avaient 6td arrltes lors de la

revue des imperatifs sysfdme (SRR1) en

ddcembre 1 995 restent valables et feront
I'objet d'une mise au point ddfinitive en

mai, d l'issue de la prolongation de la
phase B. Un changement de maitre
d'oeuvre est envisage aprds la phase B et
la preparation de la phase C/D sera
conduite dans cette perspective Le

nouveau maitre d'oeuvre sera familiarisd

avec l'ensemble du programme,

notamment le programme de
prddeveloppement du systdme de
rendez-vous de I'ATV, jusqu'd ce que les

rdsultats obtenus be nef i ci e nt
integralement au programme ATV.

Les drscussions el dtudes conduites avec
I'Agence spatiale russe el /es contractants
russes au suTet des interfaces entre I'ATV et
la composante russe de la Station spatiale
ont bien avancd et lous /es aspecls
techniques du probldme du rehaussement
d'orbite semblent avoir et6 rdsolus de
manidre satisfaisante

L' 6q u i pemenl russe suscepti ble d' 6tre

utilise sur I'ATV a 6td ddfini et le profil du
premier vol de ddmonstration de I'ATV a

ete etabli avec Ie contractant russe.

Technologie et ARD
En ce qui concerne les travaux en cours
sur I'ARD, tous /es contrats technologiques
ont ete engag6s d quelques exceptions
pres et leur ex6cution se ddroule
normalement.

D'importants progrds ont et6 rfalises dans
I'assemblage et I'essai du ddmonstrateur
de rentrde atmosphdrique (ARD) par
I'industrie. Le retard survenu dans la
fourniture du systdme de propulsion de
I'ARD a 6td compensd par un

remaniement en consdquence du
calendrier d'intdgration et d'essal Des

vo

prdparatifs sont en cours pour reprendre
/'essal de largage par ballon qui avait
6chou6, /es credlts suppl6mentaires
ndcessaires ayant 6td ddgag6s au titre du
budget MSTP.

Les pr1paratifs en vue du lancement de
l'ARD en septembre 1996 lors du
deuxieme vol de demonstration d'Ariane 5
se sontpoursuivis conform6ment au
calendrier.

Livraisons i court terme
Base de donn6es mission Columbus
(MDB)

Le transfert officiel et I'installation de la

MDB dans les Moyens de pr6paration de
mission a Houston ont eu lieu en

d6cembre, mettant ainsi un pointfinal a

cette phase d'activitds, conformdment au
calendrier fixd avec la NASA ddbut 1994.

Des travaux de rdalisation de prototypes

ont 6td lancds en vue d'1ventuelles
fournitures ultdrieures d /a NASA au titre

d'un contrat distinct

Systdme principal de gestion des
donn6es pour le module de servitude
(DMS-R)
Les travaux de ddveloppement en cours
au sein de I'industrie ont ete compl6t6s par
latenue, en Bussie, d'une s6rie de
16u n ions tech n iq ues, auxq uelles ont
particip1 I'Agence spatiale russe el /es

partenaires industriels europdens el russes

afin de negocier certains points en

suspens porlanl sur des modifications
techniques elsur/es dates de livraison
conform€ment aux accords conclus avec
la NASA Un accord a 6td obtenu sur tous
/es polnts.

Bras t6l6manipulateur europ6en (ERA)
Le fait marquant des negociations avec le

maitre d'oeuvre de I'ERA a 6td la signature
du contrat relatif d la 2eme partie de ses

travaux de ddveloppement. ll reste d rdgler
les derniers ddlarls des arrangements avec
/es sous-lraifa nts. Un appel d'offres
concurrentiel a ete envoye pour la

fourniture des moyens de formation et de
prdparation de mission ERA.

La NASA et la RKA examinent
actuellement une modification de la

sdquence de lancement de la Station
s p ati ale i nte r n ati o n ale co n sistant d f ai re

exdcuter par la Navette amdricaine le
lancement de la plate-forme Scrence el
1nergie, qui doit €tre fournie par la Russie

et sur laquelle I'ERA doit €tre utilnd. Les

tdches de I'ERA resteraient oour I'essentiel

inchangdes, mars /es consdquences de ce
nouveau scdnario de lancement sont en

cours d'€valuation.

Equipements de soutien de laboratoire
Congelateur - 80o

La phase 8 s'eslpoursuivie selon le

calendrier prdvu, bien que latechnologie
de pointe utilis1e ait entraine des
difficultds, qui risquent de se traduire par
quelques hausses de co}t lors de la phase

C/D. La revue programmatique a eu lieu en

d1cembre et /'essai du moddle de
ddveloppement a ddb ut6.

Boite d gants pour la recherche en

microgravit6
Lafabrication du moddle de
developpement a commence; I' int6gration
ef /'essalsont prdvus pour lafin de premier

trimestre 1996. La revue prdliminaire de
conception, p rog ram mde en ddcem b re

1995, a 6td reportee d mars 1996.

Hexaood
La premidre grande revue de la phase B,

qui consistait d examiner les imp1ratifs
systdme et la configuration prdliminaire, a

eu lieu en d6cembre comme prdvu.
L'ensemble de la phase I reste conforme
au calendrier

Recherche en
microgravit6
La mission EuroMir 95 s'est achev6e le 29
fdvrier 1996. Les dix-huit exp€riences en

sclences de la vie et huit expdriences en

sclences des matdriaux du programme de
recherche en microgravite ont ete

conduites soit en mode autonome, soit
dans /es trois installations nouvelles d

utilisateurs multiples. La masse totale de la

charge utile fournie par le programme en
question avoisinait les 350 kg

Le 2 mars 1996, un instrument de
physique des fluides congu pour 6tudier
les ddplacemenfs des bulles de gaz dans
un champ d gradientthermique bien d1fini
en milieu liquide a 6t6 embarqu4 d bord
d'une fus6e-sonde Texus 34, Iancde de
Kiruna (S). Le chercheur responsable de
cette expdrience I'a realis1e en temps rdel
depuis son laboratoire de Naples (l), en

mode interactif.

En 1996, qui sera une annde de travail
intense, le programme de recherche en

m icrog rav itd p rdv oit I es I an ce m e nts

su/vanrsi
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launched on the Shuttle. The tasks of the
ERA would remain substantially the same,

but the implications of the new launch

scenario are being assessed

Laboratory Support Eq uipment
80o Freezer

The Phase-B has continued on schedule,
although difficulties with the advanced

technology employed have given rise to

some potential cost increases for

Phase-C/D. The programmatic review took
place in December and the development
model test was initiated.

M ic rog rav ity Sci e nce G lov eb ox

Manufacture of the development model
has been initiated; integration and testing
is planned for the end of the first quafter of
1996 The Preliminary Design Review

foreseen for December 1995 was
rescheduled for March 1996.

Hexapod
The first major review of the Phase-B,

the system requirements and design
configuration revieq took place in

December as planned. Overall, the
Phase-B remains on schedule.

Microgravity
The EuroMir 95 mission was concluded on

29 February 1996, with the Microgravity
Programme having contributed '1 8

life-science and 8 materials-science
experiments, which were performed either

as self-standing experiments or in three
newly developed multi-user facilities. The

total mass of the payload provided by

the Microgravity Programme was

approximately 350 kg.

On 2 March 1996, a fluid-physics payload

designed to investigate the motion of gas

bubbles in a well-defined thermal-gradient
field in a fluid was successfully flown on the
sounding rocket Texus 34, launched from

Kiruna (S). This experiment was performed

interactively in real time by the researcher
located at his home institute in Naples (l).

1996 is a year of high activity for the
Microgravity Programme, with the
following launches:

- 21 March 1996: Flight of Biorack in

Spacehab on Shuttle mission SMM-03.

- 23 April 1996: Launch of the sounding
rocket Maser 7.

- 16 May 1996: Flight of the Diffusion

Coefficient Measurement Facilitv on

Shuttle mission STS-77.

- 27 June 1996: Flight of four multi-user
facilities - the Advanced Gradient
Heating Facility, the Advanced Protetn

Crystallisation Facility, the Bubble, Drop

and Particle Unit, and the Torque

Velocity Dynamometer - on the LMS

Spacelab mission

- Seotember/October 1996: the Foton-11

mission carrying the Biobox and the
Biopan and three autonomous
exoeriments.

- December 1996: A further reflight of
Biorack on Shuttle mission SMM-05.

In preparation for Space Station Utilisation,

definition studies are being initiated for

three major multi-user facilities: the
Materials Science Laboratory (MSL), the
Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL)and the

Biolab (BL).

EuroMir 95

The EuroMir 95 mission came to a

successful close at 11 .42 n CET on

29 February 1996 with the safe landing of

the Soyuz TM-22 spacecraft in the steppes

of Kazakhstan At the landing site, about
107 km northeast of the town of Arkalyk,

ESA astronaut Thomas Reiter was
welcomed back to Earth by backup
astronaut Christer Fuglesang, his prime

contact person at the Control Centre
during the mission

Less than seven hours later, Thomas Reiter

and his Russian crewmates Yuri Gidzenko

and Sergei Avdeev arrived at Star City's
airport near Moscow, where they were
greeted by Russian space authorities, top
ESA officials, and numerous members of

the EuroMir ground operations and
management teams. First medical

examinations confirmed the crew's
excellent health after their 1 80 days in orbit

aboard the Russian space station Mir.

Afterjust one day of recovery, the crew
were ready to give their first international
press conference at Star City after their
return. According to Thomas Reiter, the

absolute highlights of mission for him were

the two soacewalks that he made on

20 October 1 995 and on 8 February 1 996,

the first ever undertaken bv an ESA

astronaut.

The accumulated data from the 41

exoeriments carried out onboard Mir is

now in the hands of the scientists on the

ground, who are analysing it together with

the material returned and who will soon

have their first briefings with the astronauts.

The experiment programme spans the

fields of life science, astrophysics, material

science and technology. Thanks to the

45-day extension of the flight, allof the

scientific experiments that had been
scheduled could be conducted at least the

requisite number of times, and sometimes

more.

Thomas Reiter's post-f light prog ram me,

consisting of rehabilitation periods,

medical examinations, debriefings and
public appearances, etc. will continue unttl

the end of June.
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- 21 mars: emportduBiorackaborddu
Spacehab dans le cadre de la mission

SMM-03 de la Navette

- 23 avril: Iancement de lafusde-sonde
Maser 7

- 16 mai: emport de I'instrument de
mesure du coefficient de diffusion dans
Ie cadre de la mission STS-77 de la

Navette

- 27 juin: emport de quatre installations d

utilisateurs multiples (four d gradient de
h aute tech nolog ie ; i nstallation d e

cristallisation des prot6ines de pointe;

dispositif bulles, gouttes et particules;

dy n am o m etre f o rce-v itesse ) d an s I e

cadre de Ia mission LMS du Spacelab

- septembre/octobre: mission Photon-1 1

emportant le Biobox, le Biopan ettrois
expdriences autonomes

- ddcembre: nouvel emDort du Biorack
dans le cadre de la mission SMM-05 de
la Navette.

En preparation de I'utilisation de la Station

spatiale, des dfudes ont 6te mises en route
pour ddfinir trois installations importantes d

utilisateurs multiples: le laboratoire de
sciences des matdriaux (MSL), Ie

laboratoire de sciences des fluides (FSL)

et Ie Biolab (BD.

The EuroMir 95 crew in orbit: from left to right,
cosmonauts Sergei Avdeev and Yuri Gidzenko,
with ESA astronaut Thomas Reiter

L'4quipage l'EuroMir 95 en orbite: d gauche,
les cosmonautes Sergel Avdeev et
Yuri Gidzenko, 6 droite I'astronaute de I'ESA
Thomas Reiter

EuroMir 95

La mission EuroMir 95 s'est terminde
avec succds Ie 29 fevrier 1996 avec
I'atterrissage e 11h42 (heure de Paris) de la

capsule Soyouz TM-22 dans /es steppes
du Kazakhstan. Sur/es lieux de
I'atterrEsage d environ 107 km au nord-est
d'Arkalyk, I'astronaute de I'ESA Thomas

Reiter a 6td accueilli par sa doublure,
Chilster Fuglesang, qui avait 6t6 son
principal interlocuteur au Centre de
contr)le pendant toute Ia dur6e de la

m/ss/on

Sepl heures p lus tard, Thomas Reiter et
ses co-6quipiers russes, louri Guidzenko et
Serguei'Avdei'ev, sont arilv1s d I'adroport
de la Cit6 des Etoiles prds de Moscou, oD

ils ont etd fdlicitds par les autoritAs spatiales
russes, les hauts dirigeants de I'ESA et de
nombreux reprdsentants des 6quipes qui
avaient assurd les opdrations au sol et la

gestion de la mission Les premiers

examens medtcaux ont confirme
I'excellent 6tat de santd de l'6quipage
aprds cette mission de 180 jours
en orbite d bord de la station russe

Mir.

Apres 24 heures de repos, l'1quipage etait
pr€t a donner sa premidre conference de
presse internationale d la Cit6 des EtorTes.

Pour Thomas Reiter, les 6lapes /es p/us

marquantes de la mission furent les deux
sorties extra-vdhiculaires du 20 octobre
1995 et du 8 fdviler 1996, les premidres
jamais entreprises par un astronaute de
I'ESA.

Les donndes des 41 experiences mendes
d bord ainsi que le mat6riel recupere se
trouvent desormais entre /es marns des
chercheurs, qui procddent a leur analyse
Chercheurs et astronautes se rduniront
bientot pour faire le bilan de ces
expdriences, qui portaient sur les

disciplines suiyanles: sciences de lavie,
astrophysique, sclences des matdriaux et
technologie. Grdce d la prolongation de
45 jours du vol, toutes les expdriences
scientifiques ont pu 6tre conduites autant
de fois qu'il 6tait prdvu, voire plus

Le programme de Thomas Reiter apres
son sdjour en orbite (eadaptation,
examens mddicaux, comptes rendus de
mirsslon, relations publiques, etc.,) se
poursuivra jusqu'dfin juin. G
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First Ariane-S Test Flight Fails
ln Brief
The first test flight of the new Ariane-S launcher
ended in failure in Kourou, French Guiana, on

4 June, with the explosion of the vehicle shortly
after lift-off. The four Cluster scientific soacecraft
that made up the payload were lost in the

explosron.

This was the first proving flight of an entirely new

vehicle with engines ten times more powerful

than those of the current Ariane-4 series. The

many qualification reviews and ground tests

conducted throughout the ten-year development
programme have involved extremely rrgorous

checks on the correctness of all the engineering
choices made. Unfortunately, however, there is no

absolute guarantee of success at the first attempt
with such a complex system

Nominal ignition of Ariane-S's Vulcain engine at

09.33.59 hrs Kourou time was followed by

correct ignition of the solid-booster stages and
lift-off 7 5 s later. For the next 30 s of the flight,
guidance and trajectory were normal, with the

launcher reaching Mach 0 7 (857 km/h) and an

altitude of 3500 m Telemetry data show that
immediately thereafter, the nozzles of both of the

solid boosters suddenly swivelled to their limit,

causing the vehicle to tilt sharply and thereby
giving rise to excessive aerodynamic loading and
breakage of its structure. This loss of launcher
integrity was followed by the destruction of all

launcher elements by the onboard safety system.

Preliminary analysis of the telemetry data

confirms that Ariane-5's solid boosters and
cryogenic main stage functioned correctly during
the flight, and the launcher's 'electrrcal and
software system' is presently under scrutiny.

An independent Inquiry Board is being set up by

ESA and CNES which will report its findings by

mid-July and propose corrective measures to
prevent any repetrtion of this extremely

unfortunate accident.

The fact that the launcher's performance was

completely nominal during the critical first half

minute of flight, and the skills and determination
to succeed on the oart of all those involved -
at CNES, at ESA and in European Industry -
provide every confidence that the second
proving flight, scheduled to take place later this
year, will be a complete success

The Inquiry Board's findings and the latest
programme status will be reported in the next

issue of the ESA Bulletin (No. 87) in August. G
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ESA Astronaut Ends
Longest Mission by a
Non-Russian

ESA astronaut Thomas Reiter recently
returned from his record-breaking mission

aboard the Russian space station Mir, At
1 80 days, he has become the non-Russian

astronaut to have spent the longest time in
or0rl

EuroMir 95, a joinl ESA - Russian Space
Agency mission, ended on 29 February
when the SoyuzTM-22 capsule carrying
Reiter and his two Russian colleagues
landed in the steppes of Kazakhstan They
had been orbiting the Earth aboard l\/ir
since early September 1995 They left

behind their two-man, Russian relief crew
The NASA astronaut Shannon Lucid has
since joined that crew, remaining aboard
Mir after a Space Shuttle docking in
March

During his stay, Reiter performed two
'space walks' On the first of these, he

attached a European experiment to the
exterior of the Spektr module lt exposed
materials to space and collected space
debris and cosmic dust, On the second
walk, he retrieved two of the experiment's
cassettes, which are currently being
analysed back on Earth

In April, Thomas Reiter was awarded the
'Order of Friendship Medal' by Russian
President Boris Yeltsin, in recognition of his

180 day flight His two crewmates on the
EuroMrr 95 flight, Commander Yuri

Gidzenko and First Engineer Sergei
Avdeev, and about 30 other eminent
persons from the space community,
received similar decorations in a ceremony
at the Kremlin rn lVoscow on 12 April 1996
This day is celebrated as 'Cosmonaut's

Day' in Russia, marking the anniversary of
the first manned space flight by Yuri

Gagarin The same award had been
presented previously to ESA's EurolVir 94
Astronauts Ulf lVerbold and Pedro Duque

Thomas Reiter was accompanied at the
ceremony by ESA s Director of Manned
Spaceflight and Microgravity, Mr Jeorg
Fettstcl-Rilcchl hv the Frrromir

ESA Astronaut Thomas Reiter (bottom left)
with his Fussian crewmates

Programme Manager, Dr. Dieter Andresen,
and bythe Head ofthe ESA Permanent
Mission in Russia, lVr Alain Fournier-Sicre

During the ceremony, Mr Reiter delivered a
well-received message of thanks in

Russian to the assembled gathering. Late;
Mr Feustel-Buechlwas given the
opportunity to address President Yeltsin

directly on behalf of ESA After thanking
Mr Yeltsin for the honour bestowed on the
ESA Astronaut, lVr Feustel-Buechl referred
to the joint ESA - Russian mission which
had just come to an end: 'We are very
proud of this greal success , which was the
/ongesf mlsslo n an ESA astronaut has ever
undertaken, and we have particularly
appreciated the friendly and cooperative
atmosphere in whrch this enterprise has
been performed at all levels. This peaceful
cooperation wrth Russia as a great space
nation was a splendtd and exciting
experience for us, and I am sure that we
will have many more opportunities to
develop our future cooperatron in space'.
he said, G

,?usslan President Boris Yeltsin, in
dlscussion with Mr Feustel-Buechl (right)
and Dr Andresen
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Figure 1 . Temperature levels in lhe Sun's atmosphere, recorded

wilh SOHO's Extreme Ultravrolet lmager (EIT) instrument

SOHO Unmasks the Sun

After less than one month of full operation,

and five months since its launch on

2 December 1 995, ESA s Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory, SOHO has

begun to provide remarkable data that
could finally lead to the unravelling of the

Sun's mysteries, The first results are allthe
more impressive because SOHO arrived at

its vantage point 1 500 000 km out in

space only in February, and commis-
sioning was formally completed as

recently as 16 April,

SOHO's payload of twelve scientific instru-

ments includes an extreme ultraviolet
imaging telescope, two ultraviolet spectro-
meters and an ultraviolet coronagraph (an

imager for the outer atmosphere) which
are being used to

study the Sun layer

by layer, from its

deep interior to the
+^. "^^^h^^ ^{ +h^tdt tudut tu5 ut Lt tE

solar wind, over a

wide range of

wavelengths.

The Sun is currently
in the very quietest
phase of its eleven-
year cycle of activity

and appears very calm to those studying
it f rom ground-based observatories
Unencumbered by the masking effects of

the Earth's atmosphere, SOHO's
instruments show that this supposedly
quiet Sun is in fact belching out huge
volumes of gas into space They have

also detected currents of gas flowing just

beneath the Sun's visible surface, and
mapped a hole burnt by the solar wind in

a stream of gas coming from the stars

The observations being made in this
'quiet' phase of the solar cycle, when
sunspots are scarce, will provide an

excellent baseline for SOHO's later

investigations during stormier and more

confused periods of solar activity. These

will occur around the year 2000, as the

Sun enters its phase of maximum activity,

with a dramatic increase in the number of

sunspots and huge explosions becoming
commonplace

'Everyone ls lmpressed by SOHO's
performance', confirms Dr Roger
Bonnet, Director of ESA's Scientific
Programme; 'By the end of this mission,

we will know the Sun far better than we

do now. Then we will understand the

stars better too, because the Sun is the

star we see with greatest clarity Also, we

will be able to comment with much more
confidence on those rmportant but
puzzling aspects of solar behaviour that

affect our lives on Earth, whether tn terms

of short-lived magnetic sforms or
long-lasting changes of climate'

The next issue of ESA Bulletin (No. 87,

August 1996) will contain a special
article devoted to the early scientif ic
results from SOHO, written by the
ESA SOHO Project Scientist
Dr Vicente Domingo and his
colleagues.
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High-Performance
Communications
Payload Ready for
Launch
ESA's European Land Mobile Services
(EMS) payload, which will provide a variety
of L-band satellite services principally to
mobile users throughout Europe and
northern Africa, will now be launched on
the ltalsat-F2 satellite developed by the
Italian Space Agency (ASl)

After its launch and commissioning, EMS s

capacity will be leased by ESA to Nuova

Telespazio, which will serve both as a
wholesaler of that capacity to third-party
service providers and as a service provider
in its own right.

This high-performance communications
payload, developed under ESA contract
by Alenia Spazio, will allow users with
small portable terminals or vehicle-
mounted terminals to have access to
communications at very reasonable costs.
It will be the beginning of a service that will
carry on well into the next century.

Follow-on payloads, for which ESA is now
developing the technology, will be used to
provide that continuity of service.

The EMS payload will be orbited as

a passenger on ltalsat-F2, which is

scheduled for launch by Ariane this

summer. After the launch and
commissioning of the payload, Nuova
Telespazio will assume responsibility lt will
market services including voice, data and
facsimile communications to and from
mobile terminals mounted on cars and
trucks The ltalsat satellite will complement
the services available from terrestrial
cellular systems and provide a number of
additional types of service The coverage
area will be Greater Europe, extending to
North Africa and the N/iddle East. G

Andrea Pucci (left), Chief Executive
Officer of Nuova Telespazio, and
Rend Collette, Director of ESA's
Telecom m u n icatio ns P rog ram m e,

signing the contract providing for the
lease of EMS capacity to
Nuova Telespazio

Royal Visitors to ESTEC

Prince Willem Alexander of The
Netherlands and Prince Phillip of Belgium
visited the world-class spacecraft testing
facilities at ESA's Soace Research and
Technology Centre, ESTEC, in The
Netherlands, in February G

From leftto right: Marius Ldfevre, Director
of ESTEC, Prince Willem Alexander,
Pilnce Philip and Peter Brinkmann,
Head of ESTEC s Ieslrng Division
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ESA Astronauts
Complete I nternational
Mission
ESA astronauts Claude Nicollier and

Maurizio Cheli returned weary but satisfied

on 9 March f rom their almost 16-day-long

mission aboard the Space Shuttle
'Columbia' (STS 75) lt had proven to be

an eventful one. with the main payload

malfunctioning and the mission being

extended by two days.

During the first part of the mission. a

satellite was deployed on the end of a

20.7 km-long conductive tether, Just

2 54 mm thick This tether, which
generates high voltages, was successfully

unreeled to a length of 19.7 km over a

period of nearly five hours, but then

suddenly broke, The satellite was flung

into a higher orbit, dragging the broken

tether - which was more than 19 km

long - below it After much evaluation, it

was decided not to try to retrieve the

satellite. The reason for the break is still

under investigation.

Despite the brevity of the experiment, more

data than had been expected was

collected The experiment was able to
prove that tethers could be used to

generate electricity and to place satellites

into a higher orbit, Electricity flowed

between the satellite and the Shuttle as the

conductive tether passed through the

Earth's magnetic field lines Shortly before

the break, scientists reported that the

tether was generating a voltage of 3500 V
and a current of 480 mA.

lVission management was also able to set

up ground stations to communicate with

the satellite, within hours, thereby creating

a new mission. Three-days' worth of data

was collected from the experiments
onboard the satellite before its battery ran

out (unlike larger satellites, it did not have

solar panels)

There are currently no further missions
planned for tethered satellites, although

their potential for the International Space

Station is being considered

ESA mission specialists Nicollier and Cheli

played important roles during the
deployment. Nicollier served as the
satellite 'navigator', keeping a close watch

on its position and movements, Cheli,

meanwhile, operated a laser range-finder

to accu rately gauge the distance of the

satellite from the Shuttle,

The mission marked the first time that two
ESA astronauts had flown together. A third

European, Umberto Guidoni of the ltalian

Space Agency, was also part of the

seven-member crew. G

Maurizio Cheli

Claude Nicollier

ESA Continues to
Address Space-Debris
lssue

The number of nations and organisations that

make use of space continues to grow and the

space debris issue is becoming increasingly

urgent Space debrrs, however, is a global

problem and thus global cooperation in

addressing the issue is essential

ESA is a founding member oT one

organisation that is addressing the problem,

the lnter-Agency Space Debrts Coordination

Committee (IADC) The group's main

purpose is to exchange information on

space-debris research between member

space agencies and to identify debris

mitigation options and promote their

application The other founding members are

NASA, the Russian Space Agency (RKA) and

the Japanese Space Agency. The Chinese

National Space Admtnistration joined the

group in 1995

Atthe IADC's most recent meeting, another

three members - CNES (France), BNSC

(UK) and ISRO (lndia) - were admitted,

bringing the total number of members to

eight That meeting, the IADC's 13th, was

held at ESOC in late February with

approximately 65 participants in attendance

As a result, several joint activities are being

pursued to improve the knowledge of the

debris environment in low Earth orbit and the

geostationary orbit The group will also

prepare a common database of all space

objects One option is to prepare an extended

vers on of ESOC's current DISCOS database

Gas a preliminary step
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Space Education for a
Changing World
The International Space University (lSU) is

continuing to expand lt now offers two
professional development prog rammes:
the original Summer Session and a new
Master of Space Studies programme. lt
has also recently added a continuing
education programme, offering short
courses or workshops on topical
subjects.

These programmes are designed to
respond to the educational needs and
the increasing and evolving demands of
the space sector in a rapidly changing
wolo.

Summer Sessions
The Summer Session is held annually. lt
is an intensive 1O-week programme that
covers many space-related disciplines,
taught from an international point of view.
It ls held at a different educational or
research institute each vear.

The Summer Sessions have been offered
since 1988 and some 1000 alumni from 60
countries are now working around the
world Students have included Jim
Newman (Class of 1989), now a NASA
astronaut, who flew on the STS-51 mission
in 1993, and Taber MacCallum (Class of
1988), who spent a year living in

the'Biosphere', a highly-publicised
simulation of the Earth's ecosystem
A total of 34 alumni are also currentlv with
ESA

The next session will be held this summer,
from .1 July to 6 September, in Vienna,
Austria

Master of Space Studies programme
The Master of Space Studies programme
is an 11-month, post-graduate course
aimed at participants ranging from young
graduates to experienced professionals
wishing to further their space-oriented
education lt provides a new inter-
disciplinary, international and rntercultural
educational exoerience

The programme was launched last
September and the first class
(approximately 35 students) is expected
to graduate this summer. The course is

held at ISU's permanent campus in

Strasbourg.

Continuing professional development
programme
The ISU has also just recently launched a
continuing education programme for
professionals lt consists of short courses
(typically one to five days), workshops and
forums to help those interested in keeping
upto-date on new areas in the space field,
or those joining the space field f rom
another area Sessions will be held at
different locations around the world

Further information on ISU can be found
on the World Wide Web at:

http://www isunet edu/ G

Further Educational
Opportunities: The
Alpbach Summer School

The Summer School Alpbach is again
offering young European scientists and
engineers the opportunity to delve further
into space-related studies under the
guidance of experts in the field, This year,

the course will focus on the theme'Mission
to the Moon: Science of the Moon. Science
from the Moon'

The lunar programme requires a longterm
vision, but could be a catalyst for Europe's
further development in a number of
high{echnology fields Through lectures
given by highly experienced scientists and
engineers, and workshops, participants
will examine the Moon's ootential as a
scientific outpost and as a natural 'space

station'

The Summer School is jointly organised by
the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science,
Research and the Arts, and the Austrian
Space Agency (ASA), and is co-sponsored
by ESA This year's course is also being
funded by the European Space Science
Committee of the European Science
Foundation. As usual, it will be held in
Alpbach, a small village in the Austrian

Alps, 60 km from Innsbruck, and .1 50 km
from Munich

The annual courses are open to graduate
students and to young scientists and
engineers from ESA Member States. For
additional information, contact:

Prof. J Ortner
Austrian Space Agency
Garnisongrasse 7

A-1090 Vienna
Austria

Tel: (43)l 403817712
Fax: (43)l 4058228

ESOC Monitors
Re-enteri ng Spacecraft
Two spacecraft recently caught the world's
attention, but not in the usual way The
Russian Kosmos 398 and the Chinese
FSW 1 5 (or China 40) re-entered the
atmosphere, and it was not known whether
fragments, or indeed the whole spacecraft
in the case of FSW 1-5, would reach the
Earth's surface Such uncontrolled
re-entries pose a potential risk to the
population in the area covered by the
obiect's orbit

ESOC's lVission Analysis Section
monitored both re-entries, as it does
routinely for space debris. Using basic
orbit information obtained by US and
Russian space surveillance systems and
data modelling, the group is able to predict
the time and location of re-entry ESOC
then informs ESA's Member States of the
status ofthe hazard

Kosmos 398 was launched in February
1971 as part of the Soviet manned lunar
programme Of the satellite's initial mass of
about 7 tons, approxiamtely 2.5 tons were
still in orbit when the spacecraft re-entered
over the South Atlantic in December.
Based on infrared observations made from
space, it appears that the fragments of
Kosmos 398 fell into the Atlantic Ocean

The Chinese spacecraft FSW 1 5 (Fanhui
Shi Weixing) was launched in October
1993 into an orbit with an altitude of
250 km. Instead of returning to Earth after
10 days, the re-entry capsule was
erroneously inserted into a higher orbit, lt
re-entered on 12 March, also over the
South Atlantic, falling in a tumbling motion
which rendered its protective heat shield
ineffective Consequently, only a few
fragments of the spacecraft reached the
ocean surface G
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Atlas of
lmages of the Nucleus of Comet Halley

Apparitions of Comet Halley have been recorded regularly in history since 240 BC, but it was not until
its 1066 AD apparition that it was first depicted visually, and then only in a very stylistic manner. The
first accurate scientific drawing of Comet Halley was made in 1682 by Hevelius. Further drawings with
increasing detail were made during the 1759 and 1835 apparitions, and the first photographic plates
were made during Halley's return in 1910. By the time Halley next returned in 1985/6, space flights to
comets were possible and it was met by an armada of five spacecraft, three of which - Giotto, Vega-'l
and Vega-2 - carried high-resolution cameras. These images revealed the existence of a cometary
nucleus for the first time.

Volume 1 of this Atlas is devoted to the images obtained by the Halley Multicolour Camera (HMC)
aboard ESA's Giotto spacecraft. lt includes a brief description of the project, an account of the image
processing and calibration procedures, and a summary of the scientific results to facilitate
interpretation of the imaoes.

In Volume 2,the consecutive sequences of images obtained by the imaging experiments aboard the
Russian-led Intercosmos spacecraft Vega-1 and Vega-2 are presented and the most important
scientific results obtained from these imaoes are described

ESA SP-1127
Volume 1'. 252 pages
Volume 2'. 254 pages

Available from: ESA Publications Division
(Order Form inside back cover of this Bulletin)

Price (both vols.): 100 Dutch Guilders
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Publications
The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications

announcement in the ESA Bulletin

Reouests for cooies should be made in
accordance with the Table and Order Form

at the back of this issue,

ESA Special Publications

ATLASES OF IMAGES OFTHE NUCLEUS OF
coMET HALLEY (MARCH 1996)
VOL 1-KELLERHU ETAL
VOL 2-SZEGO K ET AL
ESA SP-7 1 27 (2 VOLS ), 252 PP & 255 PP

PRICE: 100 DFL

NEW VIEWS OF THE EARTH:
APPLICATIONS ACHIEVEMENTS OF ERS-1
(FEBRUARY 1996)
ESYS LTD (ED T D GUYENNE)
ESASP-1 176/ll //131 PP

PRICE: 70 DFL

MERIS, THE MEDIUM-RESOLUTION
IMAGING SPECTROMETER - PARTS A & B
(FEBRUARY 19s6)
RAST M, (ED. M. PERRY)

ESA SP-1 184 // 63 PP
PRICE: 50 DFL

THE NINE CANDIDATE EARTH EXPLORER
MISSIONS: REPORTS FOR ASSESSMENT
(APRTL 1996)

VOL. 1: GRAVITY FIELD AND
STEADY-STATE OCEAN CI RCU LATION
MISSION

VOL. 2: LAND-SURFACE PROCESSES
AND INTERACTIONS MISSION

VOL.3: EARTH RADIATION MISSION

VOL. 4: ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS
MISSION

VOL. 5: MAGNETOMETRY MISSION

VOL. 6: ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
MISSION

VOL. 7: ATMOSPHERIC PROFILING
MISSION

VOL. 8: PRECIPITATION MISSION

VOL. 9: TOPOGRAPHY MISSION

READINGSC J & REYNOLDS IV L
(ED TD GUYENNE)
ESA SP-1 1 96 // 683 PP

PRICE : 100 DFL

ARIANE-5 GROUND FACILITIES/
INSTALLATIONS SOL
(BILINGUAL: ENGLISH/FRENCH)
(MARCH 1996)
ARIANE DEPT, ESA (ED T D GUYENNE)
ESA SP-1 1 97 // 362 PP

NOT FOR SALE

Graviiy Field ond
Sfeody-Smre Ocecn
Circubtinn lliscinn



publications

The ozone sag., the GOME expe.imenl
and lh. Nobel story

ll':il,l
'ffir|iffi""". ,1

PROCEEDINGS OFTHE SECOND ERS
APPLICATIONS WORKSHOP, LON DON
(DECEMBER 1996)
GUYENNETD (ED)
ESA SP-383 // 499 PP

PRICE: 100 DFL

ESA Brochures

TOWARDS THE NEXT CENTURY: ESA'S
ADVANCED SATELLITE COMMU N ICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY (FEBRUARY 1 996)
MAUROSCHATA (ED C IVATTOK)
ESA BR-1 15 // 48 PP
PFICE 35 DFL

ESA Procedures, Standards &
Specifications

GUIDE TO SOFTWARE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
ESA BOARD FOR SOFTWARE
STANDARDISATION AN D CONTROL (BSSC)

ESA PSS-05-06 /SSUE 7 // 84 + Vlll
PRICE 50 DFL

ESA Newsletters

EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY
NO.51, MARCH 1996
ED T.D GUYENNE
NO CHARGE

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
VOLUME 6, NUMBER 1

ED, M, PERRY

NO CHARGE

REACHING FOR THE SKIES
NO. 15, JANUARY 1996
ED T.D GUYENNE
NO CHARGE

esa

ESA Scientific and
Technical Reports

VERY LABGE SCALE INTEGRATION (VLSI)
FOR DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (DSP)
rN sPACE (SEPTEMBER 1995)
HOLLREISER IV

ESA STR-239 // 35 PP
PRICE: 35 DFL

ESA History Series

TH E AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE SYSTEM :

AN EXAMPLE OF INTERNATIONAL
BARGATNTNG (FEBRUARY 1 996)
SEBESTA L

ESA HSR.17 // 43 PP
PRICE: 35 DFL

esa-=,.,==.,,,,,,.=.."

.t&cdrcfr&fochdrOlFa
Lhddd-13drryP.a.r

ruEddbk,sE

|&d
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Contractor Reports

There are two types of Contractor Reports:

CR(P) and CR(X) reports.

ESA CR(P) documents are available on

microfiche from either of the followino
aooresses:

British Library - Doc Supply Centre
Customer Service
Boston Spa

Wetherby, West Yorkshire

LS23 7BQ
UK

Iel: (44) 937 546 060
Fax: (44) 937 546 333

FIZ Karlsruhe
Bibliographic Service
D-7 6344 Eg genstei n-Leopoldshafen
Germany

Tel: (49)7247 8O8333
Fax: (49) 7247 808 135

ESA CR(X) documents have a restricted
distribution and are not available on

microfiche Printed copies can be
reorrested via FSA Publications Division,

EXTENSION OF THE OSSE DATABASE TO

SCATTEROMETER AND ATOVS DATA

- FrNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1995)
EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR MEDIUIV-RANGE
WEATHER FORECASTS, UK
ESA CR(P)-3943 // 48 PP

AVAIL MF

SURVEY OF DISCRETE PROTOTYPING AND
SIMULATION TOOLS

- EXECUTTVE SUMMARY (OCTOBER 1995)
UNIV OF ABERDEEN, UK
ESA CB(P)-3944 // 7 PP

AVAIL IV]F

SI M U LTANEOUS IMPLEM ENTATION OF
A SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR AND
A HIGH-RESOLUTION OPTICAL IMAGER
(PHASE B)- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND
FINAL REPORT (AUGUST 1995)
GEC-MARCONI, UK
ESA CR(P)-3945 // 23 PP AND 170 PP

AVAIL MF

PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS AND
PROPULSION, STRUCTURES AND
MECHANISMS TECHNOLOGIES FOR A
LUNAR LANDER - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
AND FrNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1995)
SENER, SPAIN
ESA CR(P)-3946 // 2s PP AND 71 PP

AVAIL IV]F

108

SPACECRAFT MODELLING METHODS IN

SUPPORT OF SIMULATION OF FUTURE
MISSIONS - FINAL REPORT (SEPTEMBER

1 995)
IVATRA IVARCONI SPACE, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-3947 // 158 PP
AVAIL MF

ONAS: OPERATIONAL NETWORK ACCESS
SYSTEM - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(AUGUST 1sss)
CRISA, SPAIN
ESA CR(N-3948 // 29 PP
NOT AVAIL

ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT TRANSFER
SYSTEMS - FINAL REPORTAND
EXECUTTVE SUMMARY (SEPTEMBER 1 995)
IVATRA IVARCONI SPACE, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-3949 // 213 PP

SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE RATE

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS WITHOUT
GYROS - FTNAL REPORT (AUGUST 1995)
GIVV SPAIN
ESA CR(P)-3950 // 105 PP
AVAIL IVF

KEEP-|D - FrNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1995)
AEROSPATIALE, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-3951 // 62 PP
AVAIL IVF

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR SOLID
STATE MASS MEMORY - FINAL REPORT
AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (SEPTEMBER

1 995)
DAI IV] LER-BENZ AEROSPACE. GERMANY
ESA CR(P).3952 // 68 PP AND 20 PP

AVAIL MF

TIME AND FREOUENCY UTILIZATION
STUDY - FINAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1995)
DAIMLER-BENZ AEROSPACE, GERIVANY
ESA CR(P)-3953 // 266 PP
AVAIL IVF

STATEC: TH E I NTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION AS TECHNOLOGY TEST BED
STUDY - FINAL REPORTAND EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (AUGUST 1995)
DAIIVLER-BENZ AEROSPACE, GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-3954 // 256 PP AND 33 PP
AVAIL MF

MICROSATELLITE APPLICATIONS I N TH E

SPACESTATION SCENARIO - FINAL
REPORT AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(AUGUST 1995)
ALENIA, ITALY

ESA CR(P)-3955 // 185 PP AND 57 PP
AVAIL IVF

THE ISSA AS TECHNOLOGY TEST BED

- FINAL REPORT AND EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (SEPTEMBER 1 995)
ALENIA, ITALY

ESA CRP)-3956 // 233 PP AND 15 PP

AVAIL MF

HEAT PUMP ASSESSMENT STUDY

- FINAL REPORT PART I, FINAL REPORT
PART IIAND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(ocToBER 19s5)
CANIVET, CANADA
ESA CR(P)-3957 // 97 PP, 132 PP AND 23 PP
AVAIL MF

OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
MODERNISATION - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (JANUARY 1994)
LOGICA, UK
ESA CR(P)-3958 // 12 PP
AVAIL IVF

PROTECTION OF FREQUENCY BANDS FOR
SPACE OPERATIONS - FINAL REPORT
(ocToBER 1995)
GAIVED, AUSTRIA
ESA CR(P)-3959 // 39 PP
AVAIL MF

EXTENSION TO DIANA ISDN ACCESS
CONTROL UNIT - FINAL REPORT
(NOVEMBER 1995)
CORNEL, IRELAND
ESA CR(P)-3960 // 1B PP
AVAIL N/F

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE RETRIEVAL
ALGORITHMS SELECTED FOR THE LEVEL
1-2 PROCESSING OF GOME DATA

- FINAL REPORTAND EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (OCTOBER 1995)
SERCO, UK
ESA CR(P)-3961 // 3BO PP AND 1B PP
AVAIL MF

POWER COMPON ENTS EVALUATION

- FINAL REPORTAND EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (OCTOBER 1995)
FIAR,ITALY
ESA CR(P)-3962 // 161 PP AND 24 PP
AVAIL IVF

SPACELAB D-2: M ICRODYNAMICS
TRANSFER FUNCTION EXPERIMENTS

- FINAL REPORT(MARCH 1995)
DAIM LER-BENZ AEROSPACE. GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-3963 // 404 PP
AVAIL MF

NOISE ATTENUATION FOR LAUNCHERS

- FrNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1995)
DAI I\4 LER-BENZ AEROSPACE, GERIVANY
ESA CR(P)-3964 // 445 PP
AVAIL IV]F

MIXED ANALOGUE/DIGITAL SILICON
COMPILER: PHASE 2 - FINAL REPORT
(ocToBER 1995)
KU LEUVEN, BELGIUIV]

ESA CR(P)-3965 // 130 PP
AVAIL MF

A MISSION AND PAYLOAD STUDY FOR
SMALL GEOSTATIONARY
TELECOMM UNICATIONS SATELLITES -
FrNAL REPORT (JANUARY 1993)
BAE SPACE SYSTEMS, UK
ESACR(P) s966//97 PP
AVAIL IVF



publications

LOW TEMPERATURE CRYOCOOLER
REGENERATOR STUDIES - FINAL REPORT
(ocToBER 1995)
RUTHERFORD APPLETON LAB UK
ESA CR(P).3967 // 29 PP

AVAIL MF

DESIGN OF A HIGH-BIT-RATE CHIP FOR
A MCM.D SWITCHING MODULE
2 VOLUMES - FINAL REPORT (JUNE

1 994)
IIVEC, BELGIUIV

ESA CR(X)-3968 // 28 PP AND 29 PP

NOT AVAIL

UNIFICATION OF IMPEDANCE AND
COMPONENT MODE FORMULATIONS
2 VOLUMES - FINAL REPORT (NOVEMBER

1 995)
LTAS, BELGIUIV
ESA CR(P)-3969 // 232 PP AND 154 PP

AVAIL MF

VERIFICATION AND TESTING OF
S PAC EC RAFT AUTO NOMY (VETESCA)
FINAL REPORT (NOVEMBER 1995)
INTECS, ITALY

ESA CR(P)-3970 // 379 PP

AVAIL IVF

LIMB SOUNDER PRE-PHASE-A STUDY:

SOPRANO - SUB-MILLIMETRIC
OBSERVATION OF PROCESSES IN THE
ATMOSPHERE NOTEWORTHY FOR OZONE
3 VOLUMES - FINAL REPORT (JULY 1995)
IVATRA IVARCONI SPACE, UK
ESA CR(P)-3971 // 225 PP,21 5 PP AND 27 PP

AVAIL IVF

RELIABILITY STUDY PROGRAMME FOR
ccDS - FrNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1995)
THOMSON-CSF, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-3972 // 121 PP

AVAIL IV]F

MANUFACTURE AND TEST OF AN
ANTENNA AND MEASUREMENTS OF
FARADAY ROTATION

2 VOLUMES - FINAL REPORT (DECEMBER

1 995)
TELENOR, NORWAY
ESA CR(P).3973 // 79 PP AND 258 PP

AVAIL MF

ADVANCED BEARING TECHNOLOGY

- FrNAL REPORT (SEPTEMBER 1995)
AEA TECHNOLOGY UK
ESA CRP)-3974 // 107 PP
AVAIL MF

tst-imago mundi
15 ans d'exp6rience

en communication scientifique,

culturelle et technologique

Strat6gies de communication

Traductions - Adaptations

Ing6nierie plurim6dia

Espace - Environnement

T6l6d6tection - T6l6communications

Multim6dia - Informatique

Veuillez contacter/Contact Victor Chaptal de Chanteloup

t6l. (33-l) 43 31 36 00 - fax 43 31 51 54 - <100617.1673@compuserve.com>
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If the sky's the limit, let us get you off the ground

When you're developing complex
systems, your resources are
stretched in every direction. Satellite
manufacture and integration are no
exception.

The commercial pressure is on. Short
lead times, reliable performance,
stringent standards. Whether you are
building components for the payload
or managing the entire system
integration, talk to Hewlett-Packard
about making the test process
simpler and more cost-effective.
Leaving your people free to focus on
what they're best at.

You may lcrowthat Hewlett-Packard
offers the widest range of test

products for satellite manufacturers
today. But have you heard that our
services range from straightforward
corsultancy to the complete design
and implementation of test systems
for manufacturing, plus all the back
up training and support you need?

At Hewlett-Packard, our test
solutions will complement your
capability. We lcrow how to deliver
test products, and take responsibility
for systems and services you can
trust. For more information on
sharing the load, call one of the
numbers listed or contact your
nearest HP sales office.

Denmark (45) 99 10 00
Flnland (90) 887 21
FYance (1) 69 82 65 00
Germarry (0180) 5326233
Italy (O2) 9212 224r
Netherlarrds (O20) 547 6669
Norway (22)735600
Spain 9OO I23 123
Sweden (O8) 4442000
Switzerland (1) 735 7111
u.K. (or344) 366666
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publications

Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of

rssues Per year
Scope/Contents

Periodicals

ESA Bulletin

Earth Observation Ouarterly

ECSL News

Reaching for the Skies

lvlicrogravity News

Preparing for the Future

ESA's primary magazine

Remote-sensing news

News from the European Centre for

Space Law (under the auspices of ESA)

4 ESA's Space Transportation Systems news

3 Microgravity Programme news

4 Technology Programme news

Free of charge ESA Publications Division, c/o ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Monographs Code

Conference Proceedings (Sp-xxx) Collection of papers presented at an Prices vary ESA Publications Division, c/o ESTEC,

ESA conference 22OO AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Special Publications (Sp-xxxx) Detailed monographs on

post-g raduate level subjects

Brochures (BR-xxx) Concise summaries on

specitic subjects

Scientific & Technical Reports (STR-xxx) Graduate level - reflecting ESA's

position on a given subject

Scientific&Technical Memoranda (STM-xxx) Graduatelevel -latestbutnotfinalised
thinking on a given subject

Procedures, Standards & (pSS-xxx) Definitive requirements in support of
Specifications conrracrs

Training lvlanuals (TM-xxx) Series Jor education ol users or potential

users of ESA programmes, services or

facilities

Public-relations material General literature, posters,

photographs, films, etc

ESA Public Relations Service

8-10 rue lvlario-Nikis

75738 Paris 1 5, France

All periodicals are also available via the Internet at:

http://esapub.esri n.esa. it/esapub. htm I

Selected public-relations materia and other ESA inJormation is available at:

http:i/www. esrin.esa. it
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Order Form for ESA Publications

IMPORTANT

1. Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque or International Banker's Draft, in Dutch Guilders, made payable to
'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of payment.

2. Within Europe, mailing is free-of-charge. Outside Europe, airmail rs free-of-charge for orders over Dfl. 110; smaller
orders are sent sea mail.

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS

No of
copres

ESA
reference Title

Price per
copy, Dfl

Total
Dft.

Total:

Discount for orders over Dfl. 110: 100/o of total :

Total amount enclosed :.

MAILING ADDRESS (Please print carefully)

Name.

Fr rnntinn

o trnn

lr/lailinn Addross

tn\l/nKP^QT2tt:nna

Cnr rntrrr

Date Sionatrrre

METHOD OF PAYMENT (Please tick box)

Cheque I enclosed. made oavable to ESA Publications Division.
International Banker's Draft J
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Mechanical requirements - Copy dates

Printing material:

Usable material:

Copy date:
(in Noordwijk)

Iype area:

Screen:

Page srze:

Bleed amount: 3mm

lssue dates

ESA Bulletin: February, May, August and November

Rates in Dutch Guilders

1/1 page B/W 2000- 1.600.- 1.200.-

112 page BlVrl 1200- 1.000 - 800 -
1/4 page B/W 800.- 700 - 600 -
Extra charge for 4 colour processing: 1.500.- Dutch Guilders.
Loose inserts (by application only) 1/A4, Dfl. 3.000 - plus

Dfl. 129 - per thousand bookbinder's handling charge

1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion
side down)
Negative, artwork ready for reproduction
All production charges are invoiced separately
Ready for printing: 30 days before publication

Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after

reservation should be notified immediately
fax (31)(0)71-5653794
tel (31) (0)71-5655433

1/1 page 185/265 mm high
112 page horizontal 185/131 mm high

114 page vertical 91/131 mm high

1/4 page horizontal 185/ 65 mm high

60/cm - 1SO/inch

297mm x 210mm

Circulation
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